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SECTION 1 — GENERAL
s
The Multipurpose Interactive NASA Information System (MINIS) is a multipurpose
data management system for small to medium size computers. The system is
designed to accommodate fixed length record data bases with up to 200 fields
(an arbitrary limit) and as many records as available mass storage will permit.
The system has been operated on a data base with over 185 fields and on another
data base with over 160, 000 records.
The MINI System is an interactive modular system. Each major function is
invoked by user requests in the system language, DABAL. The D_Ata _Base
Access Language, DABAL, provides the capabilities to form sets, perform
mathematical calculations, define new variables from combinations of data base
fields and other variables, sum a field or variable within a set, and to invoke
any of the modules of the MINIS.
The modular structure of MINIS is an efficient means of providing the existing
features and functions of the system, and it also establishes a base to which
additional features may readily be attached. The features currently included
in the MINI System include:
•	 User defined data structure
•	 User constructed output reports
•	 Inverted index files
•	 Data base update capability
•	 Simple equation oriented query language
•	 Mathematical manipulation of fields and variables
•	 Saved inquiry capability
•	 Saved report format capability
•	 Data code conversions and scaling
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SECTION 2 — SYSTEM OPERATION
The MINI System performs data base searches and set formation through user
commands entered via the D_Ata _Base _Access Language, DABAL. Adjunct functions,
such as data base definition and updating, are performed through the operation of
separate modules containing the required dialog for user control. This section
describes the operation of each module and the use of DABAL.
2. 1 DATABASE STRUCTURE
For each data base established on the MINI System, there are several files
which must be defined and several optional files which can facilitate data base
searches. The required structure of these files is defined in this section to pro-
vide supporting information to the operation instructions in the following sections.
The block diagram below shows the files -required for each defined data base. The
"file definitions" file contains summary information for all the other files in the
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	F5	 unused	 F1	 F2	 etc.
would consider to be the data base. The 'field definition' file contains the defini-
tions of each field in a record. The "user message" file contains all of the field
titles, saved text, formats, headers, and name lists previously defined by the user;
The "user dictionary" file is an optional file and is present if the user has saved
any text, headers, formats, etc. The index files are also optional and are present
if the user has created them.
2. 1. 1 File Definitions File
The file definitions file is simply a list of the other files of the data base. The
name, record size, and number of records are catalogued for each file in a
specific sequence. This file is brought into a special area of core when the data
base name is specified. When changes are made to the file definitions, the file
definition file is rewritten with the changes incorporated.
The reserved core area for this file is a common area named _FILDE'F. The com-
mon descriptions in Section 3 contain a map of FILDEF, which also serves as a
map of the disk file.
2. 1.2 Main Data File
The main data file contains all of the records of the user data base. Each record
is of fixed length and contains all information known to the data base about the
particular element or item it represents. For addressing convenience, each
record must be an integral number of computer words long. (Word = 16 bits on
a NOVA. Word = 24 bits on a Datacraft. )
Each record is divided into fields or parameters of the represented element.
How a parameter is coded and stored in a record is defined by its corresponding
field definition. Each field is represented with the minimum required number of
bits, with fields packed together to avoid leaving "unused" bits between fields.
The following example provides a map for a small data baser
Bits 36 through 47 of each record are unused to have each record end on a word
boundary (a multiple of 16).
2.1.3 Field Definition File
The field definition file is read into an assigned core area at data base load time
and is written when changes are made to the field definitions. The field defini-
tions constitute a bit map for a data base record. The field definition file is the
same as the common FIELDS. The FIELDS common description in Section 3
provides a complete explanation of the field definitions.
2. 1.4 User Messages
The user message file contains all field titles, saved text, headers, formats,
and name lists. The user message file is broken into two major segments. An
index to the messages, and the messages. The index resides in the first three
hundred locations of the file, and consists of byte pointers to the start of each
message. Example: Location 1 would probably contain.601 on the IT-,')VA or
901 on the Datacraft. (Word 301 of the file would start at byte 601 on the NOVA.)
The messages start at word 301 (byte 601 on NOVA, byte 901 on Datacraft) of
the message file. Each message consists of:
Word 1	 —	 Message number
Word 2	 —	 Number of bytes in message
Word 3	 —	 Message text
The messages may be in any sequence within the file as additions and deletions
use and provide space in a random fashion.
Message numbers are reserved for special use in blocks. Numbers 1 to 200 are
for field titles. Numbers 201 to 299 are reserved for name lists, headers, for-
mats, and saved text. Number 300 contains the length of the message file.
2.1.5 User. Dictionary
The user dictionary is simply ,a list of titles associated with saved text, name
lists, etc., along with the title type and message number. The user dictionary
is used as an extension of the system reserved word list for the current data base
2.1.6 Index Files
Index files are designed to speed up the process of set formation by providing a
cross-reference between the value of a c3rtain field and the corresponding
record numbers. In order to use the index files, two levels of indexing for a
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afield should exist.	 The first level file lists the data base record numbers in
A
order of increasing field value.	 The second level file provides pointers to the
first level file of a range of values. 	 Higher level files provide pointers to the
previous level file of a larger range of values.
The first level index file is composed of one entry or record corresponding to
each data base record.	 Each entry contains a record number and the field value
on that record packed into the minimum number of words necessary to hold the
largest pointer and its corresponding field value.	 The field value is stored in
the entry in the same form that it is stored on the data base.
	 The entries are E
arranged on the file in ascending order of the field values.
Higher level index files are composed of one word entries containing record
pointers to the previous level index file.
	 Each entry represents the minimum
value of an equal range of values.	 The range of each entry is calculated by
dividing the total field range value by the number of segments requested by the
user.	 The first entry represents the minimum value of that field, therefore
requiring one more entry than the requested number of segments.
	 The record
number in each entry indicates the record preceding the record of which the
corresponding segment value is equal to or greater than the segment value of
that entry.
For each index file, a file definition is stored in the common area FILDEF.
F;	 The index file definitions start at location 31 and end at location 230. 	 This
allows a maximum of 19 index file definitions of 10 words each.
	 When an
index file is generated, its file definition is stored in the first unused location
beyond the index filE' of the previous level for that field.
	 When an index file is
deleted, its file definition is blanked out and the location is 'then considered unused.
Each index file definition is 10 words long and contains the following inform. tion:
index file name, number of records in the file, number of bytes per record,
field number (level 1) or segment size (level 2), and number of bits needed for
the record pointer.	 The file definition is constructed and stored in the common
area FILDEF by subroutine WRTDEF.
The index file name is composed of six characters. 	 The first character is a
meshed character created from the characters in the data base name.
	 The next
three characters are the field number and the last two are the level number and
the index file type number.	 All level 1 index files are type 1.
	
Higher level




aIndex Files for Field COUNTY:
j
Level 1 Level 2 (20 Segments) Level 3 (10 Segments) I
• Record Record Value Record Record Corres. Record.	 Record Corres,
Number Pointer , of Field Number Pointer. Field Value Number Pointer. Field Value
1 1 11 .,'' 1 ^1  11 1	 1 11	 ^	 ,
2 2 11 ..2 107 19.9 2	 2 28.8
.. : s. 3 107 28.8 3	 4 46.6
.. .. 4 107 37.7 4	 6 64.4
.107 107 11 5 107 46.6 5	 8 82.2
108 119 111 6 107 55.5 6	 10 100.0
.	 , 7 107 64.4 7	 12 117.8
8 107 73.3 8	 14 135. 6
• 124 135 111 9 107 82.2 9	 16 153.4
125 108 125 10 107 91.1 10	 18 171.2
.	 , 11 107 100.0 11	 20 189.0
12 107 108: 9
135 118 125 13 124 117.8
136 149 147 14 135 126.7
15 135 135.6
. 16 135 144.5
162 175 147 17 162 153.4
163 207 149 18 196 162.3
. 19 240 171.2
` 20 240 180.1



























Use of Index Files:
The above table is an example of a system of index files for the field county. In
the level 1 file, the actual entry is composed of the record pointer and field value.
In the level 2 and level 3 files, the entry is the record pointer. The level 3 record
pointers refer to the level 2 record numbers. The level 2 record pointers refer
to the level 1 record numbers. The level 1 record pointers refer to data base
record numbers.
To use this system of index files for the following set definition: ;SET = COUNTY 	 .
. EQ. 165, the number of index levels for COUNTY is first extracted from the
field definition of COUNTY. Starting with the highest level file, the minimum
field value and segment size are obtained from the file definition, and the record
number of the appropriate segment is calculated, which for this example is 9.
The ninth record is read from the file and the record pointer in that entry is 16.
Using the segment size of the level 2 file, the sixteenth segment value is calcu-
lated and found to be less than the value calculated on level 3. The record pointer
is incremented and the segment value calculated until the best value is found (18
for this example). The eighteenth record is read and its record pointer is 196.
Starting at record 196 of the level 1 file and continuing until the entry value is
greater than 165, a record is read and its value checked against 165. If the value
is equal to 165, the record pointer is written in the candidate file and the set
membership count incremented. The number of records found to have a value equal
to 165 is returned to the user as the number of records in the set.
in most cases, only 2 index levels are needed. As you can see in this case, if only
2 levels had existed, the first calculation would have indicated record 18 of the
level 2 file and several file accesses would have been eliminated.
The number of segments also affects the efficiency of the use of index files.
	 A

















In this case the calculated segment number would be 9. The record pointer in
record 9 is to record 162 on the level 1 file. This will cause more records to
be read on the level 1 file in order to find the set members. In this case, a




2.2 DATA BASE SELECT OR CREATE (DBLOAD)
After establishing the computer connection and executing the MINI System (see
log-on procedure for user's computer), the user must select the data base to be
accessed. Upon execution, the system will request:
ENTER DATA BASE NAME (6 CHAR)
to which the user may enter an existing data base name, a new data base name to
start up a new data file, or an existing data base name followed by a question mark
to modify parameters of an existing data base.
If an existing data base name is specified, parameters associated with that base
are restored and the system is ready for inquiries on that data base.
If the data base name is followed by a question mark, the number of bytes per data
base record is displayed and the user is requested to enter any changes. Then the
number of records in the data base is output and the user is permitted to change
that number.
If a new data base name is entered, the system informs the user there is no such
data base and that a new data base may be created. The name of the new data
file is requested and accepted and the system is readied for normal operation.
At this point in establishing a new data base, the user must enter the field defini-
tion module (See FIELDFIN) to define the data structure for each record.
Examples:
Dialogue
1.	 Load an existing data base.
C. ENTER DATA BASE NAME (6 CHAR)
U: LANSAT?
C: }
2.	 Change record count of existing data base.
G ENTER DATA BASE NAME (6 CHAR)
U: LANSAT ?
C: NO. OF BYTES PER DATA BASE
RECORD = 36
ENTER THE NUMBER OF BYTES IN




(C: for computer response
U: for user input)
Name of an existing data base
Prompt for user inquiries




C: NO. OF DATA BASE RECORDS = 30
117314
r
3.	 Establish a new data base.
C: ENTER DATA BASE NAME (6 CHAR)
ENTER NO. OF RECORD'S ON DATA
BASE PILE (BLANK IF NO CHANGE):
U:	 118419
C:





The DAta Base Access Language (DABAL) provides data base access and calculated
quantity capabilities through a segaence of user input statements and equations.
DABAL instructions are executed in an immediate mode providing the user with
an immediate response to his inquiries.
2.3. 1 Instruction Format
DABAL instructions are free of any rigid structure. They may appear in columns
1 through 72 on a line Nvith the characters past column 72 being ignored. Leading,
imbedded and trailing blanks may appear in an instruction to improve readability.
DABAL's scanner ignores leading blanks and stores the instruction beginning with
the first non-blank character. A continuation character (:) may appear at the end
of any line so that the instruction may be continued on the next line. A total of
432 characters may appear in a single instruction. Only the characters from the
first non-blank to the last character (blank or non-blank) before the continuation
character on each line are counted in this total. Any characters past number 432
are ignored.
Character Set: The set of characters accepted by DABAL consists of alphabetic
(A to Z), numeric (0 to 9), and special characters (_+-*/Q. , :'% and Blank).
Constants: All constants utilized in DABAL can be classified as integer, real,
literal or logical.
Integer constants may appear as a string of digits which may be preceded by a + or -
sign. The range of integer values is determined by the machine on which the
MINI System is implemented. On the Datacraft 6024, integers may rangy





Real constants appear as strings of digi' s with a decimal point and/or an exponent.
Again, the range of real values is determined by the computer that is used.
	
The
following forms may be used to represent real constants:
123.4567
	
t 12345.	 t .12;34	 ± 12.34E ± 15	 1. E '= 7
± 45	 ± 123E ± 45.123E
where plus or minus signs are optional.
Literal constants appear in the form
Is+
where s is a string of 0 to 11 characters out of the DABAL character set with the
exception of and :.
	 If there are less than 11. characters the string is left justified
and blank filled.
	 A null string C) results in 11 blanks.	 All characters past the




'JUST ENOUGH' 	 JUST0ENOUGH
'TOO MANY HERE'	 TOOOMANY^HE a
'NO TRAILER	 error
'ILLEGAL' TIC'	 error
'CONTINUE:'	 error; the : is always taken as a a
continuation character, and the
trailing ' is ignored.
Logical constants may appear in only two forms:
.TRUE. and .FALSE.
The internal values for these constants are -1 and 0 respectively.
;•	 Identifiers:	 Identifiers are alphanumeric strings that name variables, fields, sets
and subroutines.	 Identifiers may be from one to eight characters long, and the
first character in an identifier must be a letter. There are certain character




PROM, THRU, IF, THEN, ELSE, and
Subroutine names (OUTPUT, FORMAT, HEADER, etc.)
Any nonreserved name may be used as a variable name, set name or field name.	 A
When an identifier is defined as a field name, it may not be used for any other
purpose until deleted. Any symbol used as a variable must not subsequently
appear as a set name during the session, nor should a set name later appear as
a variable.
i
Variable names identify quantities that result from execution of an arithmetic
statement or from assignment to a constant value. No data type is associated
with a variable name, so any name may identify any integer, real, literal or
logical quantity.
Field names identify a previously defined portion of a data base record. These
names may appear in arithmetic expressions but should never be assigned new
	 +.
values (i. e. , they should never appear on the left-hand side of an =.) The only
way riew fields may be defined is by a call to a special MINIS subroutine.
li
Set names identify a collection of data base records that meet all of the require- 	 X
ments specified in a set definition statement.




These names may not appear in the normal DABAL arithmetic expressions and set
definition statements.










Arithmetic statements are used to assign real or integer values to variable names.
'	 They are of the form:
v = e




An arithmetic expression is a series of -constants,- variables and,/or field names
connected by arithmetic operators. Arithmetic expressions may be used to assign
a value to a variable, as above, or may become a part of set definition statement
as described in Section 2. 3.3.
The arithmetic operators follow the normal order of precedence (exponentiation
before multiplication or division before addition or subtraction), except when
grouped with parenthesis. Parenthetic expressions are always evaluated beginning
with the innermost set of parenthesis. At any level of evaluation, operations of
the same order of precedence are evaluated from right to left. Thus A + B + C is
equivalent to A + (B + C).
The arithmetic operators are listed below along with their meaning and numbers








-	 Subtraction	 3 1
Example:






t3	 -	 t2 - I
j
D * t3t4






,	 ndicates the sequence of evaluation.where the t i1 R
Some example arithmetic statements calculating income data for a cell in a census_
data base are:
INCOM	 _	 INLT5K * 2500 + IN5T10 * 7500 +




PEOPLE	 INLT5K + IN5T10 + IN1020 + IN2030
AVGINC	 =	 INCOM/PEOPLE
PCTLT10	 =	 (INLT5K + IN5T10)/PEOPLE
2.3.3 Set Definition Statements
Set definition statements are used to define constraint's that are to be applied to




_	 R1	 1	 2 21 R 1 R3
where S is any legal set name, the 1's are logical operators (.AND., .OR., . XOR.. ,
ANDNOT. , . ORNOT. , . NAND. , or . NOR.) and the Id's are relations defined as
follows
R	 =	 .NOTJ el r e2
	 denotes optional
The r is a relational operator (. EQ. , . GE . , . GT. , . LE., . LT., or . NE.) and
the e's are arithmetic expressions like those described for arithmetic statements.
.NOT. is an optional unary operator which applies to the result of el r e2.
R = . NOT. e l r e2 means that R is true only when e l r e2 is false.




3.	 . NOT. operations
4.	 Other logical operations
Again, at any level of evaluation, operations of the same order of precedence are
evaluated from right to left.	 Parentheses nested to any depth may be used to
change the order of evaluation.
Examples:
1•	 SET 1 = HOUSES . GT. 2 * (5 + 3)
forms the set of records from. the data base for which the field HOUSES




2.	 SET 2 = HOUSES . GT. 16 . AND. PEOPLE. LT . 30
forms the set of records for which HOUSES is greater than 16 and PEOPLE




3.	 SET 3 = .NOT. HOUSES. LE. 16 .AND. PEOPLE. LT . 30
does the same as Example 2.
4.	 SET 4 _ .NOT. (HOUSES. GT . 16 .AND. PEOPLE. LT. 30)
forms the complement of SET 2.
5.	 SET 5 = (.NOT. ( (HOUSES. GT . 16) . AND. (PEOPLE. LT. 30)))
is equivalent to Example 4.
6.	 SET 6 = . NOT. A . GE. 10 .OR. B . LT. 5 . ANDNOT.	 . NOT. t
. C. EQ. 15 . AND. D . NE. 20
is evaluated in the following sequence: 1
ti = D. NE. 20	 t6 = t5 : ANDNOT. t4
t2 = C. EQ. 15	 t7 = A. GE. 10
t3 = ..NOT.  t2 	  
	
. NOT. t?
t4 = t3 . A.1JD. tl	 t9 = t8 .OR. t6
t5 = B. LT. 5	 SET 6 = t9
where the t, indicates the levels of evaluation.
2.3.4 Subroutine Calls
^i
Subroutine calls can take any of three forms.
SUBNAME (al , a2 ,	 ),
i = SUBNAME (al , a2,	 )^ or
SUBNAME	 --
.i
where SUBNAME is any defined subroutine name, the a. are arguments, and i is
any legal identifier for a set or variable.
	
Identifier types to the left of the = and in j





'	 outputs all fields of each record in the set SET1.
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TOTMASS = SUMSET (SETX, MASS)





these two calls invoke separate modules which obtain arguments through ;
additional user dialog.
2.3.5 FROM THRU Operator
A shorthand method of defining a range of values exists for set definition statements
using the reserved words FROM and THRU.	 A FROM. . . THRU. . . operation





1.	 SET 1	 HOUSES FROM 10 THRU 20 f
sis equivalent to the instruction
z ^
SET 1 = HOUSES. GE. 10. AND. HOUSES. LE. 20
f
2.	 SET 2 = HOUSES FROM 10 THRU 20 . AND. PEOPLE. LT . 30
3.	 SET 3 = HOUSES. EQ. 10.OR. PEOPLE FROM 20 THRU 30
y
2.3.6 IF Statement
IF statements provide for the logical test of a relational expression to control the
execution of an arithmetic statement. 	 The IF statement takes the form:
IF R THEN a1 ELSE a2
where R is a relation defined just as those used in the set definition statements.
The a's are arithmetic statements like those described earlier.
The "IF" and "THEN" clauses are mandatory while the "ELSE" clause is optional.
'	 If the relation R is true,, then a 1 is executed.	 Otherwise, when the "ELSE" clause
is present, a2 is executed.
2-15
Examples:
1. IF HOUSES. GT . 2 THEN X •- 1
means that for a data base record the field HOUSES must be greater than 2
in order for X to be assigned a 1. Otherwise, no action is taken.
2. IF HOUSES. GT . 2 THEN X = 1 ELSE X = -1
accomplishes • the same thing as Example 1 as well as setting X to -1 when
HOUSES has a value that is less than or equal to 2.
2.4 FIELD DEFINITIONS (FIELDFIN)
The field definitions of a data base may be initialized, modified or displayed through
the use of the FIELDFIN module. The field definition module is invoked by the
subroutine call:
FIELDFIN
The field definition module responds with an acknowledgement: FIELD DEFINITION
SETUP. and begins the dialog with: ENTER OPERATION TYPE. (ADD, DELETE,
EXIT, LIST, MODIFY, OR REPLACE).
ADD, MODIFY, and REPLACE perform essentially the same function of establishing
a field definition. The dialog which follows is the same for all three functions except
that blank line inputs are treated as zero for ADD and REPLACE, and as no change
for MODIFY. The following dialog example for the ADD operation is applicable for
all three.
U: ADI
C: NEXT AVAILABLE FIELD DEFINITION
NUIV 3ER IS: xx
C: OK? (Y OR N)
U:	 Y	 (if field no. xx is acceptable)
C: ENTER NEW FIELD LABEL.
U: APPLES	 (up to 8 character field name)
'C: FIELD ID CONFLICT	 (if APPLES is already used), or
C';_ INPUT FIELD TITLE IF DIFFERENT. 	 (enter a title for printouts)
,_
	 U: NO. OF APPLES IN BUSHELS.	 (example)
Q ENTER DATA TYPE	 (0 to 15 see table in COMMON)
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^. # T	 a.w
(0 is integer type)
(0 to 15 see table)
(0 or blank for no conversion)
(see structure)




At this point if a split field (see
data structure) was specified,
the user is requested to inpat the
subfield size and the number of
repeats.
(Enter number if some other field
must: assume a. certain value for






















U: 5 (for example)
C: ENTER VALUE OF KEY FOR PRESENCE (1-15)
OF THIS FIELD.
Y
U: 9 (required Key value)
C: ENTER NORMAL OUTPUT FORMAT
f
(see FORMAT for
FIELD WIDTH OR REPEAT COUNT., format specifications)
U: 1 (1 repeat)
C: ENTER FORMAT TYPE. (A-alphanumeric, I-integer, etc.)
'i	 U: I (Integer format),
C: ENTER SIGNIFICANT PLACES OR
CHARACTERS PER WORD.
U: 4 (4 digit numbers)
	
.y 1
C: IS THIS FIELD SEQUENTIAL ON THE
DATA BASE?
U: N (Y if variable is monotonically
increasing as the record number
goes from 1 to the maximum)
C: FIELD ID OPERATION COMPLETE.
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The MODIFY operation is similar to the ADD operation with a few exceptions. When
MODIFY is specified, the user is prompted:
Q ENTER FIELD ID TO BE MODIFIED.
U: APPLES	 (enter a previously defined first
ame)..:
C: ENTER NEW FIELD NAME.
U: ORANGES	 (if no change enter a blank line)
C: ENTER FIELD TITLE IF DIFFERENT.
U:
The balance of the dialog for MODIFY is the same as in the ADD operation. A blank
line response to any request is interpreted as no change to the affected parameter.
If the REPLACE operation is specified, the following typical sequence occurs:
rpp-
C: ENTER FIELD NAME TO BE REPLACED.
U:	 APPLES	 (field to be deleted)
C: FIELD ID DELETED.
C: ENTER NEW FIELD LABEL.
U• ORANGES
The remainder of the REPLACE dialog is the same as for the ADD operation.
The DELETE operation removes the specified field definition from the definition
table and packs the remaining definitions to remove any blanks. The field numbers
associated with all succeeding fields are adjusted to reflect the change. The DELETE
dialog is as follows:
C: ENTER FIELD ID TO BE DELETED.
M APPLES
The LIST command provides a listing of any or all field definitions in a horizontal or
vertical format. The horizontal format lists each parameter of the field on a separate
line. The vertical format lists the parameters in columns. An example of the vertical
format is included in Appendix A. The dialog for the LIST command is as follows:
Q HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL LIST (H OR V):




C:	 ENTER FIELD ID TO ICE LISTED.
	
(ALL TO LIST ALL IDS)
U:	 ALL	 (table will be output as in
Appendix A)
The EST command is the only correct method of returning to the MINIS.
	
If the
system escape and restart is used, all changes input during the current session
are lost.
	 The EXIT dialog is as follows:
C:	 SAVE FIELD DEFINITION CHANGES?	 (Y OR N) }
U:	 N	 (will exit with no changes) or
U:	 Y
C:	 ADJUST FIRST BIT POSITION FOR
SUCCEEDING FIELDS (Y OR N)
C:	 (DO NOT ADJUST UNLESS YOUR DATA BASE
9
HAS NO OVERLAPPING FIELDS AND FIELD
NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO THE ORDER OF i
THE FIELDS ON THE DATA BASE RECORD.)
i
U:	 Y	 (fields will be concatenated with j
or	 starting bit numbers corrected)
U:	 N	 (always use N if there are any
"phantom" fields.)
C:	 ENTER THE NUMBER OF BYTES IN THE
DATA BASE RECORD (BLAND IF NO CHANGE):
U:	 36	 (For example. Round up to the
next word boundary.)
2.5 REPORT GENERATION (OUTPUT)
The OUTPUT permits the listing of all data base records of a set in user specified
format or the default format specified in the field definitions. 	 Any or all fields as
well as any created variables may be output for each record. 	 The user may also
specify the use of special headers and previously defined lists of variables or fields
to be output.
To invoke the report generator, execute a call of the form:
OUTPUT (SETNAM,	 HEADR,3 £ FORMTJ [ALL 	 . VAR1, VAR2,
f.
.	 . VARN)	 E 3 denotes optional
where SETNAM is the name of the set to be output, HEADR and FORMT are the names
of predefined header and format specifications, and VAR1, VAR2, etc. are any field
or created variable names.
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The only required arguments are the name of a defined set and one or more variable
names.	 All existing fields may be output by inserting ALL as the variable name.
	
A
list of variables may be output by inserting the name of the list in thepredefined
OUTPUT argument string.
When an output format is specified, it must be the correct format for the variable ^ -M
-list.	 (See FORMAT Section 2.9.3. ) For unspecified formats the available output
columns are divided by the number of output variables. 	 If the result is greater than
eight spaces for each variable, the field title is used for each column heading.
	 Other-
wise the field names are used for headers.
	 The field names are printed horizontally
if 6 to 8 columns are available. 	 Otherwise, they are printed vertically. 	 Special user
specified headers may be used by including the name of the header in the argument
string.	 (See HEADER Section 2.9.4.)
Several examples of the use of the OUTPUT statement may be found in Appendix A. i
2.6 SUMMATION OPERATOR, (SUMSET)
SUMSET provides the capability of summing the values of a field or created variable
t
for each record of a set.	 The operation is performed immediately and the result is
printed when the calculations are complete.
	
The SUMSET operator is used in equation
form.	 For example:
TOTAL = SUMSET (SET1, APPLES)
i
p
`	 The value, or quantity, of APPLES is summed for each record in the set, SET1.
That total is then assigned to the new created symbol, TOTAL.
2.7 MESSAGE MANAGEMENT (MESMAN)
The message manager provides a means of adding, deleting, replacing or `!sting user
messages.	 System messages may also be listed but not altered. 	 The message man- ?
ager is primarily used by other MINIS routines for message handling (HEADER,
^	 FORMAT, etc.), but is made available to the user for direct message manipula-
tion. To call MESMAN from the system, the user
, must enter: MESSAGE.
The following dialog contains examples of each operation:
C.
	
MESSAGE MANAGER. INPUT OPERATION
CODE.
U	 ?	 - (if request not understood)
C.	 ILLEGAL OPERATION. ENTER FIRST
LETTER OF ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
OPERATIONS: ADD, REPLACE, DELETE,






ENTER MESSAGE NUMBER, IF KNOWN.
(CR)
ENTER MESSAGE TEXT. INDENT WITI3
LEADING SPACES. TERMINATE WITH
A BLANK LINE.
TINS IS A SAMPLE MESSAGE. (for example)
(CR)
MESSAGE MANAGER. INPUT OPERATION
CODE.
REPLACE
ENTER MESSAGE NUMBER IF KNOWN.
97 (for example)
ENTER MESSAGE TEXT..	 etc.
(new message followed by blank line)
MESSAGE MANAGER. INPUT OPERATION
CODE.
DELETE
ENTER MESSAGE NUMBER, IF I-MOWN.
97 (for example)
MESSAGE NO. 97 DELETED. (if 97 was legal) or
INCORRECT MESSAGE NUMBER. (if 97 did not exist)




PACK (to pack user message file)
MESSAGE FILE PACK IS COMPLETE.
MESSAGE MANAGE, R. INPUT OPERATION
CODE,
LIST (to list messages);


































U:	 1	 (for first user message. 1001 for
first system message.)
Q ENTER LAST MESSAGE TO LIST.
U:	 5	 (list first five user messages)
Q 1









C: MESSAGE MANAGER. INPUT OPERATION
CODE.
U: CHANGE	 (change message numbers)
C: ENTER MESSAGE NUMBER, IF KNOWN.
U:	 97	 (example)
C: ENTER NEW MESSAGE NUMBER.
U:	 95
C: CHANGE MESSAGE 97 TO 95 OK? (Y OR N)
r	 U: YES
C: MESSAGE MANAGER. INPUT OPERATION
CODE., etc.
2.8 DATA BASE UPDATE (CREATE)
r
CREATE enables the user to create or initialize new data base systems, update pre-
existing systems, or modify pre-eazsting systems. CREATE allows the user to
create data base records from a raw data source, which can be on cards, on mag-
netic tape, or on disc. Any field defined for the data base record can be created
from one or more elements (bytes, words, etc.) of the raw data. One data base
record can be created from any number of raw data physical records. The data
base records created using CREATE can be sorted by 1 ro 4 fields and/or merged
by 1 to 4 fields (merging will save only 1 record for each value of the requested
fields; therefore eliminating duplicate records). An example of the use of CREATE
to perform an update of the LANSAT data base is in Appendix A.
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In order to use CREATE, the following; MINIS files must be accessible:
1. The field definition file -AFELDS
2. The system message file -MESSYS
3. The user message file -AUMES
4. The file definition file	 -(data base access name)
Other necessary files or data areas follows:
1. Raw data (tape, cards, or disc)
2. The operation card file or deck (on cards or disc - OPCARD)
3. The raw data information file or deck (on cards or disc - INPUTD)
4. The input information record (on disc or entered from the terminal-
INPUTR
The input information record contains information that defines the input modes
for the other files and the raw data. It also defines the byte length of a physical
and logical record along with the bit length and configuration of any key values.
The format for this record is as follows:
Column 1 - I, U, or M (Initialization, update, or modify options)
2 - L if the raw data tape is begun with a label record, otherwise
blank
8 - Input mode for operation deck and raw data information deck
(D for disc, C for cards)
9 - Raw data input device C, T, or D (cards, tape, or disc)
10-18 - Raw data file name if any
19-24 - Number of bytes per raw data physical record
25-30 Number of bytes per raw data logical record
31-32 - Number of bits in key value (if any), maximum 32
33-38 - Number of raw data records (if blank, processing will continue
until an end-of-file is found)
40-71 Bit configuration of ley value
This record is the first requested information after entering the routine'
CREATE. The user is asked to choose either default or manual mode. If
default is requested, the input information record (INPUTR) is read from
disc. Manual mode will request the record to be entered from the terminal.
If the number of raw data records was left blank, this value will be then
requested from the terminal.
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'	 IThe raw data information file (INPUTD) defines the elements on a raw data
logical record that will be needed to create a data base record. The format
of each record (describing the corresponding element) is as follows:
Column 1-2 - Number of bits in the element (bytes if text)
3-8 - First bit number of element (byte if text)
bit origin is 0 - byte origin is 1 	 j
9-10 - conversion code for the element
=0 No conversion
=1 ASCII to integer
=2 BCD to integer
=3 EBCDIC to integer
=4 ASCII to BCD	 i
=5 Character to logical (T or Y=1, other=0)
11-12 - data type code




=4 Floating point (NOVA - 16 bit words)
=5 Floating point (Data craft - 24 bit words)
=6 Floating point (Sigma 5 -- 32 bit words)
=7 Floating point (IBM 360 - 32 bit words) 	 +
=8 ASCII Text i
=9 BCD Text	 I
=10 EBCDIC Text
Text is defined as any character data of greater than 2 times the number of
bytes per word of the host machine (NOVA =4, Datacraft =6)., 	 !
The operation card file or deck (OPCARD) contains the necessary operations
to create the data base fields from the elements on each raw data record. One
or more operations may be requested to define a field from the raw data. Each
operation card will define one operation. The format of an operation card is
as follows
result: operand - operation - operand
The operands must be afield, intermediate value (value that is defined by the
operation cards), element, or constant. Fields are designated by their field	 -^








Intermediate values are designated by I1, 12, I3... Etc. Elements are desig-
nated by E1, E2, F:3... Etc. Constants can be integer, real, or characters
(Characters are surrounded by apostrophes. Only 2 times the number of bytes
per word will be recognized within apostrophes, others will be ignored. Ex:
on the NOVA 'CATTE' will cause CATT to be recognized; on the DATACRAFT
'CATTE' will cause all 5 characters to be recognized.) Results must be a
field number or name, or an intermediate value. A field number or name in
a -result field will indicate the final operation to define afield and that field
value that is computed will be stored on the data base record. There are 13




	 =	 I1= 5, F100 = E5 + 2.0
Addition	 +	 Fl = Il + E3 or CLDCOV= +E2
Subtraction	 -	 I1= F2 - E4 or CLDCOV= -E2
Multiplication	 *	 I1=E1 * 5
Division	 /	 I1= E 1 / 5
Exponentiation	 **	 II=EI ** 12 or I1= 'El ** 2
Square Root	 SQ.	 I1= . SQ. I2 or I1 12 SQ.
Sum of N values . S+.	 F10= 13 . S+. 5 ( The second operation
must be an integer constant. This
operation will cause I3, I4, I5, IG , 17 to
be added and stored on the data base in
the F10 location.)
Sum of the products of corresponding
elements of Z arrays	 . S2. Il = El . S2+ E4 * 5
(This will cause the 1st element of El and E4 to
be multipled and added to the product of the
other 4 corresponding elements. The 3rd operand
must by an integer constant.)
Percent . %	 F2 = El. %. E4	 (F2 = E1/E4 * 100 round to
nearest tenth of a percent.)
Character transfer . CH. F? = Fl CH. 5 (Five characters will be transferred
to F3 on the database record. On the NOVA the
maximum number of characters in an element is 4, so
the 5th character will be transferred from E2.)
Corresponding value table . CV. IZ= 2 . CV. E1
Search Table	 . SH.	 F10 = E5 . SH. 11'* 5
-i.ne . L,v. ana . an, operatioDS eSSeutially -jut up 11
statements. To use .-SH. their must be at least one







i2 = 2 . CV. E1
13 = 3 . CV. E2
I4 = 4 . CV. E3
I5 = 5 . CV. E4
FZ=E5 .SH. Il * 5
This will cause a compare of E5 to the values in
the table with 5 entries beginning at Il and store
the corresponding value of a true compare in F2.
If E5 does not equal any value on the table, set
F2 to the default value (1st value in table), in this
case zero. For this case if E5 is equal to 2, F2
is set to El; if E5 is equal to 3, F2 is set to E2;
and so on. If E5 does not equal 2 , 3 , 4, or 5, F2
will be set to zero. The second operand must be
an intermediate value and the 3rd operand must be
an integer constant.
The maximum number of intermediate values and constants defined in the
operation file is 50 each.
The raw data can be input from cards, tape, or- disc. The maxium physical
record sizes are as follows:
cards - 1 card (80 bytes or columns)
tape - 1200 words
disc 1200 words
Logical records can be no greather than 200 words in length. A logical record
can be made from several physical records or several logical records can be
made from one physical record. Also one physical record can equal one logical
record. The logical record can be defined as sucessive groups of bytes on the
physical record (Such as every 40 bytes of a 400 byte physical record defines a
logical record ) or defined such that each logical record begins when a key value
Is located and continue for a maximum number of bytes or until the next key
value is located (a key value can be a maximum of 32 bits and must bagnnat the
beginning of a byte) .
The data base records that are created using CREATE can be sorted and/or
merged on up to four field values. The fields for the sort are requested after the
work or scratch area device has been entered (tape or disc). The fields are
entered one on each line. Blank return will indicate no sort or the last field has
been entered. The sorts are done in the order entered if requested, the merge
fields are then entered in the same manner as the sort fields. A merge will retain
only_ one unique record with the values of the requested fields and delete others. In
an update, only the update records are sorted. If a merge is requested, these
records will then be merged with the entire data base. If a merge is not requested,
the update records will be added to the end of the data base file.
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PBefore returning to the MINIS, any indexes that might exist are updated
to include any 'new records or modified records.
The following is a simple outline of the execution of CREATE: (All user and computer
commands are on the left.)
.x
U: CREATE
C: DEFAULT OR MANUAL OPERATION?	 Default reads the input mode infor-
mation record from disc (INPUr"R).
Manual requests the record to be
entered from the terminal
C: NUMBER OF RAW DATA RECORDS?
U: 200	 The raw data information deck and
operation cards deck are read in
from card reader or disc. The raw
data is read and as each logical
record is located the operation
cards are executed and the values
stored on the data base record.
This continues until all physical
raw data records have been pro-
cessed. (200 as requested or an
end of file reached.)
C: ENTER THE WORK AREA DEVICE (TAPE
OR DISC)?
U: T
C: ENTER THE DEVICE NUMBER:	 a
U:	 8
C: ENTER THE FIELDS TO SORT ON (BLANK
IF NO SORT). ENTER THE LEAST SIGNIFICANT







The created data base records are uorted
first on DSL, then HHMMS.





`	 U:	 (Blank line)
The created data base records are merged (with the existing
records if update) on the field values of SAT, DSL, and HHMMS
The indexes are now updated if necessary and control is returned
	














The MINIS is capable of saving formats, namelists, and entire inquiry
sessions for subsequent recall at any point in an inquiry session.
Each saved header, format, etc., is assigned to a user message number and
stored in the user message file. The names associated with each saved sequence
are saved in a separate file along with the type and number of each message.
The actual input and manipulation of the saved sequences are accomplished via calls
to the message manager. Each type of saved information and its correct usage
is summarized in the following sections.
2.9.1 Saved Text (SAVETEXT)
Any legal statements in the MINIS language, DABAL, may be saved for
future recall and execution. A typical use for saved text might be, a data
base where the same criteria are used to reduce a caixlidate set size or the same
calculations and output statements are repeated at each session. The repetitive
portions would be saved for subsequent one statement recall. The following is
an example use of SAVETEXT.
U: SAVETEXT
C: ENTER OPERATION TYPE. (ADD, DELETE, EXIT, LIST,
MODIFY, OR REPLACE)
U: A
C: ENTER, SAVETEXT TITLE.
U: TEXT1
C: ENTER MESSAGE TEXT. INDENT WITIi LEADING SPACES.
TERMINATE WITH A BLAND LINE.
U: SET 1 = DSL FROM 20 THRU 50 (EXAMPLE)
SETOUT = SET1 .AND. CC . LT. 30
INSERT- (LIST)
(blank line)
C: ENTER OPERATION TYPE ETC.
The DELETE, LIST, MODIFY, and REPLACE commands perform the specified
operation in the same maimer as the message manager except that messages are
referred to by their associated titles instead of numbers.
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2.9.2 Namelists (NAMELIST)
The NAMELIST provides a shorthand method of referencing frequently used	 i
argument strings in output calls. Arguments included in a namelist should ap-	 J
pear in the exact sequence that they are to appear in the output statement. All
spelling must be correct. Each referenced field or variable must exist. And
each field must be separated by commas as in an output call.
The method of creating and modifying namelists is the same as for the SAVETEXT
operation. When the assigned name of a namelist is referenced in an output
statement, the associated message is substituted for the namelist name.
2.9.3 Format Specifications (FORMAT)
The allowable output format specifications of the MINIS are basically those
of the FORTRAN programming language. The MINIS can accommodate four
basic types of data. Those types and their associated format letter codes
are:
A	 Alphanumeric or Text
T, E	 Real or Floating Point
I	 Integer
L	 Logical (TRUE/FALSE)
All MINIS output is controlled by format field specifications. The field
specification defines the number of print columns, the data type, and the
number of significant digits of each cariable to be output. Default format
specifications which are defined for each data base field by the field definition
module are the same as FORTRAN specifications with a few exceptions:
a	 The floating point field width is entered as a repeat count.
•	 The field width of an alphanumeric field is the product of the repeat
count and the number of characters per word.
•	 Leading zeros may be printed for integers by setting the number of
_C1	 t di	 hsigns rcan gZts rn t e repeat count.
The general forms for each format specification are nAm, nFm, nIm, and nLm.
Where n and m are integer counts.
The "A" format is used for character or text data. Character data is used for up
to four times the number of bytes per word of the host machine. Any larger





appear as the number of significant digits in the character format specification.
For example: A 7 character field should be output as 1A7, a 5 character field as
1A5, etc. The number of significant digits should be a multiple of the number of
bytes per word for a text format specification. The product of the repeat count
and the significant digits should be greater than or equal to the number of charac-
ters in a text field. For examples A 37 character text field on a NOVA (a 2 byte
machine) should be output with a 19A2 format. The same field on the Datacraft
(a 3 byte machine) would use a 13A3 format.
' : F"' and "E" formats are both set up in the same way. 	 The field width is entered
as the repeat count, n, and the number of significant digits, m, follows the for-
mat type.	 Some lorinat specifications and their sample outputs are: 5F2-12.34,
9E2	 -0.67 E-11,
	
4F0	 123. , 4F1-1.3 .	 The same format specifications
appearing in a format statement would be: F5.2, E9.,2, F4.0, F4.1.
Integer format specifications should have the maximum number of significant
digits specified (m count), and the repeat count set to 1. 	 For example: 1I4 1234,
1I3 123.	 Integers requiring less than the allocated number of digits are printed
with leading spaces in the extra print columns. 	 If leading zeros are desired,
the format specification should have the number of significant digits entered as
the repeat count.	 Examples: 511 will output the number 345 as 00345, GI1 with
output 7 as 000007.
The logical format, "L", may be used in one way, ILL The output is T or F
for true and false, respectively.
Special format specifications may be generated and edited by use of the FORMAT
call from the MINIS.	 Each format statement should have a nambe (title)
associated with it for future reference by an OUTPUT call. 	 The format
statements are entered and saved as a message in the same manner as in the
SAVETEXT operation.
j
Any FORTRAN format specification that is legal on the host computer is per-
mitted in a saved fonnat statement. But the type and quantity of output variables
a
must agree with the type and quantity specified in the OUTPUT statement lists.
Default format specifications are ignored when using format statements, except
for integers with leading zero printing. 	 To suppress previously specified lead-
ing zero printing, the default format must be modified. An example of a saved
format is the LANSAT listing format. The format name is FORMER. 	 The
header format name is HEDMER. 	 And the variable list name is LSTMER.
The saved format associated with FORMER is:
(lX, I1, 311,	 511, 2I6 ,'/^, I3, 3(',', I3), 1X, 5A1, 1X, CAI, 13, IG, 	 f/114,312)
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The saved format is invoked by reference in the output statement.
	 In the case
of the LANSAT printout, the call is:





which produces the sample MERITS printout found in Appendix A.
1.•9.4 Headers (HEADERS
There are two types of headers available for MINIS output; headers generated




 system generated headers are merely a playback of the field names and,
where -space is available, field titles input by the user through the field defini-
tion module.
	 The default headers provide adequate information for nonrepetitive
reports.
Headers are created in the same manner as formats and saved text. To create
a header the system call is READER. The routine requests the header name and
accepts the header format as text.
	 The header format should appear exactly as
it would in a FORTRAN format statement with no variables to be output. An
example of a header format statement is the header used for LANSAT*listing.
HEDMER. The format associated with IiEDMER is:
t' (3111 OBSR/'N-ID	 ORB	 ROLL/POS 1-4, 10X,'LAT	 LONG	 CC	 MFR f,
r/POSN MODAYR') d
3
A. printout with this header is found in Appendix A.
2.10 COMM,' ND SEQUENCE (INSERT)
Whole sequences of previously saved inquiries and commands (see SAVETEXT)
may be recalled for execution by use of the INSERT command. All statements
within the saved text segment must be executable commands in the MINIS
e = A correct example of the use of this command is:
INSERT (TE	 1)	 (see example in SAVETEXT)
which will cause the following sequence:
SET 1 = DSL FROM 20 TH'RU 20
SET NAMED SET1 HAS 250 MEMBERS.
' SETNAM = SETI .AND. CC . LT. 30








In order for the user to generate, update, or delete index files, the dialogue
routine INDEX is called. This routine collects and verifies the necessary infor-
mation from the user and passes it to the generation routines GENDEX and
GENATE. The dialogue routine ensures that the following restrictions are ad-
hered to when generating, updating, or deleting index files:
r
0	 Fields stored on the data base records in floating point form cannot
be indexed.
•	 Fields that are stored in sequential order on the data base cannot
be indexed. A binary search is used to form sets when this type
of field is requested.
0	 To generate an index file, the requested level must not exist and
the previous level must exist.
•	 To update an index file, the requested level must exist and all higher
levels must also be updated to concur with the updated level.
•	 To delete an index file, the requested level must exist and all
higher levels must also be deleted.
To generate a first level index file, the information needed for the file definition
is located and the file definition constructed and stored. For each record on the
data base, a file entry is written. This file is then sorted in ascending order on
the field value using the sort-merge routines.
To generate a higher level index file, the segment size is calculated, the maxi-
mum and minimum field values determined, and the file definition is constructed
and stored. By scanning the previous level index file, the record pointer is
determined for each entry and written on the file.
To update any level index file, the index file is regenerated and the file definition
written using the current file definition location. An index file is deleted using





The following is an example of an index generation dialogue:
7j: INDEX
f	 C: ENTER, FIELD .NAME
U: APPLES (example)





C: FIELD IS NOT INDEXED.
C:: ENTER ACTION (GENERATE, UPDATE, DELETE, NONE)
^. GENERATE (or UPDATE or DELETE)	 a
Q:. ENTER INDEX LEVEL:
U• 1 (or 2)	 b
C: ENTER WORK AREA (DISC OR TAPE): (if b = 1)
U: TAPE (or DISC)	 c
C: ENTER DEVICE NUMBER: (if c = tape)
or ifb=2 y
C:. ENTER NUMBER OF SEGMENTS:
U: 12
after action is completed
C:: GENERATED INDEX LEVEL X. FOR APPLES (if a = generate) 7
NO., OF ENTRIES =XX.XS_'XXX
or UPDATED INDEX ...
or DELETED INDEX	 .....
C: . EXIT OR CONTINUE:
U: EXIT (or. CONTINUE)
if
.
 "CONTINUE",. :	 I






2.12 SPECIAL REPORTS (WRITE)
Some calculated values are the same for each record in a set. (Such as SUMSET
results.) The WRITE instruction is included in the MINIS to permit one time
listing of this type of calculated quantity or constant in an output report. The
WRITE statement may be used to output as many values as desired, with or





RESULT:	 X= 10.21	 Y=	 20.42
WRITE (X,Y, FMATXY)
FMATXY=(1X,'THE VALUE OF X IS ', F5. 2, 4X,'TI E VALUE OF Y IS ', F5.2)
RESULT:	 THE VALUE OF X IS 10.21 THE yALUE OF Y IS 20.42
2.13 LANSAT DATA BASE ACCESS (POINT AND AREA)
The LANSAT data base is a large fixed record length data base which is compatible
with the MINIS. The primary access ; to LANSAT data is through a two variable
geographic index that the MINIS does not normally accommodate. The POINT
and AREA routines perform all index searches for LANSAT data base searches.
POINT and AREA can only be entered if the data base name is "LANSAT.''
POINT selects all records (photo descriptions) with an area of coverage over the
specified geographic coordinates. POINT accepts the defining coordinates,




U:- 33N 30	 (33 Deg. 30 Min. North Latitude)
C: ENTER LONGITUDE
U:	 85	 (85 Deg. ?Vest Longitude)
C: SET NAMED POINTSET HAS 135 MEMBERS.
U: SETOUT = POINTSET . AND. CC. EQ. 0





C: A list of the photos in set SETOUT would appear here. See sample outputs
in Appendix A.
AREA locates all photo records with center coordinates within the specified rec-
tangular area. The user enters the ''lower" and 'upper" latitudes and "smaller"
and "larger" longitudes to define the rectangle. The coordinate system origin is
at the equator at 0 degrees longitude (Greenwich Meridian). Latitudes are entered
as negative displacements for the southern hemisphere and range from -90 at the
South Pole to +90 at the North Pole. Longitudes are entered as negative for east
longitude and positive for west longitude. They range from -180 at the International
Date Line, increasing east to west to 0 at the Greenwich Meridian, to +180 at the
Date Line. The located set is named AREASET. An example area search follows:.
U: AREA
C: ENTER LOWER LATITUDE:
U:	 -5 or 5S	 (define an area at the origin)
Q ENTER UPPER LATITUDE:
U:	 7N or 7
C: ENTER. SMALLER LONGITUDE:
U:	 -7 or 7E
C: ENTER, LARGER. LONGITUDE:
U:	 4 45 or 4.75 or 4W 45
C: SET NAMED AREASET IiAS 15 MEMBERS.
U: SETOUT = AREASET
C: SET NAMED SETOUT HAS 15 MEMBERS.
etc.
2.14 DEFINE LISTING DEVICES (PRINTER, TERMINAL)
The on-site user of MINIS on a computer equipped with a line printer has the
option of listing his outputs on the printer. Remote site users do not have this






To restore the listing device to the terminal, substitute TERMINAL for PRINTER




This section describes the operation of the major modules of MINIS. These
descriptions are similar to the program description documentations included
with each subroutine. The descriptions included with the programs for several
of the modules are considered to be of sufficient detail and are not repeated in
this section. The descriptions included in this section are the following:






•	 Execution Stack Interpreter
•	 Report Generation
Complete COMMON listings are also included in this section. A description of
each entry is given for all names COMMON array.






4	 GENERAL SYSTEM OPERATION
The system performs all of its operations through a series of user input
commands followed by appropriate system responses.
r
Following loading of the system, the data base select (DBLOAD) module is
Invoked.
	 DBLOAD loads the data definitions of the named data base along
with indexed variable information and any special vocabulary.
	 Control is then '.
passed to the main system modules.
The main system module (CONTROL) accepts user commands and calls up
the compiler routines (LEXICAL, SYNTHE, PARSE' to generate an internal
interpretive code.	 The code is examined to determine the type of command
given and an appropriate execution submodule is invoked.
	 Interactive opera- :+
tion modules are loaded into overlay zones and executed for direct commands
SA'
such as FIELDFIN, INDEX, CREATE, SAVETEXT, etc. An argument list
is composed for subroutines with variable lists such as OUTPUT, WRITE, or
SUMSET.	 The module is loaded and control is transferred to it with a pointer!
to the argument list.	 Arithmetic statements are simply identified for subse-
quent execution as data is accessed during set formation and report generation.
F
As each module completes its operations program control is returned to the















Set formation is initiated when the user defines a set. To identify the data base
records which are members of the set, the routine EXSETD first calculates the set
limits or endpoints. If an . AND. operation is used to define the set, the data base
records listed in the candidate file are examined for sel- membership using routine
SUBSET. For set definitions involving indexed fields, the index routines. VARINX
and SCIN`DX are used to determine the candidates for set membership: Otherwise,
all data base records are candidates for set membership.
In order to determine if a data base record is a member of the set, the instructions
which define the set must be executed using the data on the data base record. To
do this, each symbol in the set instructions is first reverse scanned to identify and
fl	 d '' bl	 t	 b	 d d d'ag any create ate vai is es tIis may e nee a to efine the set.
The reverse scanning process is performed by REVSCN. The instructions defining
each created variable needed to define the set are flagged and exam.ined for any
G:	 s
other created variables. If any are found, its instructions are also flagged and
examined for created variables. This process continues until all instructions
Y
necessary to define a created variable have been flagged.
	
i
In order to determine if a data base record is a member of the set, EXCANS exe-
cutes the set instructions and all flagged instructions using the routine EXQUAD.
In EXQUAD, the operands of each instruction are located by EXOPRN and their
values extracted from the data base record by EXTFLD. The necessary operation
is then identified and performed and the result stored with that instruction. After
the execution of all the required instructions, the final result is returned to EXCAYT a.
A final result of true (-1) indicates that the data base record is a member of the
set, and the record ntunber is then shred in the first word of the ICAND array a ,d
the bit in the last two words of the array referring to the set is turned on. The array
is then written in the candidate file and the set membership count incremented.
After each candidate has been examined for set membership, a message is returned






The purpose of the execution stack interpreter for the MINIS is to examine the
instruction types indicated by the quad stack entries and to initiate actions
l
parser.
	 Subroutine i EXCAL controls the three step process of isolating a sentence
f
symbol, classifying the symbol and making an entry in this internal sentence stack.
Two special functions of LEXCAL are the detection of unary plus and minus open-
-"
ators and the transfer of format specifications to format routines without further
f	 processing.
Symbol isolation is accomplished by subroutine GLTSMB. 	 A path through a simple
tree structure is traced as successive characters are picked up from the input
buffer.
	 If no typing errors have occurred, then the symbol is determined to be one





o -	 Special (.AND., . LE. , etc.)
o	 Literal (Hollerith) constant
A flag is returned to LEXCAL indicating the type of character string that is stored
.3
in the t"eznporary buffer, an e,.ror condition or the end of line indicator.
An alphanumeric string is characterized by a leading alphabetic character or a
percent (%) sign followed by either alphabetic, numeric or percent characters.
An integer constant can have an optional plus or ininus sign. and a string of digits.
A real constant is identified by a leading sign and optional integer string followed by
a decimal point and another string of digits that represent the fractional portion of
the constant, an exponent may also be included which can consist of a sign, the letter
4E and a two digit integer which represents a power of ten.	 Special strings are sur-
rounded by periods and contain only alphabetic characters. 	 Literal constant strings
are surrounded by "tic" marks and contain as many as eleven characters, none of




literal constant string, trailing blanks are supplied.
Next, LFXCAL passes control to subroutine CFII SYn2 to further classify the symbol.
and snake entries in the symbol table when necessary. For alphanumeric and special
strings, the symbol is lengthened to eight characters by adding trailing blanks.
The symbol table is searched and, if a match is found, the symbol table pointer is
returned to LFXCAL. If not, the reserved word and the field name lists are checked
in that order. A.match in the reserved word list causes an integer reserved word
code to be returned. No symbol table entry is made unless the symbol represents
a logical constant. (either . TRUE. or . FALSE.). A match in the field name list
causes the field name to be entered in the symbol table and a pointer to be returned
to LFXCAL• .
Integer, real and Hollerith strings are stored in the symbol table as integer, float
ing point or Hollerith values respectively and the symbol table pointer is returned to




Finally, LFXCAL passes control to subroutine MAKSEN to build the internal form




as negative numbers, and reserved word codes are stored as positive numbers
in an array that allows up to one hundred symbols per sentence.
)




Illegal Symbol - an unexpected or illegal character is encountered 	 u'




Too many characters in symbol - more than eight characters in an




Symbol table overflow - no more 12 byte symbol table entries will
fit in the symbol table common area.




Subroutine PARSE cont:ro'ls the analysis of syntax of the internal sentence formed
by the lexical analyzer. The general outline of the parser may be found in Algorithra
3 of the March 1970 Computing; Surveys, pages 65 through 82.
	
-,,.,::x
The Data Base Access Language (DABAL) is set up as ,ui N X 4 list structure
as required in the algorithm. Each entry in the list structure, or syntax graph,
contains a value field and three pointers. Tile value field contains a symbol code
which is determined to be terminal or nonter urinal by the first pointer field. -
This "DEI'" pointer field can contain a positive pointer to the first in a list of entries
that: make up the right side of the production that defined the nonter»linal symbol.
Otherwise, the DE  field contains a special flag indicating that the symbol is a 	 I
terminal. The next cell, called the "ALT" field, contains a pointer to the first
in a list of alternative definitions for the nonterminal symbol. ALT can also
contain a flag which indicates the end of the alternative definitions for the non-
terminal symbol.
The "SUC" cell, the last pointer in the entry, points to the succeeding symbol in
• definition. If no succeeding symbol exists a special flag is entered in place of
• porter.
PARSE contains a nonrecursive, back tracking algorithm which attempts to match
the internal sentence formed by LEXCAL to a path through the syntax graph.
Any time that the syntax graph indicates that a variable name or constant is required,
subroutine PARVOC is called in order to check the existence of the proper entry in
the symbol table. In the event that no path is found for the sentence or that a symbol
is used improperly, a "SYNTAX ERROR" message is typed on the users terminal.
If no errors occur, PARSE produces an N X 2 stack which contains all of the symbol
codes in the sentence along with 'a positive integer indicating each symbol's level
in the grammar tree.
Subroutine PARVOC chec::s for the exi.stcnec of symbol table entries in the following
3-G
YI
manner. Two arrays are defined in PAR VOC to provide a list of legal symbol	
w
types for each germinal symbol code that is possible iii the value field. The first
:array corresponds on a one for one basis Nei gh all of the values that are possible.
Tor each value, a count is stored in this array *that indicates the number of dif-
ferent symbol t3rpes that are stored in the second array for that value. The type of
the allowable types listed in this second array for that: value. The type of the
symbol in question is compared with each of the allowable t3rpes listed in this second
array to determine if a legal symbol has been used. If the proper code is present




















The function of the instruction synthesizer is to ext-unine the output from the parser,
determine sentence tape and build a series of execution quadruples.
	 Subroutine
SYNTHS controls this process by picking up the sentence t^,pc from the second entry
in the N X 2 parse stack, determining where each clause begins and ends and pas-
sing each clause to subroutine SYNTH I for further caialysis,
Subroutine SYNT11 1 begins by removing all nonternainal symbols from the N X 2
stack, eliminating any grouping symbols that appear in the stack and sorting the
stack members according to the level in the grammar tree.
	 This exercise resolves
all questions of hierarchy as well as reducing the number of symbols to be encountered
by the rest of the routine.
Next, SYNTH 1 begins the process of buildin g the execution quadruple stack by
determining what type of clause has been passed to it.	 If the clause is anything
other than a subroutine cell, the scan of the N X 2 array begins.	 As each entry is
encountered a push down stack of symbol table entries is build, and members of
this stack are popped up whenever operators are found.	 Unary operators cause
one entry to be popped, and binary operators bring out two entries.
	 A quadruple is
built each time an operator is found and a pointer to that "quad is pushed onto the
stack.	 An exception is the case of a "FROM... THRU...	 operation.	 In this in-
stance, no quadruples are formed until the TEIRU operator and its associated operand
are found.	 Then, quadruples are formed for the equivalent expression stated in
terms of relational operators. 	 An example of this would be the case in which
11X FROM A THIRU B 11 would be converted to I 'X. GE. A. AND. X. LE, 13". Thus,
-%vo operators were found in the originalthree quads would be formed when only t
expression.
For subroutine calls the N X 2 array contains the symbol table entry number for the
subroutine name and entry numbers for each of the arguments in the calling list.
SYNTH 1 flags the subroutine name and produces a string of quads with no operation
3-8
Al
codes and pairs of arguments until all arguments are included.
Finally, if the clause processed by SYNTIi 1 was a variable or set definition, the
third field of a selected symbol. table entry is supplied a value. For set definitions,
a count of the number of sets that have been formed is kept. This count is incre-
mented and the value is stored in the symbol table entry for the set naive. For
variable definitions, a pointer to the first quad that makes up the definition is en-



















r-h.w.ne^rra*awwr.»wi« .n+.-.rr ^•. ...._s ^...,,..,.	
_ _.._
EXECUTION STACK INTERPRETER
The purpose of the execution stack interpreter for the OLDMAN system is to ex-
ainine the instruction types indicated by the quad stack entries and to initiate actions
accordingly. Subroutine INTERP controls this examination process and provides
the added capability of delayed execution and immediately executable instructions.
INTERP first checks a system flag to determine if the delayed mode is currently
in effect. If so, this means that most instructions are to he stored for later ex-
ecution. The only exceptions are a set of immediately executable subroutines that
have special codes in the symbol table. One of these subroutines is "EXECUTE"
which resets the immediate mode flag and causes all delayed instructions to be
executed.
If the system is not in delayed mode, a check is first made to determine if the next
instruction is a "DELAYER". If so, the flag discussed in the preceding paragraph
is set so that the delayed mode will be entered. If not, subroutine EXSTMT is
called with starting and ending quad pointers of the instruction sent as arguments.
EXSTMT extracts the instruction type from the first quad. No action is required
when a variable definition instruction is encountered so control immediately passes
back to INTERP in this instance. Set definition instructions, on the other hand,
require extensive processing to arrive at a group of candidates that fit the criteria
described in the instruction. The starting and ending pointers are passed on to the
s t fo ation module an that the uad table can be senrched for all varialUles ref-e	 rn	 q	 ^	 _
erenced by the instruction. After the set has been formed, a message is typed
on the user's terminal indicating the number of members included in the set. This




The function of the routine SUTASLT is to stun the values of a field or created variable
over a given set. This routine is immediately executed upon a call to SUMBET by
the user. The set number, variable or field to sum, and the variable name under
which the result is stored, is obtained from the quad created by the call to sumset.
The candidate file is scanned and for cacti candidate in the set, the corresponding
data base record is read into core. The field is then extracted or, in the case of a
created variable, the quad executed to determine the value for that record, and the
value is added to the sum. After al.l candidates are considered, the result is printed
out. The result is also stored in the quad table and can be used in further calcula-












The report generation module (OUTPUT) is dcf igned to allow output of data base
records within a given set. All or only requested fields may be output, along with
any created variables that may be associated with the given set. The printout can
be directed to the originating terminal device (CRT, TTY, Execupert, etc.) or
optionally to the line printer.
The output is arranged in colaninar form, with headings at the top of each page,
above each colwnn of each data base record in the set of data and the valuos for
each parameter requested on the same line under the appropriate heading. Spacing
between each column of data is determined by the number of parwizeters requested.
If more parameters are requested than there is room for on one page, a second page
(or more if necessary) will be printed after al.l data is printed for the parameters
that could be fit on the first page.
The type of heading for each parameter is determined by the amount of spacing avail-
able. When less than six spaces are available for a colcunu of data, the parameter
naive is used vertically in the heading. When six to eight spaces are available, the
parameter naive is wsed horizontally. For spacing of greater than ei ght spaces, the
field title is printed horizontally on the least number of lines necessary with a max-
imum of six lines. For a created variable, the parameter name is always used.
Parameter names are always right justified over the columns of data.
The format used to print each field is found in the corresponding field definition in
common (FIELDS). Created variables always use the format x10.2. Spacing be-
tween each requested parameter is determined by the field width of the format of
each parameter. Extra spaces on each page are divided equally among each field
on the page. she maximum column width: is 20 spaces and the minimum is one more
than the necessary field width.
Upon request from the user to output data, a table is formed listing the parameters
to be output and the required field width for that parameter. This table is then used
3-12	 01tIG1NAL pAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
to build the headers for each page, which are stored in a format array. The data
output formats are then built and stored iii another format array. After the header
is printed at the top of the page, the data for each line is extracted and printed one
line at a time. Now pages are begun with a header at the top, when more than 33
lines are needed try print the data (60 for the line printer) or if more parameters
















































NAME LEND TH USAGE A
SYMTAB 404 Symbol Table .
QUATBL 505 Quad Table
FILDEF 231 File Definitions
i DEFNAM 10 Name of FILDEF File
DATARY 1002 Data Array
FIELDS 1200 Field Definitions
IOARAY 150 1/0 Array and Device Info
MESNDX 300 User Message Index
j REUSE 10001 Scratch Core Area
i COMTAB 100 Communications Table
FILSTK 1.10 Defines Disc File StackI
r OUTBUF 881 I/O Buffering Area



















COMMON/SYMTAB/NSYMS, M)CSYM, N aUBS,, NISUBS, ISY A1S (4, 100)
NSYM'S = No. of Symbols in Table
AXSYM = Mxxinwm. No. of Symbols = 100
NSUBS = No. of Defined Subroutines
NISUBS = No. of Immediately Executable Subroutines (Listed First in Symbol Table)
ISYAIS = Entry For Each Symbol
BYTES	 INFORMATION
1- 8	 Symbol Name (ASC II)
Constants - Value of Constant
(Loft Justified in Minimum No. of Words)
9	 Symbol Type (See Code Table) (Integer)
to- 12	 Referenced Array Pointer (Integer)
SYMBOL TYPE CODES
CODE	 TYPE	 REFEIIENCED ARRAY
n	 Subroutine Naive	 Unused
1	 Subroutine Name	 Unused
Field Naive	 Field Definition. Array (Fields)
3	 Set Name	 Corresponding Bit in ICAND (2)
and ICAND (3) (SETCNT) Set
Number
4 Created Symbol last Quad Defining Created Symbol
(QUATBL)
5 Subroutine Name Unused
G Constant Integer Unused
7 Constant Real Unused
$ Constant Logical Unused
= 0 False
1 True
9 Constant Hollerith Literal Stony-P if Needed
- 10 Special Reserved Words Unused
"All y" - Indicates
Printout of All V ields t	 `
Defined For the Data
Base
11 Naanclist 'Title Message no. in User Message Z iio
12 header Format Title Arles„age no. in User Messa,r;C File
13 Data Format Title A13ssa(rc no. in User AICSF L- 	 1"11c
14 Sehenva Tittle Message no. in User Alessat e F ltS




COMMON/QUATBL/MXQUAD, IQUAD, IDUMI, IDELX, NSET, IQU (5,100)
MXQUAD
	
= Maximum No. of Quads = 100
? IQUAD	 = Last Quad Created (Current No. of Quads)
{ IDUM 1	 = Unused
a
IDELX	 = First Quad Following a Delayx
NSET	 = Number of Defined Sets
IQU (5,100) = Quads (5 words)
WORD	 USAGE FORMAT
' 1	 Operation (See Table) Integer
2	 1st Operand Pointer Integer
3	 2nd Operand Pointer Integer
4-5
	 Result of Operation Floating Point
k
FIRST QUAD OF EACH STATEMENT t	 aa
WORD 1 = 73
WORD 2 = Statement Definition (See Table) t
r	 : WORD 3 = Execution Flag 	 -1 Execute j
0 Do Not Execute
-2 Previousy Executed j
WORD 4-5 = Final Result of Statement (After Execution)
OPERAND POINTERS
Positive - Point to Symbol Table Entry
Negative - Point to Quad Table Entry
OPERATION CODES
CODE	 SYMBOL,	 DEFINITION RESULT fi
1	 *	 Multiplication (1st operand * 2nd operand)
2	 /	 Division (1st operand/2nd operand)
3	 +	 Addition (1st operand + 2nd operand) +	 ;;
4,	 -	 Subtraction (1st operand-2nd operand) }	 .
5	 -	 Assignment (2nd operand)
6	 Subroutine Call 1st operand
7	 NOP Result =-1=True otherwise
Result =O=False .





9 . AND. Logical AND 1st Operand + 2nd  Operand + =C
10 . XOR. Logical NOR lst Operand + 2nd' Operand + 1=C
11 . ANDNOT. Logical NOT lst Operand + 2*2nd Operand
k
+1=0
12 .ORNOT. Logical ORNOT lst Operand - 2nd Operand - 1<C^`
13 ,NAND. Logical NAND lst Operand + 2nd Operand -F 	 0
14 .NOR. Logical NOR lst Operand + 2nd Operand
5 ,GT. Relational Operator lst Operand - 2nd Operand > 0
16 . LT. Relational Ope,°ator 1st Operand - 2nd Operand,-'
17 . EQ. Relational Operator lst Operand - 2nd Operand =1
18 . GE. Relational Operator lst Operand - 2nd Operandi 0 r	 _;
19 . LE. Relational Operator lst Operand - 2nd Operand< i
20 . NE. Relational Operatorp lst Operand - 2nd Operand	 .p	 P
"1 .NOT. Unary NOT Result =-1.0- lst Operand
-	 22 + Unary + Result 1st Operand
23 Unary - Result - lst Operand









j	 5 Unused x
G Subroutine Call (Assignment Type)
7 Subroutine Call (Non- Assignment type)
Code +'40 = THEN (Code + 32)








Data Base File Name 3A2
No. of Records I "'"^*
No. Of Bytes/Record I
Users Message List File Name 3A2
No. of Records I
No. of Bytes//Record (NBW) I
Field Definition File Name 3A2
No, of Records = No. of Fields I
No. of Bytes/Record (18) I
Synonym and Vocabulary File Name 3A2
No. of record = no. of synoyms I
No. of Bytes/Record I' 1
User Titles File Name 3A2
No. of Records I
No, of Bytes/Record (6*NEW) I
SCRCH 1
Candidate File Name	 SCRCH 2 or 3A2
No. of Records = No, of candidates I
No. of Bytes/Record	 NBW + 6*NEW i
Transaction input file name (for up dates) 3A2
F
No. of Records I
No, of Bytes/Record I
System Message File Name (MESSYS)
No. of Records
No. of Bytes/Record (NEW)
Index File ID's in 10 word blocks
(Total of 19 blocks)
Index File Name 3A2
XFNOLT	 X=meshed character
from all characters of
the data base file name,
FNO=Field No. (3 digits)






























I4	 No. of Records no. of entries 	 I	 k
I5	 No. of Bytes/Record	 I
IG-17
	
Level 1 Level 2
	 I or FLT
Field No. Minimum Value
I8-I9	 Level 1	 Level? 2	 I or FLT
No. of bits for field Segment size
I10
	
No. of Bits for Pointer
	 I
231	 Unused
All index file ID's are entered in sequence so that a level I file appears before a level
2, level 2 file before a level 3, and so forth. When a file is deleted, all successive









NAMDEF	 (1-3) - name of r, ILDEF file	 3A2
(4) - no. of records in file (231) 	 1
(5) - no. of bytes/record	 I
.(I word/record)
(6-10)- Unused










	 1	 2	 3	 4
	



























64 (Note G) 68
Field # of key, if an 	 I Key value for presence of this field I
72
First bit position of field in record I
88
No, of bits in this field _ I
96 100
Data type(Note 1	 I Bits in first sub-field(Note 2 I
104 (Note 3) (110
No. of repeats, if any I Field out-
112 118
Put format A I or F	 Note 4 A Format out-
120 124
Put field width	 I Format significant digits I
128 Iden. fie l 129 1133H. flag 134
flagyes=_se_t Code conversions (Note 9 ote 10) Levels of indexin I
136 143
Message no. of field title Note 7 I
,FIELDS (Continued)
Note 1:











4	 Boolean (T or F)
	





















15	 Reserved for 'NO DATA PRESENT'
The first portion of any split field must be an integer identifying code. The
	 j
code may also be a message or integer number.
Note 2•
The number of bits in the second portion of a split field is equal to byte 12-byte
13 (b4-b7)• The number of bits in the first portion of the field (number of bits
in the subfield) is used to identify the field (Note 7).
Note 3
If non-zero, it indicates the number of successive bytes in which the field
may appear. Byte size is determined by byte 12. Repetitive fields must be
split. The first portion must match byte 18.
Note 4
Display format type - Fortran type codes.
t
If I format is used with output field width (bits 118-123) greater than 1 and
signific^azt digits (bits 124-127) equal to 1 (example: 3Il), then data will be
printed with leading zeros if any.
	







If the field name is longer than eight characters, an identifier is substituted and
`	 -	 byte 18 is set to the message number containing the actual field name.
Note 6:
bO - b3 is the field number the key or record type identifier.
b4 - b7 is the value the identifier must be for this field to be present.
If byte 9 is zero, it is assumed that the data base is not keyed or at least that
the field is not keyed.
The use of a key is included to permit disimilar fields of a record to occupy
the same physical locations.	 The use of a key permits linking of two different
data structures whose only common elements are record length and the unique
identifier field of which, the key may be a sub-field.
Note 7:
A block within a record may be set aside for optionally present fields.
	 All
optional (repetitive) fields are split fields, the first portion of which is a key
identifying the field. 	 The same key must appear in byte 18 of the field ID x,




k^If describing a text field, the number of bits is interpreted as the number of
bytes or characters in the field. 	 Text data must start in the record at a bit
number which is a multiple of 8 (on a byte boundary) from the start of the record.
Note 9:
The data in a field may go through a code conversion prior to use by the data
base management routines. 	 When a code conversionis used, (Non-zero) -	 {
'	 the format information in the field definition applies to the converted data.
	
The J
data type in the field definition must be consistent with the data in the field, l
Where the code conversion implies a data type change, the new data type is






I Anto Integer - where n= no. of bits in
field/8 no. of bits must be a multiple
of 8 and each character must be num-
eric.
2 In to An Where n--no. of significant places
in the field definition Max=4*NBW.
3 In to An Skewed (used to build ASCII
add 32 to I
	 character from 6 hits)
4 Integer to Real
5 Integer to Real and divide by 1000
6 Integer to real and divide by 100
7 Integer to real and divide by 10
8 Integer multiply by 106
9 Integer multiply by 105
10 Integer multiply by 103
11 MERITS Roll Number Conversion:
ITEMP = INT/ 16
IOUT = ITEMP * 100 + INT - ITEMP * 16
12 Date: IDATA(1) = IDATA(1) * 10000 +
IDATA(2) * 100 + IDATA(3)
13-15 Unused
Note 10:
H. Flag - Hierarchy flag - indicates that data base is sorted in ascending order




IBUF (1-132) - Input/Output Buffers
(133) INDV	 Input device no.
(134) IJDV	 Terminal device no. 	 r
(135) IODV Output device no.
(136) LENI Line width of input device
(137) LEN2 Line width of terminal
(138) LIN3 Line width of output device
(139) NLPP No. of lines per output page
(140) IDU(3) User ID code
(143) ITIM Time
(144) IUNIT TEX-=1, TTY=O
(145) IMOD Mode	 IMMEDIATE = 1	 DELAYED = 0
(146) IBAUD Baud rate for Tektronix plot roatines
(147) IEXT Data base extension ID
(148) NFIL No. of files in 1/0 subroutines_
(149) IZDV Zero device no.






MINX (1-200) - Pointers to 1st word of field titles
MINX (201-300) - Pointers to 1st word of user messages
FILE - IDEF (6-10) - User message list 1 word/record
For each message:
	




N=No. of bytes in message/NBW

COMMUNICATIONS TABLE
COMMON/COMTAB/ICON (100) 	 a
ICON (1) - Unused
ICON (2) - First quad of subroutine call j
ICON (3) - Last quad of subroutine call
ICON (4) - Symbol Table entry for EXECUTE (subroutine)
ICON (5) - Insert Flag
ICON (6-99) - Unused








COMMON/FILSTK/IPRIOR (10), MFILES (10,10)
This common retair_s information on any currently active disc files.
IPRIOR (1-10) - Pointers to file blocks (MFILES) in order of greatest priority, such
that the pointer to the file currently being used is in 1PRIOR (1).
MFILES (1- 3, N) - File name
(4, N) - No. of records in file
(5, N)	 No. of byt.es/record
(G, N) - Pointer to entry in file
(7, N) - Logical unit number of file
(8, N) - File status flag
k
0 = opened for read operation
1 opened for write operation
3 - error in I/O operation
(9, N) - Buffered write pointer (1- N)
Pointer to buffer entry in common OUTBUF










NWOUT - Nurubea of words per OUTPUT Buffer.
= 220 for Datacraft.
JOUT - OUTPUT buffer of segments with 'NWOUT' words per segment
This common will vary for different host machines. The total buffer size is the












COMMON/SETCNT/ISET (48), ICAND (3)
.,A
V
MAXIMUM NO. OF DEFINED SETS = 48 	 ^-
ISET (1-48) = No. of set members for sets 1-48
_ICAND (1) = Data base record no. of candidate
ICAND (3-3) - Bits 1-48 correspond to sets 1-48. For each set that the candidate
y	 is a member, the corresponding bit is set.	 ,}
r
ICAND (1-3) Is input from the candidate file IDEF(2G-30)
k










MINIS systems that now exist on the Datacraft 6024 or NOVA minicomputers
can be conveniently in 'stalled beginning with either source programs or binary
files provided on magnetic tape. The general method of installation is to form
relocatable binary files with the FORTRAN compiler or assembler, generate
a user library with the host computer's library editor and produce executable
modules with predefined relocatable loader commands. MINIS data files
necessary for file control, index generation, field definition, user messages,
and system messages are also provided on the system tape.
On the Datacraft a system tape is created with files corresponding to each
element named in the LOAD command listed in Table 3-1. In addition, a file
containing user library routines and a file for MINIS system messages are
included. These files can be loaded into a file managed unit as "SRC" files,
and all software files can be compiled by the FORTRAN compiler except for
IBEXT, IBDEP, F$DDFU, and BISORT which are assembly language routines.
After all "BIN" files are produced, an overaly load is done with the load
statement listed in Table 3-1. A BATCH command file can be generated in a
source file to make the device assignments listed in Table 3-1 with all FM
assignments set to the desired file managed unit. Then, to execute the MINIS
system, the user can first make device assignments by simply entering a
BATCH command and typing EXEC MINIS. At this point, the procedures
described elsewhere in the manual for defining a database, defining fields,
generating indexes and saving user messages can be carried out.
On the NOVA, the MINIS system is designed to run under the Real-time
Disk Operating System (RDOS) with files located in two directories. After
Initializing the two directories, named DP2 and DP3, two tape files can be
read in using the CLI commands LOAD MTO:0-and LOAD MTO:1. All source
files to be compiled or assembled are named 11 YJ0=. ON E
 where I'XKXXNX I







....- -^.. r 	....
is a six-character routine name and ". OM" is a file extension used to separate
MIDIS software from any other source files that may exist in the directory. A
Several command files, identified by the . CM extension, must be executed
indirectly to produce all of the save files necessary for MINIS operation. The
names and contents of these files are listed in Tables 3=2 through 3-11.
All data files were automatically loaded with the LOAD commands described
above. These files reside in directory DP2 and may be identified by listing all
ten character file names with no extension. All data files may be examined and
x	 modified by the CLI's octal edit routine OEDIT.
Since device assignments are made under program control, all the user needs
to do to initiate execution is type MINIS. Other sections of this manual describe
starting up a database, saving user messages, and accessing the database.
$A 4, DUM, 7, DUM, 10, FM2, 11, FM2 12, FM2,13, FM2, 5, FM2, G, LP, 14, FM2
$A 15, FM2
$LOAD
*LOCAL MINIS, DBLOAD, REVSCN, VARINX, VARCHK, EXQUAD, FLDFIN, MESMAN,
FMATS, WRTDAT, INDEX, SUMSET, LEXCAL, PARSE, SYNTHE, POINT, NAMLST,






NOVA 2/10 {	 r
000001 DELETE/V OL_LIST.LS







SI.IMSET GET'C OM OUITTT RESET'TY
	 INTE RP EXSTMT EXSEI: D3 ••
000005 v L EXC.:AL.. G;ETSMB CiETNXT "•0000 06 P PAR;iiEE t- ARVOC "
000007 r SYNT HE
'r 000008 P r31• A{DMP DMP<3TK "
000009 P IN;aERT INSEL S
F	 d 000010 r VARINX SC::I:NDX
000011 , VARCHK VARVAL.
	 '•
000012 r I:iP 3: CJL• VIDD
	 I:iP 3: ST NMMC1
'	 3 000013 r REVSC'N RVSCAN










000017 r SYNTH1. St GVRI:..f11..CHKTYP




















a.. , -a...,.a	 rs,,. _...+sr... e,...-..._ .,a.ta,^peuurp.m.+.nc -a+^ ssa^•brkr*wn'S.^'..^c<,.....-Y., .,.:-. 	
..-...-. -	 ,,,.::..,,.....c,.,	 ..	
-	 ...	
z 	 . - ..
i
NOVA 2/10
1/21/77	 FILENAMES I P2:INDEXX, GM 
	 JOB
000001 DELETE/V INDEXX.LS
000002 RLDR INDEXX. LS/L DP i S INDEXX/a ^
000003 INDXXX INDE;XX GEi:NDEX GENATE
000004 E WRTDE F ME:aI-IHH r T: P 3 S fiiORT I X DP 3 S B I SDRT DP 3 S MERGGG
000005 r UNF'KER r '''
000006 PACKER EXFLDD EXTF'LI3





000001 RLDR/M/E FL DF"NN BETCOM FL DFIN F"INF"LD ME aMAN ME ,rater










-	 1121177	 FILENAME: DF2:OUTPUT.CM
000001 DELETE/V OUTPUT. LS
000002 RLDR OUTPUT, LS/L Y:iPWOUTPTT/S OUTPTT OUTPUT EXQUAD E"XOPRN MEN SOOT
000003 E MAT SS NORMMM''
000004 v REVSCN RVSCAN'''
N	 000005 r WRTDAT EXTF LEI I'''
Table 3-5
{
NOVA 2/101/21/77	 FILENAME' DP2*WRI'T'EE*CM





f	 1/21/77	 FILENAME *# DP : NAMI.. c-T. cM
000001 RL DR' NAML TT NAML . ST MESMAN p 1. DMAN. LD FORT # L.B
Table 3-7









3 1/21/77	 FILENAME:	 DP3.C;REA'T'I.::.CM
000001 DELE:TEw/V CREATE:. L.:i
ii 000002 RLUR CREATE LS/L.. ^•
}
ti •: 000003 CsF E=AT'T'	 CREATE	 l':f° RSTR T'r INITAL	 WORM	 IiE1. BLK SC:(-1NNN	 CVRE::AL	 IN]:NT'T,-
000004 "T'PPROCSS RDL I" EC S T'E LE:M C6TC1BB CC3'T'066 CE"'T OBB I I,..T'T COMPUT GL'T'OPR
000005 SUMARY SUMPh0 PRCENT CHURN SEARCH S T DF •'LD 'PACDA T' s
	 "•
' 000006 SORTER :iORTIX MERGER FI:NFI,_D WRTBFFy
	P7:?:3f1RT I II..ENn,"
000007 MRCiCwRR WF TBUF FNNFLD EXT'FLn3




















000002 RLDR M:I:NDEXAS/L MTNDXX MINDI::X	 CiO	 TOT	 I:t]:SRT'1.	 " $











1/21/ 7 7 	 FILENAME* *RGI'r. I P3* ME: C:M
t	 4 g
P	 000001 DELL rF /V ML RG17' . L_5
!	 000002 f UIR MERE rl'. I fa/L MI `RGXX Mt C CUT FtLJNDEX ..
^
k	 000003	 NEWF IL..WF r Pf'- I[.W T I l:LIWR*r C= IL..l; ND OLriMAN, LB	 FOR,r.L.F:+
6.^
w




























n.^,r..	 u__..	 _	 _	 _	 _..	 ^ . •^	 ^.^_	 ^^.^, .,.....^...	 ^^^._^	 ^_ ,.^_	 1	 ^	 u^ _^	 ^,,.Y^	 a	 __,	 ^_^
__	










C:	 ENTER LOWER LATITUDE:
U:	 26
C:	 ENTER UPPER LATITUDE:'
U:	 28 'S5
C:	 ENTER SMALLER LONGITUDE:
U: '	80
C:	 ENTER LARGER LONGITUDE:
U:	 83 30






C:	 ENTER LONGITUDE: n
U:	 81 15
C:	 SET NAMED POINTSET HAS 2 MEMBERS
AREASET and POINTSET are system supplied set names that may be used just as
user named sets.	 In the examples above, AREASET consists of all photos in an
area from 26 degrees to 28 degrees 55 minutes north latitude and 80 degrees to
83 degrees 30 minutes west longitude. j
'al
POINTSET consists of all photographs at the point 28 degrees 53 minutes north










EXAMPLES OF GENERATED REPORTS
pp
LANSAT output using system supplied formats and headers. S
^J 'i wLNTFR DATA 
Ir"AS
	 HA.I E (6 CIW.) O1 ':I
>An Zn Q^LOeE?.	 LATITUDE:
3 O i
t ElJ'rL.n UP E!% LATITU.D1 p32:1
rrJ
	




SET	 ,J!-'s:MED; n.. E,^S1;.T	 I [ns 4	 ICY1t3E7 -S.
>OUT't~T(Al"EASI!T,ALL) s
-S	 D	 1•I	 0	 L LON 0 DATI- C A, .l	 I'll H it ^ I
A.	 ^	 H	 r..	 A D L 2 1	 2 3 4 {a,TTL	 1"1	 3 V D C P	 P P Pfi
Nr1 I
_C H 0	 0 0 0
Li	 1 G A PJ	 :'J I1 1\1
1	 002	 16321	 27	 31I'J35 96'•.•:54 0 7-.25-72 10 501 1	 13 0 32
1	 009	 15264, 	124	 31N45- F3  2 8•-	 1-72 30 4015 24	 5 11 , 84 114 n
1	 002	 16314	 27'	 33,'300 96';2F4 0 7-25-7 12 0 1803 158	 1(4 170 176-
1	 009	 1526P	 " 124	 33:•11 1 80V 2 2 8-	 1 = 72 60 'j015 23	 53 83 1-13 -
I-IFi`0LL
	
I .IFPOE,14 	 R	 R I'll	 '7_1 14	 F, Ii H ill 11	 iii ': i
E	 B S	 C S	 1' 2 3 1 2	 3 4' 5
G	 v	 _S IM, h1	 C. C C' C)	 . C	 C. 0 C
. I	 I 1	 0 0	 U U u U U	 -1J' U L
0	 D I'i	 D D	 P. A Ai r^-: A	 Ai E n
Iu





0	 0	 1	 3 3	 1 1	 3_ . 3 0 0`	 0 0 _ 0
10001	 693	 1	 2 2	 1, 1	 P 2 2 2 2	 3  0
10001	 S	 1	 0 2	 0 1	 0 0 0 '' 2	 4 2 0









LANSAT output using user supplied name list, headers, and format.
^.
OUTPUT(POINTSET, IDSMER,_HEDMER, FORMER) At
I f OBSRV'N-ID ORB	 ROLL/POS 1-4 LAT LONG	 CC MFR/POSN MODAYR.
r	
- 1009-15273	 124	 4015/26,56,86,116 28N53 81W17	 20 10001/ 697	 8	 1 72 -"







y^....r^y^rw-^-^-*• r 	 vravr	 ".P^'wutx+e,'ar' .'°" ", - _ 	 _ _ ._	 _ _ _.... _ g^	 _.._ _,,.	 _	 _ _	 _ _ -	 ... , ,	 _... _	 ..	 _	 ., » ^,.....^.,..,...,..,„^
r
The following is an example of a session that might be held using the land use
data base.
?ENTE P DATA BASE I •JAME ( 6 CJiA'3?
USER:LtJD'.I•'s:
>P7LPS M = ?PL2h5 *!109S.r S_ X2.6+
>C .n ,,D . D-. _ L. 5vl r	 v,	 75	 :i 1 ..J	 1 .,a
SET	 NA,'I D 'C-,0 DE D	 1'aAS	 2,13
>013TTD UT ( C R 0 ' ED>D C E L L I Do C `)'.YNS TY. PPL2ii5,''i0'!5FS, 7, 7PL;':r%I)




 Ii(JL . ACC-PI	 D if
:
SER9138 1 1!1	 ?. 1 C" 1	 1 38.66?S
•S E'1913 9 1 11	 3.70, I T 8 5 .: sS 7	 a
_S ER9?38 1 11
	
3. 1 t? 1	 1 3 	 2.
SE 9536 111	 3*0r/i 11 ^5:^.;52{fir
SER9932 11 1	 3.;00 12. 93 . 6037
SE?S412 159	 3 .'1
	
1 11 83 .'t: F07
S^?8912 159	 3 . 1 1 Q S'I7. 60(9 r!
-	 SER91 1 6 159	 ?.9fl 12 90.480c
SE',?92 15 159	 20,90 11 82.19400




SM9 S2. 1 159	 ? .97 11 S? 94r
SER9r522 159	 2.90 13 9S.'r2^rr
SIER9924 159	 2.9C 11 !32-- 941R
.3	 6! 27 165	 3 .,1 ^J 1	 1 83.66.q ? 
En,6237 165.	 3.'1 n 10 80, . 67 W
S, ER 63 2 6 165	 3. 1 q 11 8 	 h 6:^j r, "
`	 SE??732 7 169	 3 . 1 f? 1	 1 88S660.7
S^ER71425 _ 169	 3.10 10 8'^ •;F?^?7.,';
S1ER7725 16 9
	 3 `. 1 ?J. 10 8?J.6Ccl''C
3 FO,3 764 17,9	 3.2 CA .12 99'0 3411
5F0,356. 5 185	 3.7 11 X31. 6610,C
'S F03 185	 3 • 10, 11 8`S.6hr'0
S F042 64 .185 	 3.W4 9 79 .5 60 21
SV6313 1 89	 3.2F 11 91.52'^
UTM CELL I?ESIG.v CWRITY CODE PEOPLE '.'E=2 N'. M13 E?' 	 OF LP Mj
AT OR. HOUSEHOLD. OC^,'JPIED	 ti
0'17S C71 OLDS
SER6517 139	 _ 3.2, .	 10 83,^^r^4*E	 SER72 14 1 89	 3.2P, I C 93.2rr,^
SE 117712" 139	 3.2f' 1' 99.5471*
*01 NTa
`	 >IF	 C 1 - 1 r1T.!AL	 .EO. 1	 THEN nOIIJTS=POI1qT7:+1"
>IF MM IJAN .EO. 1	 THEN	 J'OIIJ r	-,9irQS\T`;+15
.	 >IF' 3N7 0IJAN	 .EQ. 2 -THEN ?OI.NT73=POIIdTS-247,
>IF SCHOOL .NE. TJ i -^`'PI	 POINTS	 =POI `J TS+S




•E.^_. '5	 T iS.`J	 ?JI,`i!';5='OI`J^` i+15 E1,S =	c^OINTC='DOIi'J.;




17M CELL DE COUNTY
	 G	 G	 19	 L	 5	 P) I N'T 72
5 1 6NAT OR	 r-O w	 C	 A	 E
OJUGINAL	 p
	
AUTY 	 U	 0	 FROM Qu
A	 A	 A	 0	 1	 1
L	 11	 14	 L	 L	 c
SE.-19138	 111	 2	 ?
SE-M 9 13 9	 11 1	 2 3
S ER 9 315	 Ill	 3;
5 ETI 9 3 6
S T-R9932	 111	 3	 2	 3	 m	 1.1	 2 0' . R Ql F
sr"7 84 1 2	 159	 3	 12	 6	 B	 9" ri m
SER89 12	 1 ^, q	3	 2	 6	 3	 13	 -20.0007
G Er? 9 1 1 6	 159	 3	 2	 3	 3	 13	 -20.0("o
GE1192 15	 159	 3 2	 3:	 B	 2 0. 0 0 ?1 e
S ER 9 7 2 1	 159	 3	 2	 1,3	 B	 0 0 1 q (Al
S E R 93 12 0	 159	 3	 2	 2	 3	 s	 C., c, o,
SER982 1	 159	 3'	 B	 0 91
SE 119322	 I si, 9	 3	 m	 cil n 0 v
SER9924	 1 1^ 9	 3	 2	 2	 V, to qvo(?;
3SER 612 7	 1 ^5	 3	 2	 m	 5	 5 107 712 V)
5 E R 6:2 3 7	 165	 3	 3	 *3	 m	 m	 -P- 91.11312.9-19!,
SE9.632 6	 16's	 3	 2	 13	 B	 .3	 -20 . OZ(71
S E'i 7 3 2 7	 169	 3	 2	 .3	 B	 3	 2 q . P, 0 1.3 0
S Ell 74 2 5	 169	 3	 P-	 6	 2 1 3 . li ^l 91 71
SER7725	 169	 3	 2	 3	 -2 0 . no (11 q,
S F 71 3 7 64	 175	 1	 P-	 3	 7, 9,rl,
SF03565
	 185	 p	 1	 3	 15.0000
S F.,) 3 6 6 8
	 185	 2	 2	 3
S FO 14 -2 64	 135	 1	 3	 S	 m	 10.0000
SER6013	 1 r3 9	 3	 1	 6	 3	 B
TJT M CELL D7,-.' COUNTY	 G,	 G	 5	 s	 L	 c;	 0 1 N T S
SIGNATOl-	 CODE*	 w	 114	 V	 c	 A
U	 U	 0	 F	 T
A	 A	 A	 0'	 I^	 I.
L	 N	 L	 L	 C
5 Er' 65 17	 11-3-9	 3	 1	 6.	 3
^SE'172 1 4	 189	 1	 2-	 6	 3	
-2 0 pq 0111
SER7712	 189	 3	 2	 6	 B	 3	 -20.0000
>G TIMPTS =S!JiMSET(CR0 !'7DED, POINTS )
SUMPT!.3	 -2 65 . r.no'7,L
>3U.1411O!J=.13'TMSET (C'^0 .JD 7-D.PH0'J.SE') )
SUVNOTJ	 3 (Ij 6	 17, 0
>5ET189=C'!OWDED A'.',ID. I O T.11,JTY	 EQ. '189
	
SET NAIMED SET189	 HAS
	 4 MEMBE?S
>OUT PUT ( S-ET 18 9A AL L
Z UTM CIEL It	 ?	 C D 5 C	 c s R a S * 0	 L	 L S D , P , A S L T -t
0 L DESIG 0	 0 E M 0	 E 0 1 A C ll	 A	 A L E E A ZE - A 0 0
N NATOR^	 T I	 L	 I V 5 11	 1 v s % I -N 	 M	 N 0 p r^ 1; ne N P D
E	 s	 2	 M D A G	 S L E 1 0	 !j P T 14 11 T F S F
I t	 -0 1 1 0 1N	 H	 T I	 Tj	 -i N 0	 5 ' E	 E
0	 s	 5	 y S,	s	 C L L L
1-7 716 q 13 11	 3. 2	 1 %39 4 5 4	 ?7 ^,!L	 5 11,	 1 ri	 ' 2 1	 21 A D T D 3 B G F
1 6 S E ^ ,%L 6 5 1 7 10,	 1.2(7 1.99 14 5 4	 27 T Hl	5 X	 4	 PI	 31 C 3 M G 3 13 7
16 5 7 7 ? 1 41 1 0,	 3 .2 F, 1,39 4 5 4	 27 T.H	 5 K	 1 .0-	 63	 9S C 5 M G 3 3 7 7",
77 1 2 12 3-20 189 11 5	 27. TH 9,	 1	 21	 31 C S 5 G .9 8 P P
A-5
r.
3 G	 >	 F''	 S	 C	 C	 A	 c	 1i	 "J	 G	 ':	 1',	 E	 U	 11	 T	 5
L	 1;i	 E	 E	 I	 C	 I	 A	 E	 0	 A	 A	 0	 '1	 'I	 L
;^0,	 D	 0	 ^J	 .4	1	 0	 S	 T	 0	 A	 T'	 n	 i	 A	 0
it tJ	 q	 1	 lr	 t,t	 S	 h	 3	 1'	 'i	 C	 I)	 S	 T	 T	 z	 z' }
E	 T	 A	 S	 T	 I	 ii	 0	 0	 r
l.r 11	 ,J	 Qr	 L	 N	 x
3 1	 6	 F	 0	 T	 F	 C	 C'	 G A 	 D	 F	 6 7	 13	 C
1	 .6	 F	 0	 T	 F	 0	 r4	 OL	 D	 F`	 F•5	 17
I ^2	 6	 F	 r	 T	 F	 !7	 l	 O L	 D	 T_ 72	 14
3 ?	 6,	 F	 (Al 	 _ T	 F	 0	 ;)	 0C	 D	 T	 77	 12	 C1
Pt In this session PPLPSM ways .first defined as the product of the two fields PPL211S_
and HOUSES and the constant 2.6. Any time PPLPSM is referred to in later com-
mands, the number of people per,
 square mile in a cell will be calculated by multi-
plying the number of people
,
 per household. times the number of households in a- {
square meter cell times 2.6.
Next a set is formed consisting of all cells that have a population per square mile
between 75 and 100. 	 This set, name CROWDED by the user, is then displayed.
The statement POINTS= 0 begins a series of tests that will assign a weight factor
j
a
r to each cell in set CROWDED.	 In these tests points are added or subtracted for
presence or absence of selected attributes.
Now, CROWDED is displayed with a different set of fields and the points that each
cell accrued. x
Following this output, the user has involved the SUMSET subroutine to get a total ?
of all the POINTS in set CROWDED, a count of the number of households in the 1	 `'
same set.
Finally, a subset named SET189 which consists of all cells in CROWDED that ^`
also are located in county number 189.	 This set is output using the ALL desig-
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~EPJTEP DATA BASE NAME	 (6 .CHA 1 1)
"r	 USERsCry SUS
>CTY21 =CO1.JNTY.E01. 21
t	 SET NAMED CTY21 HAS	 -	 14	 MEI93'^I1,
>IF "NON'.'	 .LT.	 20. THEN ?0,INT5=?0INTS+1
' >IF °" PNONY	 . LT. 20	 \ .,	 TTIEAJ	 PO I NT.S =PO I IIT; +?
>IF,	 %PFEKAL .GT. 5^1.	 T;iEN POINTS=POI J.^+5 ELSE ?01 [NITS T-:n ..NOI	 S-5
>IF, %F1.5249	 .GT. 400	 THEN P0I(•JTS=POINS\TS+3
>I F FAVI NC	 ,. GT . 10000 THEN POINTS =POIN'T'S +4
>IF NFAVIN	 .GT. 12000, THEN PCIIJTS=POI'JTS+6
>L F,	 %LT?1E:1P	 . LT .	 'S .	 THEN POINTS = O I NTS +7
>IF AVSCH\\\G.SCH .GT.	 S TIiEN POINTS=POIT\",JTS +u ELSE, POINTS =POINTS:
>-5
>IF VM ITS	 .GT. 1Q!.	 THEN POINTS =PO IWrS-5
>IF %NOPL IJM	 . GT . 2. THEN POINTS =POINTS - 1 c^ I
>CNGTAX=TAXR 73 -TAY g74 !I
>I F CNGTAX	 .L 'f. 0	 THT'iV POI I•JTS=?OI^JTS-t fJ 	 ELSE r1 OIItJTS= ?OI_VTS; 10\ \\:
>+10
>0 1 ITPTJT(CTY2 I , COUNTY,EN'1DI S	 PMOITV.P %PFEi4AL F1 5249, FAVI NC, : y
>NFAVIN,> T1IJ'-- MP, AVGSC11,`! T M! T5,1WOPLTIM,C MGTA`'.pP01NTS>
0	 CJ	 _ iJ P	 P	 F	
A
F ^J	 : V- U._ N
^^.	 1J	 U	 0 N	 F	 1	 V A N G N 0
I I	 N	 D	 N 0 	 E	 5	 I .V E S I, P
T	 I	 W IN	 M	 2	 'N I M C T L
Y	 S_ W	 A	 4	 C y ° H S TJ
,.	 21	 2004	
0
0	 0	 47.1	 8	 9	 "'	 820, 0. 8 0 9 12., 8 9.7
s	 21	 0005	 166 24.3	 51.5	 8 o 1	 6515 397 M.0 __9 12.6 13.5
\2 1	 00, 06	 83 9.9	 50..4	 9.9	 959	 .755 0.0 9 2.l, 10 6
'	 21	 00.,07	 0 0.0	 43 - 5	 4.7	 705 P 3. 1 i	 9 3 .0 17.2
21	 001,13	 0 0.0	 52.6	 7.3	 '	 s5l^1 0 ?. 9 0.O 15.3 iY
.	 i
2 1	 7'Q09	 0, 0.0	 47.7	 4.5	 619 0 2 4 9 0 0 2P;.5 r.."
`	 21	 0311.	 16 1.1	 5?.2	 11.5	 8168 0 3.6 9 1.5 7.021	 0011	 0 0.0'	 691.5	 q.6	 473 0 -0.0 _9 6#3 35.0
_	 ?1	 2012	 86,. 12.2_	 5 11 -03.7	 769 419 0.0 10 ^!.^f 14.6
21	 21013	 21 3 . P	 44.7	 12.1	 774 0• 6.4 8 ?I.0 34.5
2i	 lc^ltt	 111 7.7	 50.3	 S.4'	 750 499 .8, 9 0*0 25.7
r
21	 0091, 	 0 0.0	 50.2	 3.2	 762 l;^ 2.5 9 1	 .,6, ,2? - 6
? 1	 000?_	 69 5.4	 45.6	 3`.9	 7FS2 ` 190 1.0 9 1.8 ` 34.3
21	 0003	 63 6.1	 54.6	 09	 591	 10FS0 2.6 3 2.6 39.2
A-7



















-.450O 2	 0;72,rA d
.45I 3 , (,l j?.
f^ s
>'OI13T^.=I
>1F> FAVINC	 .GT.	 350, 	 TNS.N POINTS= POINT5+4
' >1F NFAIllN..GT.
	 85 0 TE\H
	 )J ?'Oli1T3- PO NI TS \\\\ \\\=^OIIJTS+F
>OIITPUT(CTY21,CO T INTY `r ENJ TDIS,FA`JINC,iNIFAUI:N', ?OI OT
COUNTY ENUME^ATI0:J
	 1 .11- FAMJIL M
	 IAN J	 G i0 '>OI:JTS
DISTRICT	 Y INCOME FAMILY I?Jco
21	 04005 653 357 0	 1 .1n i7
21	 0 919 6 959 755  (.100M	 I
21	 'x;007 7t''5 r 0 .21 n	 j
2.1
	
rr0?81 ,^ 0 1,^,^
21
	 0209 619 R (7.,	 ?17^ r;	 I
2^1	 0P,1(% 36f 2! 91^: r il4..
1	 ?i4. 1 1 47 5 3 n.0^?C'l	 fn !^! I ? 769 ills( (X	 r	 ti	 I
21
	 09113 774 ?1. rryrA-
21	 (11 750 499 (1	 (x
21	 X7.•1001 762 f? r „^!Crn
21
	 0002 78?.. 190 n. 011)On
0 1
	
0-03 591 1 t8r1 6.07?
>; r ^ r:jtJINC= *JMSETCCTY21,.NFfillI N)
:;1II:JI;JC
	 =	 3329.00 10
>3'JI;I',']C =STJ:,SE T ( C7Y2 1 , FA 1





	 S T 11-1i, T CC:JT\\TY21 ,FA: ,!LY 5>










	 E.4 T TOIS
	
.r'?.
') E r NAMEC 1
 CCTY2 1
	 HAS 1	 MEv E ;
>^,	 GI • IC = S' l MI`:JC /ST.TIIFAII
y >"	 \?IAA; I lC=:,rlr
>3trr, •0-T (CCT`!2 1 , S'JI ,II:JC, S TJMFA11, CAT ;
 aI NC, S'a1::`JI17,,, S r li;)1,r`p, ra , rAt,;\\:]f,^ll \iC )
S T.i '1L:?J^	 SUI-IFAI.1'
	 CAfGICJ;;	 S UM, fliINC TTjMN Fl, M C:J!1'I:J,




First, set CTY21 is formed consisting of all cells that are in county number 21.
Then, a point system similar to the one described in the land use session is defined.
f Points are added or subtracted according to factors such as non-white population,
female population, income, unemployment figures, and education. One extra fea-
ture utilized here is the definition of a variable named CNGTAX which will pickupd	
ar .w,1:I
the fields TAXR73 and TAXR74 and calculate the change in tax rate from 1973 to
1974. Tests are then made on this variable instead of on field values.
Later in the session 5UMSET is used to calculate total incomes and family counts.
Also, a subset named CCTY21 is farmed consisting of cells that are in set CTY21











tEXAMPLES OF DATA BASE FIELD DEFINITIONS
s
Field4 definitions for the LANSAT data base
F 1E:LU	 _ FLD 1ST	 NO,; ^JUTPUT PT	 Cn	 IN ID	 FIELD	 T I T L E k
MAI4 E N89 BI T 	 OF ' FORMAT TY CN DX FL
OTS PE VN AG
OSL 1 10 3I 1 DAYS SINCE.	 LAUNCH
NHMMS 2 10 14 51 1 13 HOURS MINUTES SPCMNDS
ORHNJM 3 34 14 11 5 ORBIT NUMBER 1
LA1 4 96 74 IA 5 6 14 LATITUDE	 IN	 MINUTES
L91V 5 72' 24 1 A 6 6 15 LONGITUDE	 IN MINUTES
OB V II 6 24 -11 1 ORSERVATION	 ID,
DATE 7• i2 10 6 13 12 DATE MF	 ORSERVATION,
OL D C IV 8 64 8 11 2 CI OUD .CF1VG-R 9
ARGNVA . 9 192 14 11 5 11 ARCHIVAL	 ROLL NUMBER,
MIPOSN 1.0 207' 9 11 3 MSS• i	 POS I I T I MN	 NUMBER
N2P(JSN 11 144 9 1 I 3 MS"S	 2	 POS I T 10 NJ 	 NUMBER,
MVO N 12 120 9 if 3 MSS	 3 POSITION	 NUMBER,
4P0-; N 13 24 9 11 3 MSS	 4	 POSITION	 NUMBPK,
AFRO-L 14 129 15 1I 5 MICROFILM	 ROLL	 NUMBER	 (MSS)
M FI'(^ SN 15 156 12 11 4 MICROFILM	 POSITIO N 	NUMBER, y'f	 14F31(IN 16 56 2 1I t BLOCK	 INDICATMR,
'	 hBViQ 17 62 2 11 1 STATION	 ID-RBV,
MSSID 18 60 2 11 1 STATION	 ID	 *	 MSS,
KH M 0L)E 19 58 2 1I 1 TRANSMISSION MOUE 	 - RRV,
MSMOVE 20 56 2 11 1 TRANSMISSION MODE	 - MSS,
R1-'J U A L 21 168 3 11 1 QUALITY	 RRV	 HAND	 1,
R 2;J UAL 22 171 3 11' 1 QUALITY RRV HAND 2
R3 :J U4L 23 174 3 1 1 . T DUAL I TY	 RRV HAND 31
MOU A L 24` 177 3 11 1 QUALITY	 MSS HAND	 1
M 2'J U ` AL 25 id 0 3 11 • QUALITY	 MSS HAND 2, 1NVU A L 26 183 3 if 1 QUAL 1 TY MSS BANG	 3,
M4 ,4UAL 27 136 3 it i QUAL ITY 	 MSS HAND	 41
`	
MSJUAL ?8 189 3 if 1 QUALITY MSS HAND 5
SA TNUM 29 51 3 it 1 SATFLL1TE NUMBER
r
A-10
FIELD DEFINITIOA.S FOR THE LAND USE DATABASE
1r"L0
	




NO, BIT OF FORMAT TY' CN DX Ft.
u T5	 Dc:	 N	 A('V
F
1.	 S	 1 r	 2	 *	 E1TM	 fMNF.:	 NUMBER,
CELLIU





3	 6?	 7	 11	 2	 NUMBER	 OF	 OCCUPIEDE 	 HOUSEHOLDS,
	 > -
'PL2_-1S	 4	 69	 7 F	 5,	 2	 7	 PFOPLF PER	 HOUSFHOLD.
'OJN 1 Y5
	 76	 8	 11
	
;i	 L riu NTY	 CODE
F	 JEVDIS	 6 _	 84	 4	 11	 1	 V:VELGPMENf	 DISTRICT.
z	
SMSA
	 7	 83	 4	 11	 1	 STANDARD	 ME TRMPOL ITAN 	 STATISTICAL
	
AREA
GONG	 8`	 92	 4	 11	 1	 TF-NNESSFF
	
CONGRESSInNAL UISTRICT,
;ENSUS	 9	 96	 8	 11	 3	 CFNSUS	 COUNTY	 DISTRICT,









	?.	 RIVER	 13ASIN	 CODE,
301	 12	 1.25	 8	 1A	 1	 6_	 RIVER	 BASIN	 CtlDE,	 (T0QETHFR	 WITH	 RIVER)
SCHO,%	 13	 1.33	 8	 1. A 	 1,	 6	 EDUCATI014AL	 FACILITY.
JWNE^	 14	 141
	
6	 11	 2	 OWNERSHIP.	 -





.OU S 2	 16	 157	 10	 11	 3	 SPCONIIARY LAND	 USF,0P-
	 17	 167 - 8	 1.A 11	 6	 SOIL	 4Lt1PE=,JVT^	
18	 1	 6.	 DEPTH	 TO REDR OCK,




8	 1A- 1.,	 6	 ENGINF=E=R ING	CLASS.
SE P TIC	 21	 199	 8	 1A	 1	 6	 SEPTIC	 TANK	 LIMITS,
'-A NF 1L	 ?2	 207	 6	 1A	 1	 6	 LANDFILL	 LIMITS,
IO P SJL	 23	 215	 8	 JA	 1	 6-	 Tr1PSfJIL	 SOURCE
i 0 0 FIL	 2.4	 223_	 8	 1,A	 1	 6	 ROADFILL	 SOURCE,	 x
3 W J UAL	 25	 231	 2	 if
	 i	 GROUNn WATER	 QUALITY,
iW d U 41\4	 26	 233	 2	 1.1	 11	 GROUND	 WATER' QUANTITY.
SW .W A EJ	 27	 235	 3	 11	 1	 SURFACE	 WATER	 UUHNTI TY.
= L i•1 100	 28	 238	 1	 1L	 1	 4	 100	 YEAR	 PROBABILITY	 flF	 FLOOD.
SWJUAL	 29	 239	 3	 1.1	 1	 SURFACE	 WATER	 (JUALI TY PRCRLFMS,
CE N W A T	 30	 242	 1	 J.L	 1	 4	 CENTRAL 'WATER	 SYSTEM	 AVAILARLE,
-ENS-= W
	31=	 243	 J.	 iL	 1:	 4	 LFNTE^AL	 SEWER	 SYSTEM	 AVAILABLE,41-ip-1T	 32	 249	 3	 1I	
_1.'	
AIRPORT,
C J GcC1	 33	 247	 6	 _ IT	 2	 ECONOMIC	 GEOLOGY,
'	 ^I>IEE
	 34	 253,	 8	 1A	 1:	 6	 HISTORIC	 SITES	 PRFSFNT,
^E :9 CAR	 36	 269	 16	 ,
NAIU' A L	 35	 261	 b	





	 37	 2.85	 8	 IA' 1	 6	 ROAD	 CHARACTER ISTI.CS.^
4ARST'	 38	 293	 1	 1L	 1	 4	 KARST	 FEATURES	 PRE-SFNT,
=A S TIN	 39	 30	 16	 1,I	 2	 6	 1	 EASTING,
vO g T-{N	 40	 46 -16	 1I	 2	 6	 1	 NORTHING,	 r
JR gZ L')t4
	
41	 294	 8	 IA













.c	 a•s	 u.	 .r>.....v,	 ...
FIELD DEFINITIONS FOR THE CENSUS DATA BASE
I - Ld FLD 1ST	 NO, OUTPUT	 DT CD IN	 1D	 FIELD
	 TITLE
hN NO,, BIT OF FORMAT	 TY CN DX FL
t^TS PE VN AR
7 j 1 1 16 1I 5 1970- TOTAL	 POPU(_ATIMi4
;a	 I -E 2 17 10 It 4 NUMBER	 OF	 SOU A RI	 MILES
a,(^1 3 27 16 F 5 1 7 PUPOLATIgN PER	 Si;OARF MILK
r .^p4 4 43 16 11 5 PtIPULAT ION	 AGE	 0	 TO	 4	 YEARS: r.
>AG34, 5 59 10 F 5, 1: 7 PFRCENT	 POP t1LAIION	 AGE n	 T6 4 	 YFARS
j
'A• 514 _	 6 69 1.6 11 5 POPULAT ION 	AUF	 5 TO	 1-1 ;YEARS
A Ga14 7 85= 10 F 5. 1. 7 PERCENT	 POPULATION	 AGF: 'S	 To	 14	 YEARS
"At5 ?4 8 95 16 1.1 5 POPULATION	 AGF	 15	 Tr)	 24,	 Y =ARS a
PA1^)24 9 111 10 F 5. 1 7 PFRCFN'T	 P( PULA'FION	 Af1E:	 1.5	 T(1	 24	 YEARS ``,
4,J 564 10 121 16 It 5 POPULATION	 A(,F	 25	 Try 	34' YEARS
4PA 2 ,34 11 137 10 F 5, t 7 PFFICE ".IT 	P;IPULATION	 AGE	 25	 To	 34	 YEARS
'AS5 4 4 12 147 1.6 it 5 POPULATIO N AGF	 35	 TO 44 YEARSY ,. ' ) A3 5 4 4 1.3 163 10 _F 5, 1' 7 PFRCENT	 POPULATION AGF	 35	 TO 44	 YE=ARS
i '05 5 4 14 173 1.6 if 5 Pt1PULAT I f1N AGE	 45	 T 0	 64	 YEARS
,oA4:)64 15 189 10 F 5, 1 7 PCRCENT Pn P ULATION 45 TO 64	 YFARS
,t
'A'>>JP 16 199 '16 11 5 POPULATION AGE 65	 YFARS AND O VER




' 'W q I I E; 19 241. 16 1 t 5 WHITE POPOLAT T UN
.• P-4HITa 20 257 10 F 5, '1 7 PFRCENIT	 WHITE	 PfIPOLATI©N :r
^'^;JNW 21 267 16 it 5 -NONWHITE POPULATION a.
dv O\i w 22 283 10 F 5. 1 7 PERCENT NVNWHITF POPULATIMN
'r1AL_ 23 293 16 11 5 MALE	 POPULAT ION r
)P I A_E 24 309 10 F 5, 1 7 PPRCENT MALT POPULATION
.'F=M(% L 25 319 16 11 5 F'F:MALF	 POPUl_AT I ON:F,E
	
A+
26 335 10 F 5. 1 7 PERCENT FFMALF POPULATION
A I L YS 27 345 16 11 5 T(11AL	 NUMRE IR	 OF	 FAMILIES
` t AVI \1 C 28 361, 16 11 5 MFUTAti	 F"AMIL1'	 INCOME
29 377 16 11 5 FAMILIFS	 BELOW	 POVERTY LEVEL i
, F'U'R 30: 393 10 F 5, t 7 PFRCENT-FAMILIE=S RFLt1W	 POVERTY LEVEL
0699 31 403 16 11 5 FAI11LIES	 WITH	 INCOMF	 $0	 TO	 3999
F ( 1 3 ;?gg 32 419 10 F 5. 1 7 PFHCENI	 FAMILIES	 WITH	 INCOME -$0	 TO	 3999
' ,,`s9 ) y 33 42.9 16 11 5 FAMILIES	 WITH	 INCOME	 $4000	 TO	 6999
''46999 34 445 1Q_ F: 5, 1 7-- PERCENT	 FAMILIES	 WITH 	 INCOMF	 $4000	 T()6999-
7-)999 35 455 16 11 5 FAMILIES	 WITH	 INCOME	 9,7000	 TO	 9999
,F/999 36 471 10 F 5, 1 7 PERCENT	 FAMILIES	 WITH	 INCOME	 $7000	 To	 9999;,'.
;.. '1o l 4 9 37 -481, 16 11 5 FAMILIES 	 WITH	 INCMMF	 $10000	 TO	 14999
/F10149 38 497 10 F 5, 1	
_
7 PFRCENT	 FAMILIES	 WITH	 INCOME	 $10000	 TO 1491'' 
c =1	 249- 39 507 16 11 5 FAMILIE±S	 WITH	 INCOME	 $15000	 TO	 24999
,F15 ?4^ 40 523 1.0 F 5. 1 7 -PFRCFNT	 FAMILIES	 WITH	 INCOME	 9;15r^0U	 Tn 249
41 533 16 11 5 FAMILIES	 WITH	 INCOMF	 $25000	 AND	 OVER
c>5 •JP 42 '	 549 10 F, 5, ]: 7 PERCENT	 FAMILIES	 'WITH 	 I NCr1ME=	 25000	 AND (]V
AM,yi 43 559 16 11 5 TOTAL	 NUMRER	 (1F	 NE=GRO	 FAMIL IES
FAVI N 44 575- _1.6 1I 5 MFUTAN!	 NEGRO FAMILY	 INCOME
F'(i'jR 45 591 16 11 5 NFGR'P)	 FAMILIES	 RE LOW	 POVERTY	 LEVEL
vqq P JUi 46 607 10 F 5. 1. 7 -	 PF.RcENT	 NEGRO	 FAMILIES 	 9ELOW	 POVERTY	 L,EVFL,.
47 617 16 11 5 TO TAL	 LAR fIR	 FORCE
-	 'I V L -AR 48 633 16 11 '5 CIVILIAN	 L,AROR	 FJRCF
k	 i. -UIE;H'P 49 649 16 11 5 EMPLOYMENT NVHBER 
50 665 16 11 5 NUMFIER :UNf: MPLr1YFU
UY E. I P 51 681 1 0 'F 5, 1 7 PF:RCE%1T	 UNFMPLt1YEDMBA 
	
R
52 691. 16 11 5 NuN	 E i ?	 EMPL(7YEU	 11\1	 AGRICULTURE
= F'AGi 53 707 10 F'_5, 1- 7 PFRCENT	 E M PLOYE_n	 IN	 AGRICULTURE
,-JM4N 54 717 ].ti 11 ` 5 NuMREP?	 FMPL(iYFIJ	 I N 	MAN F UF ACTURING
" ;P`'A'J 55 733 10 F 5. 1 7 PrRCE,it	 EMP'Lo y E n	 IN	 MANUFACTURING
56 743 16 11 ti NUMUE R	 EMPLOYED	 INS	 NONMAINUFACTURINGY
r Y a
i








DS T	 CQ	 IN
TY CN DX




A G 	 __	 Vii' WOR QU y* jq
EHPvMV 57 759 10 F 5. 1 7 PERCENT EMPLOY-E D 	1N NMNMANUFACTUrRING
iyJR 58 769 ib if 5 TOTAL NEGRO LABOR FMRCE
U'L4B 59 785 16 11 5 NFGRO CIVILIAN LABOR	 FORCE
.'VDE l P 60 801 16 IT 5' NEGRO	 EMPLOYMENT	 N'UMt3FR ^r
JENP 61 817 16 _ 11 5 NEGRO NUMBER	 IINFMPLo YFD w
62 833 10'F 5. 1 7 PERCENT NEGRO UNEMPLOYED
' ='G F FIM 63 843 16 it 5 NO, .EMPLOYED	 RY	 AGRICULTURE,	 FORESTRY,	 F lStIFR41F_I N
64 859 1.0 F 5, 1 7 PERCENT EMPLOYED B'Y	 AGRICULTURE,	 FORESTRY,	 Fl
1F .T 65 869 16. 11 5 NUMBER	 EMPLOYED	 BY'. MANUFACTURING
^';•,^N = C1 66 885 10 F 5, 1 7 P ERC ENT EMPLOYED BY MANUFACTURING
q SfR 67 895 16 11 5 NUMBER EMPLOYED BY CONSTRUCTION
^'i	 J N S T R 68 911 10 F 5. _Y 7 PERCENT	 EMPLOYED BY .CMNSTRUCT ION
%,MJT 69 921 16 11 -5 NUMBER EMPLOYED BY TRANSP(JRTAT i ON, COMM7UN I CAT I
I T K iCHUT 70 937 10 F 5 1 1 7 PERCENT	 EMPLOMYFD BY	 TRANSPORTATION,CO'MMUNICA
71 947 16 IT 5 NUMBER EMPLOYED BY TRADE
J*	 Z A3E 72 963 10 F 5, 1 7 PFRCENT EMPLOYED BY	 TRADE
V A I _1 73 1I 1 15 TH IS FIFLO	 NUMBER	 IS	 AVAILABLE	 FOR	 A	 NEW	 FI LL
4I_2 74 1I i 15 THIS FIELD	 IS,AVAILABLE	 FOR A	 NEW FIELU
'N q E 75 973 16 11 5 NUMBER	 EMPLOYED BY FINANCE,	 INSURANCE,	 HE A L	 E
' 1 ►
 10R= 76 989 10,F 5, 1 7 PERCENT	 EMPLOYED	 HY FINANCE,	 INSURANCE,	 REAP
E-?VIC
-77 999 16 it 5 NUMBER EMPLOYED	 BY	 SERVI(:F	 INDUSTRIES I.
=R V I' 78 1015 1.0 F 5, 1 7 PERCENT	 EMPLOYEDl	 BY	 SFRVICE	 INDUSTRIES i
_i	 JCAT 79 1025 16 iI 5 !, NUMBER EMPLOYFD BY F-DUCATIDN
f'EOU,-AT 80 1041 10 F 5. 1 7 PFRCENT EMPLOYED BY EDUCATION
81 1051 16 IT 5 NUMBER FMPLOYFD B y PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
' J 	 JBADI 82 1067 10 F 5, 1 7 PERCENT EMPLOYED BY	 PUBLIC' ADMINI_STRATIBN
'A15JP 83 1 0 77 16 11 5 POPULATION 25 YEARS AND OVER
"Gs5 , H _84 1093 5 11 p MEDIAN SCHOOL	 YEAR S COMPLETED
t ;	 rRS 85 1098 16 It 5 NO SCHOOL	 YEARS COMPLFTFU
s
? I^-J Y g S 86 1114 10 F 5. 1 7 PERCENT NO S CHOOL YF,gRS COMPLETED
YRS17 87 1124 -16 11 5 1 TO 7 YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED
`,.
	 ?SI.7 88 1140 10 F 5 1 7 PERCENT	 i T'O 7 YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED
r,	 i 8
_ 89 1150 16 11, __5 8	 YEARS' OF	 SCHOOL	 C O MPLETE D it
J Y-?S3 90 1166 10 F 5-, 1 7- pFkCEwT	 8	 YEARS	 f`; F SCHOOL COMPLETED
1 91 1176 16 11 5 HIGH SCHOOL, 	 1.	 To	 3	 YEARS COMPLFTEp
iS4	 i 92 11.92 10 F 5. 1 7 PERCENT HIGH SCHOOL, 	 1	 TO 3 YEARS CMMPLETEU
YKSi2 93 1202 16 11 5 HIGH 'SCHOOL ► 	 4	 YEARS	 COMPLETED
YiSI2 94 1218'10_ F 5. I 7 PERCENT	 HIGH SCH(JnL,. 4 YEARS COMPLETED
131 5 95 1229 16 it C OLLEGE,	 i	 Td 3	 YEARSCCIMPLETE
?S1315 96' 1244 10 F 5, 1 7 PERCENT	 COLLEGE,	 1,	 TO	 3	 YEARS COMPLFTEA)KSih
97 1254' 1.6 it 5 COLLEGE#	 4 YEARS OR MORE COMPLETED
?S16 96 1270 10 F 5. 1 7 PERCENT COLLEGE,	 4	 YEARS OR MORF 'ComPLETED
1 5 JP 99 1280 16 it 5 NFGR6 POPOLATIQN 25	 YEA RS AND OVER
'4 A V S;^H 100 1296 5 it 2 NEGRO MEDIAN SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED
\- lly^S 101 1301. 16 1`I 5 NEGRO NO 9CHOOL YFAP.S COMPLETED
` ^OYRS 102 1317 10 F 5. 1 7 PERCENT	 NEGRO NO SCHOOL YEARS C(IMPLETEU
^^JSS 103 1327 14 it 4 TOTAL	 HOUSING UNITS
-','JN I T1 104 1341: 1.4 11 4 ONE UNIT STRUCTURPS r
Wi 105 1355 10 F 5, 1 7 PERCENT	 O^IE	 UNIT S'TRUNCTURES
J.IT3 106`1365 14
11
4 TWO UNITS OR MORE
7 ,'tJVI1S 107 1,179 _10, F'. 5.
1
7 PERCENT TWO UNITS OR MORE
jI_E 108 1369 14 1I -4 MOBILE HOMES
JB1L= 109 1403 10 ► 5. '1 7 PERCENT MOO ILF HOMES
IC O U'D 110 -1413' 14 - 11 -4 TOTAL OCCOPIED UNITS
=
1 0 ,1C 111 1427 14 11 4 OWNER	 (JC,CC)P I FD	 UNITS
^N3CC 1.12 1.441 10 F 5. 1 7 NERCENT OWNEN	 OCCOPIED UNITS
A-13
k.-. nA111141W1.9FiiY'fn+ k• -aawn+:sn i.::. :..x.,. __:..._. ... 3.._sue .Y.r!..___'3L=.Y_^'f*.^'.`1"S'.'2':°^L1f9k.J^3K12F:A!C..+S"?'S. ^'s "^"¢Y',
	 ,.'Y.f-°'-i C:h.
	 k°."i[	 3	 t . •, • ..'4,.Y_ 	.a...	 ..., ,._	 .._.	 ... •v.
? ; I=L i) FLD 1ST.	Nr)e O U TPUT (1T C n IN	 ID	 FIE LD 	 T ITLE
'Alf- NO, (3[T
	
OF FORMAT TY CN f)Y,	 FL
.,
BTS PE VN AG
q: VH ­ C 113 1451. 14 11 4 RENTER OCCUP I FD UNITS
z-NaCC 114 1465 10 F 5, 1 7 PERCENT	 RFNTER ' FICCUPIED	 UNITS
"IPLJM_ 115 1475 14 1I 4 UNITS' LACKING	 PLUMBING;	 FACILITIES
: . 3 P	 U 1 116 1489 10 F 5. 1 7 PERCENT. UNITS	 LACKING PLUMBING	 FACILITIES
^1W )U 117 1499 14 11 1 4 OVERCROWDFD UNITS
r CgOyDD ' 118 1513 10 F 5 ' 1 7 PERCENT OVERCROWDF-D UNITS
43VAL 119 1523 16 11 5' MEDIAN	 HOf)SE	 VALUE
'V'E: ^T 120 1539 10 11 4 MEDIAM CONTRACT	 RFNT
^N NLJM 121 1549 14 11 4 NEGRO UNITS LACKING PLUMBING FACILITIES p
J N0P- UH 122 1563 10 F 5.' 1' 7 PERCENT	 NEGRO UNITS LACKING PLUMBING FAC I L`l C
^.C1014D 123 1573 1.4 11 4 NEGRO OVERCRt1WDED UNITS
rN f*RIW0 124 1,587 1.0 F 5, 1 7 PERCENT	 NPGRU OVERCRO-WUF.I)	 UNITS
<A V V 4 L 125 1597 16 11 5 NEGRO	 Mf.DTA N Nt7USF	 VALUE
AVRv1 1?6 1613 10 It 4 NEGRO MEDIAN CONTRACT RFNT
0 1 L A 127; 1623 24 IA 3 6 MAJOR	 SOIL	 ASSOCIATIONS	 CAT,	 A	 ?
iSJI_A 128 1647 10 F 5.; 1: 7 PFRCENJT SOIL	 CATEGORY A
-I UIL3 129 165. 7 24 14 3 6 MAJOR	 SOIL	 ASSOCIATIONS	 CAT,	 B
•'SI-B 130 1681 10 F 5. i 7 PERCENT	 SOIL	 CATEGORY B
'01L, 131 1691 24 1A 3 6 MAJOR	 SOIL	 ASS@CIATION5	 CAT,	 CjS7I_C 132, 1715 10 F 5. ' 1 7 PERCENT SOIL	 CATEGORY	 C
^SIE=P 133: 1725 70 F 5. 1 7 PERCENT OF LAND WITH FXCESSIVF SLOPE
-ANDJ1 134 1735 10 11; 3 MAJOR	 LAND USES	 CAT, ,1
, L A NDUl 135 1745 10 F 5. 1 7 PERCENT LANDUSE CA TEGORY- 1
..ANDJ2 136: 1755 10 11 3 MAJOR LAND USE	 CAT.	 ?.I LAN7U2` 137' 1765 1O F .5,' 1 7 PF.i2CENT _LAND	 USE	 CATEGORY	 2
A N D J 3 1.38 1775 10 11 3 MAJOR LAND USE CAT,	 3
4 L 4 NJU3 139 1785 10 F 5. 1 7 PERCENT LAND USE CATEGORY 3
PJP70 14(1 1795 16 it 5 1970	 COUNTY	 POPULATIONE:
Pl p5 0 141, 1811 16 IT 5 1960	 COUNTY POPULATION
^HAN',a E 142 1.H^7 16= 11 6 5 CF)UNTY	 POPULATION
	
CHANGE	 SINCE_	 1.960
^CHANG= 143 1843 11 F 6, 1 - 5 7 PERCENT	 COUNTY	 POPULATION CHANGE SINCE	 196,x
AfCA3 144 1854 16 11 6 5 NATURAL P(9PULATItlN CHANGES
` " IGRAT 145 1670 16 if 5 MIGRATION PHPULATION CHANGES
' D JP73 146 1886 10 1I 7 10 ESTIMATED 1973 COUNTY POPULATION	
t
'
.,' O P'1 0 147 1.096 10 11 7 10 ESTIMATED 1950 COUNTY POPULATICIN
-piP90 148 1906 10 it 7 10 ESTIMATED 1990	 COUNTY POPULATION
-.
,LA( OK - 149 1916 16 It 6 10 -COUNTY	 TOTAL	 CIVIL- IAN	 WORK	 FORCE
.
-UVEHP 150'' 1932 16 1I 5 COUNTY UNFMPLMYMEN.T
/CJN^M' 151 1948 10 F 5-, 1 T f'FRCENT	 COUNTY	 t1'!JE'MPLOY Mk NT
; t h P`tN 152 1958 16 ].I 5 COUNTY- MANUFACT U RING EMPLOYMENT
4 CEM'MN 153 1974 10 F 5, 1 7 PERCENT COUNTY MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT
^EHPVM 154 1984 16 11 6 10' CMUNT -Y	 NONMANUFACTUf3ING EMPLOYMENT
lC`M,NH- 155 2000 10 F 5. 1 7 PERCENT' COUNTY NONMANUFACTUR ING EMPLOYMENT
; SFEIP 1.56 201:.0 16 11 5 COUNTY SELF-EMPLOYE'
^C S F-M' 157 202;6 1.0 F 5. 1 7 PERCENT	 COUNTY	 SELF-E=MPLOYED .:	 .
F A R I 158 2036 16 11 5 COUNTY	 FARM EMPLOYMF'NT
^CFAiM 159 2,05;2 1.0' F 5. 1 7` PERCENT COUNTY_ FARM EMPLOYMFNT
' JFAR`iLVD 160 2062 10 ; F 5. 1 7 PERCENT OF	 TOTAL LAND	 IN FARM ACERAGE ,.
A RMS 161 2072 12 1I 4 TOTAL. -NUMRER	 OF 'FARMS
a VSI?E 162 2084 12 ` F 5. 1 7 AVERAGE	 FARM	 SIZE	 IN) `ACRES
"ALP 1 0 163 2096 10 11 TOTAL	 MARKET	 VALUE	 f)F. AGN..	 P,RO,	 SOLD/1000W
J ALA::R 164 2106 14 F 5, 2- 6 AVERAGE MARKET VALUE PE P ACRE
:% B HMIN 165 2120 15 it 5 COUNTY COMMUTFR POPULATION -GAIN
040 JT 1.66 2135 15 11 5 COUNTY CtjmmUTFR POPULATION LOSS
d H N=T 1.67 2150 16 li h 5 CrIUNTY	 COMMUTFR	 P(1NULATIC7N	 NET	 GAIN	 OR	 LOS- '
:NIY1 1.68 2166 10 11 3 MAJOR	 COUNTY COMPOSING	 NET	 N6,	 1
:.
i	 1.0 FLD 1ST NO, 0UTPUT PT CD	 IN ID	 FIELD
	
TITLE
q NO, BIT OF FORMAT : TY CN DX FL
8TS PE VN AG
V
rNT Y 1 169 2176 15 11 15 «	 C0 04M QTING	 C	 L1IVTY
	
1
lY2 170 2191 1.0 11 3 MAJOR COUNTY CO M POSING NET NO 	 2 y
.AT Y 2 171 2201 15 11 5 NUMHER CUMMVTI:NG COUNTY 2




' vTY3 173 2226 1.5 1I 5 NUMRFR	 GOMMUTLINQ rtJUNTY
	
3
IY1 174 2?1 10 1I 3 MAJOR COUNTY r0m PMSING NET NO.
	 4
,GVTY4 175 2251 1.5 1I 5 NOMPER COMMUTING COUNTY 4
I ''°X{273 176 2266 l F	 5, 2 6 1973	 COUNTY	 TAX RA TE w
S V^L 177 2276 14' IT 5 TOTAL ASSFSSEII COUNTY PROPERTY VALUE/1000OU0
C OOL i 6
-O t1^lU
179 2'304 11 (.ftUNTYTFLFMENiARYC ANllTSFGdNDARYYSCHt3^JLS10 a
^i j3H 180 2310 6 11 2 COUNTY HIGH SCHOOLS a
A 181 2316 16 11 5 COUNTY	 AVFRAGF
	 DAILY' ATTENDANCE YI
=X a P j P 182 2332 10 it 4 COUNTY	 F:XPENDjTURFS	 PFH	 P UPIL
	
IN	 A,D.A,
JDIS 183 2342 30 1A 5	 6 3 ENUMERATION	 U1STRICT -
IY 184 2372_14 11 4 CI TY
_T;Ujv 1P5 2386 1.0 11 3 - COUNTY	 CENSUS	 l)1VISIgN
":'A I  186 2396,10 11 3 * COUNTY ;i











HEADER, NAMELIST, AND FORMAT EXAMPLES
The user defined header, namelist, and format for LANSAT may be listed as
follows:
.AD:.




?.1T 1 d-7 AD ' TITL' !
A	 D 1 Z'?	 20 3
C 31 03-)R1'1--,—ID	 0713	 ROLL/?03	 1 —4..10' . 	 L AT^	 L0.4 3	 GC AF R
/^0si	 40DAY'' i
P.T? ? 0??.:? T I 01	 TY "3 7 .	 (ADJ,	 D'SL-3T	 ,	 s:SI T, >r I ST.	 :10DI T Y, 0 : : ZL13C S)
>A X.4-LIST
' NT-771






3AT, D3L, isi;1:45, 0?3:J'J:r.,'^RC
	 'J'^I,..41?73:J,.42?J3:J,:13 ?J'i:7^.1-a ^0 a:^1, L
	 T C:.,:I^ 3
s
r L, A' 00 3 N, D.q7'-
::J TD ? O?T-? A71 O 1,
	 TY?- .	 (ADD.
	 DAL `7 T.:'.p
	
7U T, LIST *




TY 7 3.	 (ADD,
	
D'S	 T ':,	 ::IT, LIST,
	 AODIFY, 07, RTD-.AC.;)
L






	 1,1-3,15, '/'i 1,312)
11.77-7-1^ - 	 0?D?ATI
	 P,	 TY??.	 (aDD,;	 D L ' T3,	 (I" , ..I : r,







An example of saved text in LANSAT is:
5 XJ :T SXT a
Sl,TS'I 0?-7' 7ATI 0 t 7f	 :. E DD,
	
J: L TZ,	 `%I To
	 .I S'',	 :40DI F Y,	 OR :3? ?Lau )
L
::JT Z 1 SA' 37`XT TITLSs	 ORIG I1^TAL PAG$ ISL I S T mop, ctuAUTX  ^- r
t
T1:	 S	 T TO	 3.	 0'JT *,JT	 3a0 7JLD .33	 J:I:SSO	 ' S-T0*JT'	 '^ a
OUT?IJT (S'S "0'JT,1 Da:1	 ?, :I "DA'-7 ?, F0':1: ? )
^JTE? OP: nA?IOi: T Y?Z.	 (ADD.P	 O LsT ,	 :':IT,	 LIST, A0DI?Y	 OR 3-?LAC:)
Text may appear for explanatory purposes as in the land use data base
:	 THIS IS A ROUTINE THAT SEARCHES THE
DATA BASE FOR CELTS IN A GIVEN
•	 - COUNTY THAT HAVE A. POPULATION PER
:	 SQUARE MILE WITHIN A GIVEN RANGE.
TYPE THE FOLLOWING
e CHUM= XXX (XXX IS THE COUNTY NUMBER)
_
-
E LOW= YYY	 (YYY IS THE LOW POPULATION BOUND)
' U'P=ZZZ	 (ZZZ IS THE HIGH POPULATION BOUND)
r
INSERT(POPSRCH)
~ Note that this text refers to more saved text named POPSRCH which will form J
the required set and output it as follows: ', t
PPLPSM = PPL2HS*HOUSES*2.59
SETXXX = COUNTY . EQ. CNUM . AND. ,s
(PPLPSM FROM LOW THRU UP)
' OUTPUT (SET=, ALL) r
- A-17




Example of OPCARD file for LANSAT data base update.
LAT=S1


























:41 1Z, U A' _	 •11
v
M 30UA.	 :'23
X14'JJAL	 ,2 1! a
SAT = :7
SAT ?3= X30
L 1=,1-_ ±	 913





. CV .	 1
16=2	 . CV .I,1
I7=5	 .C 11.	 '13
I3=6	 .0 1,1 .	 13
I9=C5	 .S:i	 1 14	 i	 5f' I 1?J=I9T0







Example of INPUTL file for LANSAT data base update.
f
` 10	 4"J	 0	 0
i
1 14	 5 7	 -3
9	 3713	 21	 9,1
1^	 3 1	 Z	 ,^ ^
{
}







2	 110	 0	 0
•	 3	 ;^^	 ^3	 3
15	 2'10	 0	 ;3 - j
15	
^^3	 7	 .^ ^
13	 1221.	 :0 	0,
9	 S14	 0 0




3	 624	 q .3^	 b32 0
	 0
3	 543	 0	 0	
• ^i













Example of INPUTR file for LANSAT data base update.

















o	 I 1 _,E,. +	  6>
e8 ;1 70=11	 *	 E7
1.2=E3	 +	 E9
13 = 	 E15	 +	 E16
PA30 4 =_12	 +	 I3
f	 +IP,G04--F6	 4.	 F514 ='E1:0	 . S+.	 515=E1'7 ,S+, 5
PA'514	 14	 +15
JPAG514=f8	 ,4,	 F5










18 =E24	 +	 E31
YR58 = 18	 +E38
19-	 E'25	 +	 E32
YR3911-19	 +, E39
t
110= : 26	 +	 E33
t Y 11512= 1J . 0	 +	 E40 :.
E	 114=:--27+E34










11	 .. 1 4 R_
Zia=16
'1 2 0= ' 11	 , S2 1	 13	 7
121=F11 > •,S+,	 7
r	 AV:SCH=120






Appendix B includes summary documentation for the following programs: .a
Name Paae Name Page Name Page
ASCII B-1 GENDEX B-48 PROCSS B-96
BINDEX B-2 GETNXT B-49 QDFQRM B-97
BISORT B-3 GETOPR B-50 RDFLIN B-100
BNSRCH B-5 GETSMB B-51 RDULIN B-101
BSERCH B-6 RITES B-52 READFL B-102	 r`i
BUILD B-7 IBDEP B-53 READLR B-103
CALSUB B-8 Mw T B-54 REDWRT B-104
CET08 B-9 IBLANK B-55 RESET B-105
CHKFLD B-10 INCORD B-57 RFIELD B-106
CHKSYM B-11 INDEX B-58 REVSCN B-107
CHKTYP B-13 ININT B-60 RVSCAN B-108	 I
CHRTRN B-14 INITAL B-61 SCAN B-109
COMPUT B-15 INSERT B-63 SCANTB B-112
CONTRL B-16 INTERP B-64 SCIFID B-113
COORD B-17 iNTGER B-65 SCINDX B-114
COORDN B-19 IXTR B-66 SEARCH B-115
CREATE B-20 KSCAN B-67 SETPRI B-116
CRREWL B-22 KUMPAR B-68 SORTIX B-117
CVREAL B-23 LACTUL B-142 SRTMER B-118
C6T08 B-24 LEXLAL B-69 STELEM B-119
C8T06 B-25 LININ B-70 STNAME B-121
E	 DBLOAD B-26 LINMES B-71 STOFLD B-122
DELBLK B-27 LSERCH B-72 SUBSET B-123
EXCANS B-28 MAKSEN B-72 SUMARY B-124
k	 EXFLD B-29 - - MERGER B-74 SUMSET B-125
4	 EXOPRN B-30 MESH B-76 SUM2 B-126
EXQUAD iB-31 MESMAN B-77 SYNTHE B-127
EXSETD ;B-32 MESOUT B-79 SYNTHI B-128
EXSTMT `B-34 MINDEX B-80 TERFNC B-129
EXTFLD B-35 MOVOUT B-82 'TERMNL B-130
EXVARD B-36 NAMLST B-84 UNPKER B-131
FILDEL B-37 NORM B-86 VARCHK B-132
FILEND B-38 OUTPUT B-87 VARINX B-134
PICKED B-39 PACDAT B-89 VARVAL B-135
FILWRT b -:40 PACKER B-90 WRITE B-136
FINFLD B-41 -PARSG B-91 WRITFL B-102
FLbFIN B-42 PARVOC B-92 WRTBUF B-137
FLTPT B-43 POINT B-93 WRTDAT B-138
FMATS B--45 PRCENT B-94 - WRTDIG B-139







1.0 PRIGRAM	 NAME-	 ASCII a
1.1 PURF9SF'
TO CnNIVERT







_HYDE OF EACH WMRD nF THE OVTPVT ARRAY, a
1.2 IDEINTIFICATPIN
DATE : 	 8-12-75
REVISI5N-
r AUTH9R-	 C.	 J.	 FARLFSS	 (205)	 883-1778










AN	 INTEGFR	 IS	 CONVFRTj.;)	 TO	 ASCII	 A ND	 EACH	 DIGIT	 IS	 STORED 	 IN	 THE




INT	 =	 INTEGER	 TD	 CONVERT
I(JU1	 =	 FlUTPUT ARRAY
NCHAR' =	 NUMBER OF
	








2,0 PROGRAM	 NAME-	 E31 ivDEX
2.1 PURP-1ISF
TO	 RO	 LD ;THE	 INDEX	 Tr)	 TI1F	 LATI,_^,!J
	
FILE	 (LLNDEX).
2.2 1 DENT IF'ICATIM1V X
DATE-	 22 SEPT 1973 ,?
REVISION—
	 31, OCT	 73	 FORMER 11FR I TS	 PROGRAM







G(IRE:	 S I iE-
	 512	 LOCATIONS,	 (1DUd	 OCTAI.) s
fi
2.3 [)FS(; R I'TI CIN M Y
-	 LI=	 IS	 a FA R C H EI)	 FUR;	 C HA NG E S	 IV	 1LATITUDE.THE	 LAT'LhN	 F I THE	 'LAr I ^ t
RLF ► 1FNT
	 M F'	 ARRAY	 'LINDW
	 IS	 Sr1	 Fri	 1`HF	 F?kC(IR p	NUMBER wHEKF	 CHE
LATITUDE	 CRAM	 FS,	 A	 iF:kO	 PHMTm	 10
	
NUMPER	 SIGNALS	 THE
	 Fili) OF,	 THE
LATL rtN	 F I LF	 AND L I NDFX (180)


























3, U PRIGRAM NAME-	 91 SORT
6.1 PURPISE
PF 12F,'IRM A 9INARY SMRT MF I N' IT EM Ss OF #Mv WMRD5 EACH,
3,2
	 IUENTIFI CA TIM14	 1
DATE	 25 MARCH, 1975
REVI-SION-
AUTHIR • 	 R•L•KEFFFR_ (2.05)-883-1778
F	 C04PUTER	 DATACRAF'T 6024
LANGt7 gr k	 BASIC nSSEmdLER	 PAGIC 1,j




THE VALUES OF FHE FIELD FROM NIT ' KFY1 1 TO BIT
  
I KFY2 1 IS CALLED THE
KEY F I ELD THE M I II MU P•I KEY FIELD IS OFTFRM I NED AND ALL KEYS ARE
RI ASF:U HY THAT 0 1,01 I NT, A BINARY  SORT OF ALL ITEMS IS PFRF ORS EU F (m
FACH;eT T FQOM KEY2 rO KEY1 WITH THE DATA ALTERNATELY SORIEU
RETWEF_U TH r- EU(JAL  S I ^E BUFFERS, ' BUF1. I ANIG BUF2' , 	 WHEN SORTING IS
CDMPLETty
 THE MINIMUM KEY FIFLD IS ADUFU TO EACH KEY, THE SORTED-
E ARRAY IS R g TURNED IN I`RUF"l + nND ' RIJF?' IS DESTROYED, EXtCUT I ON
TIME 1S ROUGHLY PRMPMRTIONAL 1*0 Nl*(K+2), WHFHF 2* *K IS GREAI ER
THAN THE RANGE OF KEY F IELf)S 801' LESS THAN TWICE THE RANGE OF KEY
FIELDS, (Er. FOR RANGE OF 513, K = 10)
3 •
	








= LAST HIT P(IS I T 1-ON OF SHIRT KtY,
r
w	 O.LF.. (K2.-K?: ),LE.22 RI IS NUHbFkf. = U f ROM 0 TOj	
( NWllS*? 4-1)
 
LEFT 10 R I r,HT IN CACH ITEM.`
SORT KFYS MAY CF(f15S WORU 8MUNDARitS






r 4,U PRRGRAM NAME-
	 BNSRCN
f 4 1 1 PURPMSF








I OP-IGINAE PAGE ISLANGOAGE-
	
FORTRAN
	 IV 0F, POOR QUALITY
CO R E SIZF-	 1.52	 Ldr,ATIDNS	 (230	 OCTAL)
Y
4.3 DESCRIPTION
_RNSRCH COM°ARES	 THE RE_CUESTED FIELD
	
VALUE TO THOSE
	 IN	 THE DATA
WE VIA	 A BINARY SEARCH,
	
THEKIP	 ACCCkDING TO
	 WHETHFR	 THE VALUE
SMUGHT
	 19	 A	 LOWER	 MR	 U P P ER	 LIMIT,	 THE	 FIRST	 O R	 LAST	 HECOHD,
RESPECTIVELY,	 CONTAINING	 THE







I P T R	 =	 ( 1`NPUT)
—1	 F 1 Nn	 LOWER	 LI M IT )%a
+1	 FIND
	 UPPER	 LIMIT x
k	 :. ( OUTPUT )
n	 POINTER	 To	 D.B.	 RECOR	 _(-1
	 IF NUT FOUND)
VALUE












Z M N M -	 'R CHR MG_ 	 H	 A	 E	 B S L (.
1
5.1 PURPISE





{ DATC-	 _ 17
	
SFPTE'4FiEK.	 1975
















	 2448	 LOCATIONS -	 (370	 OCTAL)
' 5.3 DE SC: I PT J^Yl
T ► IE	 I y pEX	 E'vTRIFS	 RE T WF:F"I 	 THE,	 S
	
CIFIEI3 LATIT1111E LIMII`S	 ARE
3
FXAMINFU	 FIR	 L(liJGITJ!)ES	 WITHIN	 THE SPECIFIF-D RANGE, THE	 DATA RASE
PapNtT ►_RS	 Av;)	 THE	 Cyr_	 DINATi S	 OF	 ALL	 CAmt)IUATF=S wITHIN THE HAND ARE







	 LA!`E	 1.^^k , F.UN, -I_ J r;itjE=
°. iv'US	 =	 NUMIIFR
	 OF	 I'H01 0S -_I N	 ARRAY
LAL.LAHtLr-1L,L'0H	 _	 LAl* ITUDF,L0NGJIUDF LIMITS OF	 AREA,










6.0	 PRIGRAM N A M E-	 BUILD
6.1	 PU.RPI SF















	 122 WORDS	 (172 OCTAL)
-i
6 .:5	 DESCRIPTION 3	
F
7





COVES DEFI`En FOR THE QUAD T ABLE, IT	 THEN,	 STORES	 THIS	 at'	 CODE
ALM 1 WITH TWO OPERAND POINTERS
	 IN THE QUATHL COMMON AREA,
6.4	 USAGE
F
°.; CALLING	 SFDUENCE:' }
r.
i
CALL	 BUILD	 IdPI, TOD1, I002, IER)
x
,. Imp	 s OPERAND FROM SYNTAX GRAPH
IPJpl	 =	 OPERAND	 ONE
I'l l)?	 =	 OPERAND	 tw 




f 703 PR9GRAM NAME-	 CALSUR
r
711 PURPISF."





REV IS l IN—
AUTHI[?-	 D. R. SANDERS 9







SIZE-	 133	 Lt)CATI elN1	 (2P5	 'OCTAL)
r
7.3 nF.iscR I PT I3N
THE ,rjlST	 y PFi-?AAl)	 tiV	 THE	 00.41)
	 TA l LE=	 AT	 1• HE REFERENCEU	 LOCATION
P L U S	ONE	 I'S	 9SED	 AS	 Tr1E	 I iJO[4	 TO A	 P R EDEFINED LIST	 OF	 SUgrl jUT l NE_






SURR(iU'T INkS	 V I A t i
p 7.4 USA'GF i
CALL I N 	 S FE !JJENCF
CALL	 CALSUR (LSYM, 101, 102)
Is y M	 SYM1^3r)^_	 T AOLE	 Ekl l• RY	 F OR	 CALLED SU 3R OUT 1NEn
T X11	 =	 ARGJML!a TS	 Tt1	 ti F	 TEtAPdSF E=111?l_1)
I (1J2	 To	 THE	 ARGU1HF.'-NT	 C01•1 i'l fl N	 AREA.









d.0,1i PROGRAM NA M E-	 CFT08
F
1	 H.1 PIJRP iSF	 _	 f










' WHIR-	 C,J,FARLESS	 ( 205)	 883 -1778	 CRZGDT
	
^








CHARAC,TFR	 CEDE	 GREATER	 THAN	 249	 OR	 LE S S	 THAN	 64	 IS
CONVERTED	 TO	 A QUESTION MARK,	 CODES	 193-249	 ARE	 CONVERTED	 TO
64-1 21 , = T N cN 63	 IS SU P T R ACTEU FROM	 ALL	 CAPES LEAV ING CODES	 1 - 5 8 ^ .
T HE 'C©RRES D ONDING HOST MACHINE CHA R ACTER	 IS	 THEN	 EXTRACTED	 FHOM
THE	 CHA R ACTE R 	 ARRAY	 AND	 STIRE,L) _IN	 THE 	 STRING S 4
8.4 USAGE
CALLING SEQUENCE:
CALL	 CETb8 (ISTR ,NCHAR,IST,IMUT)
u
ISTR	 INIPUT	 CHARACTER STRING,
'
N CHA R
	=	 NO,	 (I F	 CHARArTFRS	 TO	 CONVERT,
IST	 =	 FIRST	 CHARACTER	 IN	 STAING TEL CONVERT, 7 _.

















TH(- COMMON	 A R EAS	 /FIFLI)S /i 	 FOR	 A FIIFLIY	 NAME#	 AND	 MAKE	 A
L
SY'4Fi rl L	 T ABLE	 ENTRY	 FOR	 A	 FI.E.LD	 'THAT	 IS	 FVU NIp , g
9.2	 IDENT IFICATION
1
i IIATF_-	 29	 JANUARY _1975
•
R V S MN_E	 I 	 I
AUTH 9` R-	 U. R. SAnI17ERs
CPINPUTER-	 D C R 6024
x
" LANGUAGE -	 FORTRAN
	 IV
CORE	 SIfF.,	 11;^	 LtirATIONS	 (161	 ciCTAL) A
9.3	 UESCRIPIIBN j
THE	 FIELD	 % MT	 CfllltJ'T	 IS	 TAKEN	 FRr"N	 CELL	 1.4	 OF	 COMMMN	 AREA /F'ILDI:F/
AND
	
THAT	 MANY	 F-NTRTE S	 MF /FIFLnS/	 MAY RE	 SEARCHED
	
FOR -A	 IIATCH WITH
T HE	 CHARACTER	 STR):t`1G	 IN	 QUFSTImN,	 IF	 A	 MATCH	 IS	 FOUND- A	 FLAG	 IS
SFT	 AND	 THE	 FIFLD NAMF_,	 TYPE	 CODE	 FOR	 FIFL^	 AND A	 POINTER TO	 1'HE




	 comflzui..	 IS	 REl• URNEp	 T{7	 ' CHKSYM'
9.4	 USAGE





=	 ARRAY	 CON T A INI NG CHARACTER	 STRING
R I CH	 =	 NUM(3Ert	 nF	 CHARACTrt1S	 IN	 ' I•CHARY
IENTRY	 c	 NrGATTVF POINTER TO SYMPUL
	
TARLE OR
Zr- Rtl	 IF	 N O 	 MATCH ,FUUND*IFR	




10.0 PR FIGRAM NAME-	 CHKSYM
1011 PURPf)SF
CHECK THE CURRENT SYMH ML PASSED FRMM SUBROUTINE LEXCAL TO
	
SEE	 IF
IT	 IS	 FITHFR	 IN	 THE
	




FITHF.Rt	 IT	 IS	 ENTERED
	 IN	 THE	 SYM90L
	
TABLE,
10,2 1 DFN T I F I CA T I Mil
DATE-	 it wffVFMPER 1.974
j




L A NO ()AraE	 FORTRAN
CERE	 SIZE-	 567 LOCATIMNS	 (1	 67	 MCTAL)
10 * 3 DESCRIPTION]
SURklUTINE	 CHKSYM
	 `DECEIVES	 9ITYPel	 FRMM	 LEXCAL	 WHICH	 INDICATES :
NUM E R IC P	 AL P HARETIr,	 Oil	 SPECIAL	 GHARAcTFR	 STRING,	 IF	 NUMERIC#	 fHE
STRING
	
15	 cON!VFRTEi)	 TO	 INTEGER	 OR	 REAL,
	
AND	 A	 GMNSTANT	 ENTRY	 IS
ADDED	 TO	 THE	 SYMPOL	 TA n LFa	 IF	 ALPHABETIC	 OR	 SPEC IALp	 THE	 STRING	 IS
SEARCHED FIR FIRST	 IN	 THE SYMHML	 TA8LE AND	 THEN	 IN	 THE	 RESERVED




LIST	 A	 POSITIVE	 INTEGER
DEFINITIINj	 CODE	 IS	 STORED	 IN	 IIENTRY'
IF	 A	 SYMROL	 APPEARS	 IN	 OR	 IS	 JrISERTED	 INTO _THE	 SYMBOL	 TABLE ► 	 IHE
NEGATIVE	 Or	 THF	 POINTE9	 TO
	
THAT	 SYmsf'L	 19	 STMRF0	 IN	 IIENTRY I 	 AND
coNTRIL
	
IS	 PASSED	 RACK	 TM LEXCAL,	 SPFCI AL'
	
STRINGS	 TRUE,	 AND
A RE	 TREATED	 AS	 CONSTANiTS
	
AND	 ASSIGNED	 THE	 VALUES	 -1	 AND	 0.FALSE:.
RE c3 P F C T I V E L Y
IU.4 ()SAGE
CALLING	 SEIUFN(,E:
CALL	 CHKSYM( IC ►IARY-NCH*ITYPE*IFNTRYPIRFSWOPIFR)
IC14-A,RY=
	
ARRAY	 CONITAINIING	 CHARACTER	 STRING
NCH	 rjumj3pri	 OF	 CHARACTERS	 IN	 fICHARYl
ITYPE	 =	 TYPE
	
OF	 CHARACTER	 STRING	 (SEF	 GETSMB)
I E N T 4 Y =	 NEGATIVE	 PtlINTER	 TM	 SY m B(9L 	 TABLE
('R	 PnSITIVF	 RESERVED
	 wmRD	 DEFINITION	 CMDEl









CHECK NEWLY CRFAT E11 SYMBHLS FOR SYNTAX	 IN SYNTHS.
t	 11. 2i IDFNTIFICATIBN
PATE-











	 154	 W O R DS	 ( 232 OCTAL)
.I
11 * 3 DESC7IPTION
i
CHKTYP ACCEPTS ONF VAL FIELD PRUM THE SYNTAX GRAPH AND O N E	 SYMBOL
T A gLF	 POINTER PROM	 THE SFNTENCF
	 f3E1NG SYNTHE SIFED, THE V AL FIELD





IS	 GREATER	 THAN 1UO
	
A CHFCK	 IS MAnE	 TO	 SEE	 IF THE




IN THE	 SYiIRt7L	 TABLE,
	
IF NOT P	 AN ERRUR FLAG	 IS SET,
11, 4 USA GE
I' CAL LING SECUENCE
CALL, CHKTYP(IVAL,ISNSMI3vMATCH)
i
I VAL	 =	 VAL F I El i) FROM	 SYNTAX	 GRAPH
ISNSMR= SYMROL POI NTER FROH S'FNTENCE
MATCH
	










ANSFER CHAHACTERS IN THE ELEMENT A RRAY INTO COMMON fOft
FER INTS TMF nATA BASE REC ORD,
IFICATION
1.2-2F-75
COMP OT PR	 DATACRAFT 6024/3
i
f LANuOD,Gt-	 FORTRAN IV
CORE SIZF- 185 LOCATPINS	 (:271 OCTAL)
	
1.2.3	 DESCRIPTIUN!
THc NUMER MF CHARArTeRS RECUFSTED ARF TRANSFERRED FROM THE ELEMENT
	
i	 ARRAY INTO REUSE Frig LATER TRANSFER I N TO 1 HE DA rA RASE RECORD,
	




CALL CHR 'TR IJ(LHC,NCH,1ii, i^F-XTr ITYPF)
LDC	 = LOCATI O N,' OF. CHA R ACTFR IN ,F-LF,%IENT ARRAY.
NCHAi2 z NUi-lj iEj2 OF CHAHACTFRS TO THAN , SFER
	
! '^
NEXT	 NEXT A V AILABLE nYTE AFTFR TRANSFER I	a
ITY P L	 TYRE OF BYTE:	 0 = 8 RIT	 6=6 r3I T













13.0 PRMGRAM	 NA-ME-	 -	 CM11PUT
13.1 PURPISE
THE	 ')DADS	 NECESSARY TO DEFINE
	
O*)E	 FIFLn
	 ARE	 EXECUTED	 AND	 THE










LANGOAGE- ; 	FORTRAN	 IV
r










IN	 Il)U!(5,500)•	 T HF	 QUADS	 FOR	 MNE
	
FIELD	 ARE
EXECOTFU.	 6EFMRF	 F XFCUTING THF	 OPER A TION	 REOUFSTEn	 IN	 I QU(1 ► I).
_ THE
	 9 P ERANDS	 IN WORD 2,AND WORD 3	 ARE	 MSTAINFU	 USING	 vGETOPH,
THGSF MPERAVnS ARE	 'f HEM USED	 Tm PERFORM THF,OPERATION,. 	 THE RESULT
P









C A LL	 C04PUT_(NOUAD)
^.
















MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION ^	 s






	 ANALYZER AND	 INTEHPHFI'ER
PR!CcSSES	 IN	 OLDMAN,
14,2 L[+ENT IF I CAT PIN
( DATE-	 15 NOVFMRER	 1974 x
REVISION- r z_
AUTHIR-	 D.R.SANDERS	 (205>-S83-177I3 3
J. C3MPCITER-	 DCH	 6024/3
-:
LAVGOAGE — 	FORTRAN	 IV
h
CORE SHE—
	 1,532 LnCATIONS	 (2464 OCTAL)
14.3 DESCRIDTIONJ
THIS	 R3UT1NE	 RFADS	 THE	 W_-'SERVED	 WORD	 LIST	 INTO	 IHF SCRATCH	 COMMON
^y
AREA
	 IF	 IT	 IS NOT ALREADY	 THFRF	 AND	 INPUTS	 THE SYNTAX	 GRAPH	 FOR




AN	 INSTRUCTION AND THFN CALLS ARE :.
MADE	 T9	 THE	 ^tXICAL	 SCA14NE-R,	 PAtiSER ► 	 5YNTNCSI	 f-►2 AND	 INTEf2F'f?E1'ER^
ANY APPRIPIR I A TE
	 ERROR	 M E SS AGE S 	ARE PRINTED ► 	 AND C(1N'TR0L	 IS	 PASSED




















M nATF_—	 S AUGUST 73 r









	 266	 LOCAT I TINS ( 412 OCTAL )
1
t 15.3 nESCRIPTIO^!
` " i nEGHFE S, 	 MI NUTES,	 n8SERVATION IL)o	 AND ROLL/POSITI ON ARE	 ACCtPTEU	 I
y
j SEVERAL	 FORMATS,	 TYPE OF IIA T A,	 FIF'NG INPUT	 IS	 SELECTED	 tiY	 THE
CALLING	 P RIGRAM	 BY US-E OF _ARGUMENT LL	 (1=LAT,	 2 = L fJNG^	 4 = M8VID, t
5_RhLL/P`IS)^	 LATITUDE IS RETUR :,NI FU AS	 DFUREFS	 AND	 MIN U TES	 WITH
j
DEGRPES	 NE^,AT 1 VE	 I F I F SMUTH L AT I Tl.!DF ANn w I TH A
	
RANGE OF	 PLUS	 OR
MINUS
	
9U,	 WEST	 LUNGIT'1DF IS	 P NSITIVF TO	 USER,	 B UT	 RE T URvFU	 AS
NF.rATIVE
	
FIR	 ERIS =LOGIC, L fINGITUDE IS	 PLIES	 RJR
	
MINUS	 180,	 IF	 FORMAT
CANNMT	 B	 DECIPHERED, LL	 IS SET TO 3,	 MINUTES	 ARE	 ALWAYS	 Pori TIVF,
K NORTH	 LATITUDE	 CAN 8F, SPECIFIED NY +	 OR	 Ni,	 Sf)UTH	 BY	 S	 OR	 —,	 IF
a
NO 1E	 S°ECI r I ED,	 NioRTH ASSUMED, WEST !_0NGI TUi)F	 I S	 S P ECIFI E D	 UY	 W	 t)R _^
+,	 EAST	 RY	 E , O R





:'	 °^ FRACTIONS	 CAN RE	 USEn TO S PECIFY DFGPEFS. ALLOwFD CHARACTEHS AKE. ^''




^u.^ LATJ TunE	 33	 3U	 a_ 33 nEGRFE:S, 30 MINUTES NORTH;F 33N30	 = 33 DEGREES, 30 MINUTES NORTH ;;	 _
^n: 33 ` 30 \i
	
= 33 DEGRFES, 30 M 1 MUTES NOR TH
33D30MN	 = 33 DE0HFESP 30 MINUTES NORTH
F
+33n30"l	 = 33 0EGREES, 30	 MINUTES	 NORTH




33.5N	 c 33 DEGREES# 30	 MINUTES	 NORTH
N3.3,30	 =, 33 nEGRFtS, 30 MINUTES NORTH t
LONGITUDF	 10UW45	 = ,120 DEGRtFSo 45	 MINUTES	 r1FST A
120.75	 _ 120 DEGREES, 45 MINUTES WEST _i












E30M	 c	 0	 Uf?GRFFSr	 30	 MINUTES EAST
I -30M	 =	 U	 UF..GRE FSo	 30	 MINUIFS EAST












LL	 SPECIFIES LATITUDE OR LONGITUDE




	 FOR LONIG I TUUF
3
E_L	 ,	 4 FOR MRSE RVATION
	 IL)
LL	 =	 5 FOR FILM	 ROLL /PGSITI(IN
t
llLL	 RETURNED AS 3
	
IF A N E-HROR WAS DETECTED DURING SCAN
d
;I
KPOTNT	 PO INTS	 CHARACTER	 IN	 INPUT	 S'TRINC
	 WHICH	 Dr LIMITS
t)-RSFRVAT 1 t)N
	 I )7^ 1R	 FILM/L 	 Hr► LL	 INDICATOR







Fr: J	 MAT	 IS	 NUM(,^FR—NUMUFR
RbLL FORMAT	 IS NLJX8FR/NUMpkR
IF	 AN	 ILLEGAL	 CHARACTER	 IS 'I)ETECTEf)
	 D UR J N^G 	 SCAN,	 AN	 ERROR	 RETURN
a
f NUMBER
	 IS	 SET	 IN	 LL.. it
THE POSITIIN OF
	 THfi FIRST	 CHARACTER	 A FTER	 A N OBVID	 OR ROLL	 NUM BE R
I




















16.0 PRIG;AM	 NAME — 	 CMIJRDNl
;f
16.1 PURPISE
ACCERT COORUINATES`OF POINT	 ON AREA	 AND CONDUCT	 SEARCH OF _INUEX
a.
FILES FOR	 D H9TOS	 C`MvFR ING 	 THE	 P OINT	 MR A R tAv ^ s
15.2 IDEUTIFICATICV
t
DA Tr-	 17	 SFP FMRERP	 1,975










LANGUAGE — 	FJRTRAN	 IV
CORE
	
SIZF-	 150	 LOCATI MNS(226 	 OCTAL):
Y
16,3 DE15C4I	 T10v
THE	 COORD I N'ATES	 M F 	 THE	 Ptl j Ni T	 OP	 AREA
	 A R E	 INPUT	 THROUGH _ A	 DIALOG
WITH	 THE-_ USER.	 THr- 3F	 Cbtl RDI NIATES	 ,1RF	 USFU
	 AS	 FNTRIES	 To THt	 INUI:X
FILES	 TO
	





IS	 A	 PMINT,	 THE	 FILE	 IS	 CHFCKED	 FOR ACTUAL












KEY = USER SET FLAG 5ET	 TO	 0	 OR	 1	 FOR	 POINT OR	 AREA
CIVERAUF	 RESPECTIVELY,_ 3.
N D H,'T	 =	 NOMRE P 	OF :PHOTOS	 FOUND,
















TO 0FATF	 A	 DATA HASF- FILE A N IJ OTHFK NFCf:SSARY AUXILLARY FILES 	 TO
RF	 Ug Ff:,	 WITH	 THE	 1)-A'1't,	 RASE	 MANAGER	 PROGRAM	 I(?LDMAN'
17.2	 1 DFj`! T I F I rA T 1 `!Pi
A
nATE--	 tU-2F)-75
REV I S I ON-
AUTIV-)N-	 CtTHY	 F'AF?LI= SS	 (2U9)	 1983-1778	 I
Cp g PIJTFN-	 _	 DATAChAFT
	
(->024/3	 n
fi	 LANGUAGE-	 FOPTRAN	 IV
f	 $
CORE	 SIZE.
	221	 LOCATI'I NS	 (335	 OCTAL)	
M
17 ..S	 1) E: F; c R I PT 1
`	 THE	 '^EVb";SA_IiY	 AUXII_I_AkY	 FILL
	 wArFS	 AND	 FILES
	
ALONG	 WITH	 THE	 DATA
HA S F-	 F I LF	 \1 0 1 E 	 A R E	 GRF_ATFi) _IF	 NOT	 L.,)AOF D	 w I TIC	 OLnMAN ,
	
)HE	 F JEl_D





FtFFOPE	 E;XECtJTINVCRtATE,	 Tt1F	 RAW
DA -r	 I;N^F OR4A T I ON	 I r.!wu1	 DECK	 I S	 T1-!r--N	 Ell I FRED	 TFiROUGH
	
THt	 CARD	 s
P EA1)K rt 	ANri	ST01,, 11	 I N	 T I I E	 AF!RAY	 If'PT 	 THF	 NFUMj3Eh	 OF	 CARDS	 Ii-4	 THISF
DECK	 vjILL
	 F)N=Tt:R	 INxdr	 THF• ` 1\1 U M U1_K	 OF	 r Lf=r1FNTS	 r.FE_nkD	 TO	 CREATE	 A	 DATA 
r
!	
RAt^t'	 I?FC`iI? P. 	THF	 IINPUl	 Mbnr	 1F'	 THF N	 ASSEMRLED(1YPF	 (-)F
nLV 1 r,k_ 1 I	 I INPUT	 fl AT A) ,	 Il U !I L3F R	 ( I F	 p YTES	 F I-R	 I-`HYS I CAL	 ANI)	 PER
Lt)f,;l c:AL 	RE<r(ltij^,.	 T!-II	 NIlNkEl?	 Of	 bYTFS	 1NJ	 THF-	 KEY	 VALuF,	 AND	 f HE	 KEY	 1'
VALi1F,	 I F	 ANY).	 THL	 t1 r, LRATION	 CARDS	 A 14E	 IHEN	 R EAD
	
FROM	 IHr	 CARL)E	
L	 PF41)FIl	 AN, I)	 1N1:	 tjFCr:SSA r Y	 E:_XFCQTIOPr	 i)UA;,5 ARE	 GREAT FU ( ()f)FOHM).	 1HE
h	 RAW	 nATA	 TS	 TIIFN	 E fFgn	 Ahtn	 THF_	 F- I-FiI F NTS	 STP)RFU	 I 	 THE	 E=LEMENT
ARRAY(FE ADLIl
	A ND	 STFLE_:ti,)NNF;	 LOGICAL	 PFCORD	 AT	 A	 TIHF,	 USING	 T h I S
Lr)r11^AL
	 R F.C ut? [J	 ANJJ	 ITS	 kt-S O L T AN • I	 F_LF-!-1PNT	 ARRAY#	 THE	 U A U S	 AHk
FXE- G0TPIl
	
F` R	 A1_L	 I.I	 F I NF-1.i	 F T F.L1) S ( cpt, ^PI!T )	 AS	 EACH-	 F 1 FLI)	 VAL t 1E	 I S
11F.TFtP11'uFl)	 IT	 IS	 I)ACKF1)	 INTO	 TI,F•	 DATA	 -RA gE	 REC(^F<U	 gtZRgY(F'ACUAT
AI.1n	 STI)F"LD
	
AFTER	 ALL	 F- IFLDS	 HAVF 	 I a EF--N	 GO-1 PUTED,	 THE	 DATA	 RASE	 }







I ' ll F 'RAW	 DATA	 HAS	 HFEN	 Pk(, CFSSEI),	 THE	 NUMR0	 OF
F	 DATA	 BASF'	 RLCURDS	 CRFA T ED	 A RE.	 g iCl2FU	 PO	 Tt-!F	 IDFF	 FILE.	 IF	 Trip	 U5L"-R
11-01CATES	 T r)	 SAVF









	 FILE	 IS	 CLOSED.	 OPI I (JNS
`	 AVA)L APLF:	 AND	 INITIALIZATIMNo	 UPDA1
1, LL04 S	 INFI-'	 RF . 0;PRr)S	 Th	 RE::	 A1)1)F-1)	 i	 ANN_ A L R F A n Y 	 EX I ST I MG	 DATA	 BASE
FILE:.	 Sr)kT	 WILL	 SHRT	 TFiL"•	 F:w T IRE	 DATA	 EASE	 IN	 UP	 T()	 4	 F I E L D S ( A
.°	 F I i Lr)	 TO	 S`)RT	 F, iN 	 (•t 1 1ST	 PI G	 2	 hf)RD	 LESS	 P	 P. 1 TS	 OR	 LESS	 I N	 LLNUT H >
N^ER(3	 w'ILL	 MERGE	 RECU`2US	 WHOSE
	
PEOUF:STE,n	 F IEI D	 VAI_UF=S	 ARE	 ^ f;s
l l)F)iTICAL,
	
SAV I N(;	 1 HF,
	
m 0 S T
	
Ct ?RF NT
	 RPGfl g1)	 DELFT I NG	 THE	 OLD
REcOR;)	 m ol e I F- Y	 w I LL_	 ALT_: NlE_ I.I	 F I F,LDS	 Trl	 RE -An^if-D	 To	 EXISTI N G	 HEG iRDS
OR	 %D	 FI L-LU	 V,ALLIr(;-TO	 13F	 CH,ANNPHI.	 INITIALIZ.ATIUN	 WILL	 ALLO d	A	 NFW:




























lb.0 PR fi (3 P A NI	 NAME-	 CPHFOL
lbli PUQP!ISF
CREATE THE RFSFRVED WOOL) LIST TU BF: USFD HY SURRMUTINE LEXCAL,
18,2 IL)F14TIFICATIMN
nATF-	 8 NOVEMBPR 1974
REVISInN- 4
A U T H M R-	 n.R.SAtJDFRS
rO .4Pt.'jTER-
	 DGR	 6024/3
L A K'G 0 A (i E	 FORTRii 1\ 1	 TV
CORE SIZE-	 P13	 LOCATIMNS	 (325 OCTAL)
18.11 1) E S G Q I P I I tl.\l
rRRP- WL	 IkI P'Ilf q	 FIrFJT	 CHARAC T E R	 f-IL-SFr^V Ff)	 WOR D S	 A N D	 A N	 INTEGEH	 FROM
L(!(,'irAL	 Urq jT	 5,	 U 	 I f,.JG	 F f' Rii A T( 8A9 # 12 )	 AFTER	 A	 FdUR	 J)IGIT	 INTEUFH	 IS
READ	 INDICAIING	 THP	 NlJ H l3FR	 OF	 RI'SERV I 'l)	 WIRDS,	 iHE	 CHARACTERS	 ARE
PACKFI)	 INT 11	 A	 TARLF	 WITH	 NINI F	 IlYTES	 P E., R	 F N TR Y
8 USAGE
CALLING	 SEDUENCE:
CALL	 C9RFWI-	 I F?F-SWD, I ER
IFR	 FRROR	 FLA(3:	 o	 IF	 (3 mOr);	 I	 IF	 Tt.10	 MANY	 RES,	 WORDS
IRFSWO=	 RESLIRVED	 WOW)	 L I ST
P&SFRVF- D	 W l--R-D	 LI S T	 I q 	 STMkFf)	 ins
Cl M H ti	 /f? F U S, L- /	 sl k, i%-T pip	 w I I N	 TriF--	 SErON1 1)	 woRD,
A	 99	 1 1;	 STfifo:0	 AFTF'i^	 THE	 L A S T	 r-iJRY	 iiV	 THt	 NNINTH sYTF,
P2
I MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
{













COMPOTER — 	 OCR 6024/3
LANGUAGE = 	FORTRAN IV i
CARE S1fE — 	 245	 LOCATI"9NS	 (365 OCTAL) 
^
19 0 3 nESCRIPTION
Y
I N'. CHA R AC T E RS 	A R E EXA"INEO	 Tu B U ILD AN	 UNSIGNED REAL	 VALUE	 FHdM
'ISTR',	 F	 ;r URMA T 	OR	 RE(SULA F?	 REAL
	
NMTATIf)N CAN	 BE	 CONVERT E D,	 IF	 AN 3






	 LEFT 	OF	 THE POINT	 MF	 IRIFRACTION	 IS	 RETURwFD	 IN
g









= REAL	 RESULT, )
' ISTR'.	 s	 ARP.AY	 co N, TAINING	 CHARACTE=R	 STRING,
N	 = NUMRFR OF CHARACTERS
	
IN STRING
I	 =	 FIRST	 CHARACTER
	 POSITION	 IN STRING•
IER	 -	 ERROR FLAG SFT 	 AS FOLLMWS:
0 FOR SUCCESSFUL CONVERSIONr
1	 FOR	 INVALID CHAk ACTER	 IN
	 STRING,
Y




• ^_^^.^„ ^,^ ,_	 ,.-.ate: _-^^-:>:Rn..T r ...
MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
?0.0 PRf1GRAM	 NA M E—	 C6TO8
Pol l PURPM SE
i CUNVERT	 A	 6 FA IT	 CHOACTER STRIf\► G TO AN 0 BIT CHARACTER SIRING,




	 C. J,	 F AR[.ESS	 (2,05)	 883-1778
CCMPOTFR-	 OATACkAFT 6024/3 s






?(j.3 DFSCFt I PT I C ni —
f
HFAC	 HIT	 F3YTF^	 OF	 THE
	
I NPOT	 STRING	 I S	 C(7NVERTFU
	 TO6	 AN $	 t3rE	 F3 Y T E,
RY




- CAL L 	 C6T08(15TRIIKIG';,IvC•HAR,IFIt?,ARRAY)
'. STRIjvl, = 6 111  CHARACTEt?	 INPUT STRI;•Ir,
f'HAfl
	 =	 NU'sFSF'ft	 :'iF	 h	 H ITT	 IjYI'f 5	 TO	 CONVERT , r
r. I F I R
	
_	 F I t{	 T	 r I T	 IN	 1 fif't1T	 ARRAY	 I• ci	 CUMVERT ,





11 1 10 11104 1 1
MINES PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
P1 9 0 PROGRAM NAME-	 C8TM6
C
21.1 PURF MSF. i
To CGNVERT	 AN A BIT CHARACTER STRING TA A 6 RIT CHARACTER SIRING,
21.2 ID NTIFICATIMN
DA TE-	 12-22-75 F
REV I S I HN- ^,«
AUTHIR-	 C,.Jo	 FAHLESS	 (205)	 883-1778
e	 ! COWPOTF.H-
	 DA T ARAFT	 6024/3
LANGUAGE-	 FORTRAN
	 IV
CO RE S1iF-	 50 LOCATIONS	 (62 OCTAL)
21.3 DESCRIPTION
'	 k €ACH 8 BIT	 CHARACTER	 IS	 CBNVERTFD
	
TO	 A	 6	 RIT	 CHAHACIFH	 BY







	 =	 INPUT	 STRING OF
	 8	 RIT CHARACTERS,
t NCH,AFi	 =	 NJ,	 nF	 L'NAkACTFHS	 TO	 CONVERT, .;
ISTART	 =	 BYTF-	 10.
	 TH HEGIN WITH















?2.0 PWIGRAM	 NA M E-	 I)PLMAl')
??.j. PURN')SF
SELECT	 A	 DATA	 RASE AND	 READ	 ASS(1r,IATFU DEF'INIT10 N 	F1LESI
2202 1DF`,TIFIrATIfIi4 }
CATN-	 9 JULY" 1975 ;»
REV I S I F)N-






ftiRE: SIZE-	 632	 LOCATI D INS	 (1170	 OCTAL) )
?2,6 I)ERLR I PT ILIN
t
TK-F





NoT	 AL R FADY	 KNOWN ^
	
THE FILE
I)F F I \1I T 1 1` 14	 F I LF	 I S	 READ	 I NTO	 ' I UFF	 THP	 USFR	 MES S AGE	 1NnEX AND
















tl' DELL-;T6 BLANKS	 IN AD COLUMNS OF	 THE OPERATIMN CARDS AND RETURN 	 THE
NUMHER OF CULUMNS OF CHARACTERS LEFT.
2392 I.I)ENTIFICATIMN
[DATE-





FARLESS	 ( 205)	 883-1778
COMP OTE ► -	 DATACRAF T 6024/3
k








IPE R ATT liN CA RT)	 IS STMRFD
	
IN	 IOARAY FCH ERROR	 PriINTOUT,	 THEN
THE LI M E IS	 STORE—r)	 I N [	 IL INE	 AND	 I S	 S CA N NFD • 	 RE-MOVING	 BLANK

























24.0 PR16 SAM NAME-
	 F.XCANS
?4.1 PURN')SF,_
EXFC(J TF	 FL.AU hl)	 1,;TATE_ 1 FNTS	 I,V	 THF.-	 Q(3An	 TAFiLE	 T(i	 DEIERMINF A








	 C. J. FARLFSS	 ( 2 05)
	 Scs;;-1 /78
a (',0.4	 0TFl?-	 OATACRAFT 6024/3
LA\I Ar,L	 FORTRAn!	 IVo
CORE
	 SIZE-	 49	 Lf1CATI0 .dS	 (61	 oc*rAL)
24,3 DESCRIPTION
IF	 NIT	 ALREADY	 PROL-NT,	 THr	 CAtd1)11)A,rF	 F?EC (Jf2u	 IS	 FIROUGHT	 I NTU	 CORE
ALL	 P'LAG(;Fr)	 STAi• Ft1v:wTS	 ,l lTtJLN	 TiiP	 r;IVEN
	
LiHITS(IUF	 TO	 10L) AR
FXFC O TF1)	 WITH	 TtiF
	








(•)f GINNING	 OUAI) hF	 -
T HAT	 ST A TE_"F'fl	 Akil)	 A	 fill	 TO	 THE	 SkT	 NUMHFFZ	 IS	 `>L:T IN






	 ALSO	 itJC1^t^J)Ev'I FJ)	 F 01?	 A	 fFtUF	 (tEF>uL1',
r
?4,,4 USAGE
CALL	 EX	 ANS(TW	 ,I(JL,NCAND)
Il l:	 = F IRSI	 0tJAn TA R LF F"NT0	 To EXECUTE
1C. t_	 =	 LAST	 OuAG	 TAE;LL	 E w TRY	 TO	 F_xFCUTE




	 w0f0 l	CANDIDAlf=	 ARRAY	 I N	 CnMMUN
ICS: "Jl)(1) -l)ATA 	 13ASF	 FNTRY
ICA'1R('2)-(,3)- TWO
	
w uRD	 SI=T	 4:MPE RSHIP






25,U PROG40 NAME — 	EYFLU
PuRp9sp










CORE	 SIRF—	 35	 LMCATIONS	 (43 OCTAL)
25,3 DESCRIPTION
THF	 NI UMbFRED	 RFCMRn	 (.)F^ THE	 DATA
	
BASF	 !S	 t- M ADED	 INTO
	
A	 COMMON
A RR AYP	 IF	 NI OT	 ALREADY	 IN	 THA T	 AHRAY,	 THE	 RFCfM R 1.)	 NUMJJE : R	 I S	 ALSb	 bET
IN THAT ARRAY FOR	 FUTURE	 CHECKS,	 NE	 FIELD	 I S	 BY'EXT HACT E D







	 DFSTINATIMN	 ARRAY,	 (4	 WORDS)
I T Y P E	 DATA	 T ' YPF	 (SFE	 FIELD	 UFFINITI(JNS)
IFLPN ol	 FIFLn	 DEFINITION	 NUMBER9
JARAY	 INIFGER	 ARRAY	 FOR	 SOURCE REGrPZD,
ll p srl^	 MESSAGE	 NIUMBPR	 OF	 FIELD	 TITLF,




26,0 PRnG3AM	 NAMt^-	 EXOPRN
15, 1 PURPI)SP
PRFSPNT	 DATA	 IN	 FLMATI NIG	 POINT	 FVRMAT	 FtjR	 QUAD	 TAnLE	 UPERAND
poviTERS.
26,2 1 DFNTIF I CAT 1114
1) A TF	 7-3-75
Rf V I S I ^l N —
AUTHJR—
	 C,J,rARLFSS	 ( 205 ) 	883-1778
COMPOTER—	 OATACRAFT	 6024/6
I, A ",.I G 0 A G E —	 FURTRA K I	 IV
CORF	 SIZE—	 270	 LOCATItINS	 (416	 OCTAL)
2h,3 DESCRIPTION
I F*	 THI_	 OPOANID	 PtlINITFR	 IS
	
"Il E CI A T IVE-s	 THF	 POINTER	 REFGRS	 TO	
THE	
QUAD
TARLE	 ANP^	 THF	 4TH	 AN11	 5T q- woRf)s	 (IF	 TH^_-	 RF-FFRFNCED	 (JUAi)	 15	 RETURNED
^RA NJD	 Pril^jTFR	 IS	 POSITIVE#	 THEAS	 DATA.	 IF	 T H C-	 E	 PMINTFR	 IS	 A N
ENTRY: TO	 T 1 4E	 S Y,-i (i 0	 T A q L F	 T^f4t:	 SY110ML	 TYPE	 AND	 ARRAY	 POINTLP	 ARE
F-.XTRACT^.D	 FROH,	 THF-	 SYM-40L	 TAALF-,	 IF	 THE	 TYPE
	
IS	 NOT	 FIELD	 NAME#A
SET	 \14ME,CREA 'rFiD	 SYmf-^(ILPMR	 C O NSl' ANT,	 DATA	 IS	 RFT U RNED	 A S	 ZERO.
FI^LD	 NAML	 VkRIA P LF-S	 A P F	 EYT R ACIED	 VIA	 SUHROUTIN-F	 FXTFLD	 USING	 rHE
ARRAY	 POI^^TER	 A m 1)	 C 0.\, V F R T [-- D	 T ti	 F 1 - 0 A T I N G,	 P FJ I N T	 I F	 NECESSARY.
OTHF:^WISF	 ()/k TA	 IS	 PUTUPNED	 AS	 7ER0,	 FOR	 S P. T	 NAME S ,	 THE
	
ARRAY
Pj7,\l TpR	 RF. F(:'RENC :FS	 A	 SPT	 !\jUMHpR	 AN D	 I TS	 CORRFSPONDING	 8 1 T	 Is
FXTRACTP
-
n	 F004	 THf:.	 GURRE-NT	 CANDIDATE
	
ARRAY,	 MULTIPLIFD	 BY	 —1,	 AND
RETURNFO	 AS	 DAT A.	
FOR	
CRLAl F-D	 SYMBOLSo	 THF	 ARRAY	 0 1 N I FR
REFFRt^N'CFS	 A	 CMk f? ES'P (lNnI Nl "	 Q (J AD	 A, ,Ar)	 WORDS	 4	 AND	 5	 ARE	 RE l'URNFD	 AS
1.1 A T,^	 F (1, R	 C 0 1 4S T A N T S	 TriF	 ARRAY	 POINTER	 REFERENCF6	 fHE
CORRF7SPONDI 1 -41 1 	VtLUF-	 IN	 Ttq E	 SYMR01.	 TAFILF	 WHICH	 IS	 RFTURNED	 A 6	DA I A,
7
4 US A U
CALL I Nra	 'S F I U EN C E
CALL
	
F x 9fl RN	 I ^'Pf)l i^	 I D A T A
10PRN	 =	 OPE R AND	 POINTER FROM	 QUAD	 TABLE






I	 27.0 PRMGRAM NAME-	 EXOUAD ".
2711 PuRP':7SE
y.
F.XFC OTE 	 ALL FLAGGED QUAD TABLE ENTRIES	 IN A SEGMENT OF	 THE	 QUAD
TARLF.
x
[	 27.2 LDF N T I F I C A T I FJN'
DATE = 	7-9-75 fi
R'EVISION- ;
AUTHIR-	 C.J,	 FARLE:SS	 (205)	 883-1778
j




CORE_SIiF-	 578 LBCATIDNS	 (1102 OCTAL)
27.3 DESCRIPTION M
EACH FLAGG E D	 ST ATE M ENT ,IN	 THE	 Q U AD	 TABLE	 BETWEEN	 THE GIVEN	 LIMITS
IS EXEC UT En	 ONE	 [QUAD	 AT- A. TI M E,	 THE	 ONLY	 QUAD	 TYPES THA T ARE	 NOT
EXEGOTFD
	
ARE	 STATEMENT	 START	 CODFS(OP
	 CODE	 73), SUBHtUTINE
' CALLS (OP CMDE 6) v
	
AND NO-OPS	 0P CHDE 7) .	 THE OPERANDS Flirt	 EACH
QUAD	 A R E	 OBTAINED VIA SURRmUT;INE	 EXOPRN,	 RESULTS	 ARE STORED	 IN	 THE
4TH AND 5TH WORDS OF EACH QUAD
	
IN TH P
 TARLF ► 	 AND THE F INAL	 RESULT
OF A STATEMEMT	 IS STMRFD
	 IN THE 4TH AND 5TH WORDS OF THE STATEMENT
START	 DUAD(OP	 CGnE




+SAL	 ExOUAO( IOF,IOL =
IO F =START I NIG QUAD NUMBPH	 TO RE EXECUTED-
TOL=LAST QUAD N,UMHPR	 TR RE,;
 EXECU TED - ='









I.	 2k3.'1 PR'IGRAM	 N44E-	 FXSFTfi
_
^
,s	 :R8 1 P URP`1SF a




11)FNY I F 10 A T  I9iq
i DATF-	 3 Ff RRUARY 1975
REVISION-
AUTH'IR-	 D. R. SANUFRS,
'	 T
f..tf4POTFR-










FA• CH	 VAi?lAgt-F_ IN	 THE:
	
STA TrrtF iNT	 IS	 EXAMINED	 THRhUG.H ,
	
SU00UTINE
'RFV )CN'	 T'I	 iJE Tr	 'Nf=RM1	 ALL	 PREVIOUS	 STAY( MINTS	 TO	 RE	 EXi;G U f ED ITN
RE:F I v I NG	 THE	 SC 1'.
THE	 STA TS: 10i	 ITT	 IS	 A'+IALY?-U)
	
TO	 LSTARLISH	 A	 LIST	 0 	 SET	 LIMITING
R E LA1A(7iNS.	 l'ANI)F_n I 	Rr-STRICTIOfNS) 	 THIS	 LIST	 ti F	 RESTRICTmis IS




	 IS	 Ai PLItD'TO	 HUII_U	 A	 CANDIDATE	 FILE, FACH -
> J:NTRY
	
`IF	 THEE	 CA IhIDATF	 FILE'	 IS 	 woRl)	 ARRAY,	 TFI`E -F If15T W0Flfj
IS	 TIE	 DATA	 HA".F	 E 1 11 - RY	 POINIEH.	 Fl-'E	 SFCN)1N[I 	 AND
	
THIRD	 W t)Rf)5 (5FT
ME yfiFRSHIP FW	 MAP)	 A;W SF- T 	 TO	 Zrf: t,,	 TFiF
	
DUAD	 T'ARLt ENT R Y	 USED TN i
F:STA73LIS H 	Tilt:	 CA-N I)TUATIF	 FILE	 IS	 SAVED	 AND	 SET	 TO	 A	 W P	 WITH	 A TRUE
THFbAl., t' F',
	
F^1C t T	 I.,^L^Lt)n 1 L	 IS 	 CFTFCKF:t)	 frti	 N1 F'C	 SHT	 r•SEHRE RS V Iq r"
s u o.ioia I aJ E 	 , SUpS p 'I	 THE--	 SAVED	 QUAD	 TABLt_	 Er-rTRY	 I s -fZt:S Cc)RLu, I HE
NUMaER	 OF	 SET	 MEMBFINS	 IS SAVL'D	 AND THE	 ROUTINE:	 IS	 hXITFU,
I  	 INDRYE:II ,VARJAHLFS	 Af?F	 Fr)lJND	 THi-	 FNT140: 	DA T A	 t3ASF	 I 	 CHE=CKED
V I A	 CUF^r?nUT I,LL.	 ' EXCAN S! ,	 0D	 f' rrUNI)	 hiF P1 F2( Ft5
	 A R E	 SgVk l)	 WITH	 I Hr I'Fi r
P IT	 %IA P S 	 I N	 THP	 CA-Nl) IDATF 	 FILL.	 THE	 E ILF	 IS	 CLOSED:	 I1\1p uI F I L Ek
rlgHf'
	 ,IS	 S.t.1 APP ► 1)	 AIN1)	 T 	 NUS+HE-R	 OF	 CANUIDATFS`	 IS	 RETURNED,
? 6 	 4 ( I S AG L!
CALLING	 SE: `)U 	 NCF : +
CA 1.L	 ExbEI ' D	 I 	 IDL,INCAN1)) j	 n
I Or	 =	 F I RST	 QUAD	 I AUl. F	 Eli TPY` OF	 S'I ATFMFNT
TQL
	 =	 LAST	 iJ'JAI) TAPLF	 FNTRY	 OF	 ST'ATEMrNT
`	
r F,!CA44n	 =	 NUklBFR	 OF, (A IIU T I)A FFS	 F IUNU
R-	 32
.....r..,.	 ..	 ...	 . a	 _..	 :..	 ..	 ..,	 ..	 ..._.. «....	 ..	 ..u.... >Au	 ,.	 ..	 ..	 ....113.	 .,.	 ..	 r	 ..	 d	 .r.r,-.,...ewx	 ...	 u.uw.n..	 .m.	 .	 ..+	 ..	 ...	 . ..	 .	 ..	 ...	 .	 .. ......rr-.... a,...,	 tM	 -.. a... A, e:;^Sw$.OMi.
MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
? ^.1) PRIG lAI NAME – 	FXST11T
? y .1r PURF';)5[	 _r
f EXFCO'TF	 A	 STATE-i•





T)ATI-	 24	 JANUARY	 1075
..
REV I s I f)N–
rw
u T ^)	 Et 5
	
s	 ifiCED1NG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMEUA	 I E	 I-	 n,	 ,	 AY ll r-' f t
CO'^Pi)1'Fit;	 I)CR	 60?4




CORE	 SIZE – '_ 215	 Lt1CATIMN.S	 ( 327	 OCTAL)











	 AC T I ()N
` Tp	 rjr=
	 Tg rF v .	 F!_IR
. THF	
F"INST	 Sf:T	 Ct^I-;^TIr^I^	 TYPE	 (1),	 THE	 ^)F= )	 IS
I T E: F I \If:f)	 VIA	 SU S RoL)T I ^.IF	 ' E Ysf= 1'I) , .	 E*Uf?	 A	 SL)RSF?T	 CHFA I I few	 TYNE
STATrMPNT	 (2).	 THL-	 tiFT	 I`;	 1)i:FI^,i E:r1	 1+1A	 SUHHMUT],Jk	 SUP	 El l 	FOR	 A 9
VH	 Ini;LE	 C	 FA f Tti r•J	 TrPj-	 S'FAT^1°tEtiT	 (31,	 N0	 At;1 L0N	 IS	 fAK—,N,	 Ft`111	 A(d
AS; I T i ,) ,.;E;J T	 l'Yt)F	 Sl)ii ir),.1*1' I r1F	 CALL
	
` *r/, T F r1Fht1'	 TYNE	 (6)v	 THE	 UFF I,vEU ."	 y
V4R I AEILt:	 1S	 CHECKFII	 FU ,'	 SY rl ttt)i_	 TYPP	 IF 	 THE	 SY11ROL	 TYPE	 IS	 A	 SE=T ^_	 a
NAH(.;
	 T H[-	 r?EFUR E. F.t CE:i;t	 `>WlH(71UT I (,I E'	 IS	 CALLF1),	 HTHFIN I Sr,	 T H[
STA T''11F.NTI S	 I f iJ r lR	 i1,	 I E	 TtiL	 S 1 A'I' ►- f-1f= NT	 TYPE	 LS	 A	 INION–ASS I (1,14M00






AKr	 ('At_LFD p 	THP	 OUAU	 STACK	 IS	 SCANNFU	 THRU'
THc	 t)'2itFi^T	 ST	 1 F'irWT	 T(:)	 F IN1)	 \	 N	 G D	 S T	 TEM	 N I SC	 n_	 nl,n	 F.E-St-T	 A	 Y	 FLAG	 a
SET	 tNIU`d(S	 uF	 ME"t i;;=;	 r^F'	 C12EATF[r	 SF I`;	 AE^F	 S; VEI)	 IIJ	 L't1MMolq/5ETCNI'/^
2q, } 11SA(2';:
CALL I Nt;	 SF )LIFIJCC: c
CALL	 L'XSTMT ( I OF, 101_ )













3 0	 0 PROGRAM NA m E — 	EYTFLn
3091 PURPISF
FXTRACT	 THE	 SPECIFIED FIELn FRMM THE GIVEN ARRAY#
30,2 IDENTIFICATIlAl-,






LANGLIAGE — 	 FORTRAN—IV
CORE SIZE—	 1235 LMCATIbNS	 (2323 OCTAL)
30,3 DESCRIPTI,bN
THP 1F I ELD	 r)EF I N1 I T I ON	 A RR AY	 IS	 RFFFRPNrF-: D	 T 0	 DETERMINE	 Sl'ARTING
PIT	 POSITIINS *	 NUMnER	 mF	 BITS *
	LATA	 TYPEo
	
AND	 DA T A	 KEY f	IF	 THE









FIELf^	 IS	 TRANSFERRE-D	 TCl , THE	 OUTPUT	 DATA
	
A R RAY	 W OR D S	 ONE	 ANu	 TwO
IF	 THFRE	 IS	 A	 SURFIELD,	 IT	 IS	 TRANSFF-RREO	 TO	 wFJHDS	 THREE
	 A N jj	 FOUR
rl F	 Tq	 DATA	 ARRAY,	 IN	 8t)TH	 CASES#	 THE. 	DATA	 IS	 RETURNED
	
RIGHT
ACJU^TED	 IN	 THE	 MINIMUM	 NUMBER	 OF	 REQLJIRF-n	 WORDSq(4(lAX)
	
IF	 TH E
DA T A	 IS	 TEXT#	 THF	 FIRST	 RYTE	 N11MRER
	
IS	 R p TURNED
	
IN	 IDATA(l),	 IF
THP	 nATA	 TYPE	 IS	 CHARACTPR(6)o	 THE	 SPECIFIED
	 NO,	 OF	 CHAllAGTt:kS











I T Y PF	 UATA	 TYPE	 (SEE	 FIELD	 I)EFINITIONS)
IFLDNO	 FIELD	 W^FINITIdN	 NUMsER,
tHRAY
	 INITP-GF-H	 ARRAY	 UF	 Sf,'( l RrE	 R F: C OR 1)
V ES1,	 MESSAGE	 NUMPER	 MF	 FIELD	 T I I LiE,
35
' MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
31,0 PR!1GRAN	 NAME-	 E:XVAR11
131 1 3. PURP ISF









C.	 J,	 FARLFSS	 (205)	 883-1778 n
CNHP(JTFR—
	 DATACRAFT _6024/3
. LANW)AGF—	 f-t1R	 AN	 LV
CORE	 SIZE-	 2U2	 LDCATI(I NS— 	(312	 OCTAL)
31,3 DESC;I p TI(1M {
a
G l Vf: v	 A	 C'UA [l	 T A 'E.E	 FN'f ;*?Y	 FOR	 A	 VAR T AIILF	 DEFINITION	 STATEMENT , E=ACH
SUr.,E S`^ I VF	 !) l l 'A1)	 IS	 FXE-'C IJ TF ! U,	 S'Tfir^ I Nr:,	 TNF	 FtES^Jf_T 	1 N	 WURE)S - 4	 AwD `i	 OF
THE	 DUAU,	 ! r ,,IT I L	 ANF1 ,(HE:u	 STA TFOF-ij	 HF(31 NS ( OPEKAT 1ON	 GF)I)F=73)	 EZ 1'HF
F. N1)	 0F	 THE'	 ('.JAI)	 TARLF	 IS	 R{:AC;fl-: U((jPbRATIri ll	 Ct1T)E:=o	 AF 1'LR
COY1Pt 
F, 
119N	 tic	 A	 S 'TA T.F-I-WNT,	 E Ilfw	 nFSULT	 MF	 THE	 F' I NAL	 UPEIiAT I ON is	 -^
STMR r- i)	 ,IN	 THE	 4TH	 AND	 5 T H	 1,10RJR	 OF	 THE	 FIRST	 QUAI)	 T ABLE	 E N I R Y OF	 f
1 Ht=	 ST'nTF1 In' r,IT,	 IT	 IS	 ASSU r1E0	 THAT
	
THE	 HE4 CRGNCLD	 DATA	 BASF..	 EE\11 RY
IS	 I'k1	 CO R E_.	 AI.L	 rJPERA ! -'DS	 AkE	 PXTRAGTED	 VIA	 SURRMUTINE	 EX0PHN AN1)	 _.
AIa ►=	 ASS+j^iFf)	 TO	 LIE:	 T!N	 FLOATING	 POINT,
,I
^
GAEL j^+(	 SE-gUEWCr .





















32.1) PRIUQA4 NA4E—	 FILDEL
k	 r 32,.1 PURP`fSE
= DELETE A FILE FROM THE OLD M A N SYSTFM^ s
H 320 2 IDFNTIFICA TI M14
a	
` [SATE-	 19	 MAY.1975
v,




fa ^• ^ QUALITY
w
AUTHlR -










285 LdCATIMNS	 (435 OCTAL)
32,3 _ LESCRIPT IONJ
M
THE	 NA M En	 FILE
	




	 OF	 THE FILE
	
I5











	 =	 5	 W(9Rn	 FILL	 DEFINITION
	 WITH WORDS
1-3 - CMivTA I N I NG


























A CTIVE FIL F 	LIST
i,? IUENTIFICA'T I'iN Q
nA T E-	 11 UFCFNPER#	 1974
FiE'V7SIflN-
ANTE 9 R-	 R, L. KEFFE R	 (205)-683-1778 
C'o kwo TEti- 	DATACRAF T 6024
.^i
LANGIJAG,E -	 FORTRAN)	 IV I
GORE	 SIF-
	
206	 LOCATIONS	 (416 OCTAL)
3b,3 C:RI'It?tiI?E S	 PI
THP
	
\101ED r7 I.F	 IS LDCOED	 I N	 THE- F I LF STACK ► 	 Cl - 0SFD v	 AND	 uFLFTE_U a
FRM-'	 THL
	
S T ACK.	 THE	 G O-R- L-SPONI)ING	 Et,,I'F,'Y- 1H	 THE	 PF2IURITY	 STACK	 IS
r)FLFIF, I .















R EAD PMRTITg S	 OR 'ENTIRE	 RANDOM DISC FILES,










SFr BOOR QUALITY .nA,
Cd M ^'(7TFri-	 T_ACRAFT	 6024
LAKI(;UArE-	 FORTRAN	 IV





"JAMED	 F ILE` I5	 AUVA N.'CEU	 TO	 THE	 TOP	 PRICIRITY	 AND	 OPENED VIA
• SPT akl'	 THE	 RL-OUFSTEC
	
NUM8FR OF	 pYTES	 IS CA L CUL A TE D 	 AS	 WbliDS AND
THE	 RECORD NUMBNR	 IS USED AS Anl ENTRY	 PP,JNT	 To	 THE	 FIL E , THE
RF rJCFSTED	 v U M HFR	 OF	 WORDS	 ARE' TkANSFFRRE[) TO	 THE	 GIVEN	 ARRAY VIA






CALL	 FIL ;'=O,(NAMFIL•NL'MREC,NHYT,ARHAYr IFH)
NA M FIL	 =	 FiLE	 NAMF	 ARRAY.	 (NAME(,3A2),NREC,IRECSZ)
NUMREC	 -- RECORD NI'MHER	 Td START	 HFAne




	 BE	 READ	 INTO,
{IE,1	 =	 FHReR	 conE	 SPY	 AS	 FUL LM WS
p	 -
_	 0	 FOR	 NO ERRORS,










WRITE	 ALL	 P1R	 PART	 FIF	 A	 R ANDO M 	r)I S C	 FILE,
35.2 IDFRTIFICATIMN









t LANGOAGE-	 FORTRAN	 Iy
CORE SIfF-
	 223	 LOCATIONS	 (337	 OCTAL)
35-3 nF1;c31PTIt1N
w_
THE	 vAMEn	 FILE	 IS	 ADVA O CE_I)	 T+l -TIFF	 PI P	 PRIORITY	 AND	 OPENb1)
	 Vtq
' Sr-T?R I	 THE	 0f-11+ER	 OF	 RYTFS	 ARE
	
WRITTEN	 FRum	 I HE
x
;..
CAL	 I,NG	 A RRAY	 VIA	 Suf R^ iUT I nIL'	 l fiEDI^RTL_ t 
3j,4 U-SAG=
1 CALL INO	 SF-DUENC4
•;
CALL	 h IL'DIRT'(NiAMFIL,Ni)(,IRFC,Ni3YI'.ARiZAY,1F10
NA"IFIL	 =	 FIL E 	 NA11I:	 AIMAY.	 (!^lAr^r (3A2) ► t^+2FG4, Ii^E CS	 f
vNLb l R E0	 =	 RECOQi)	 141.liti3FR	 TO 	 START	 WRITING	 AT,
NR YT	 =	 N1. M6-k	 OF	 BYTES	 TO	 TPANSF ER .:
k ARRAY	 =	 A R R N Y	 TO	 X36	 WtiI fTLN	 FHrl,1 k'	 r
IFR	 =	 FRRQ^2	 (,'3i)E-_SI,T	 AS	 F"i LLFIWS:
n
_	 0	 FOP	 NJ	 L-QR-°tr0'










36.0 P MGRAM NAME-	 FINFLD
36,1 PURPISE
IN O UT	 A	 FIELD	 NAME	 AND	 COMPARE	 TO FIELD	 NAMES	 IN FItLD
SN FC PF I CATION	 ARRAY, s
3h,2 I-I)PNT IF I CAT I IN
nATE-











62 LOCATIONS	 (76 OCTAL) p,
36, 3 DESCRIPTION
A	 CALLE R 	5 P EC1FlEt) i1F5SAGE	 I5	 OUTPUT	 SPECIFYING THE USE	 Td dE MADE
_IFO	 NAMP	 TO	 Hr-	 INPUT,
CHARACTERS L ARE CnM P AREn	 T o E A CH A FIFLD	 10.lNIFTAAMATCHEISIPRODUCtD,
THAT FIELD NUMAER	 IS RETURNED,	 OTHERWISE tERO FOR NO MATCH AND	 A
E ^1 FIR	 A BLA N K BUFFER,
'	 r 364 :USAGE
CALLING	 SEDUENCE:
CALL	 FINFLU(MES,IF,AM,MXFL•IPUF) a
MES _ ;	 MESSAGE NWmHFR Te OUTPU T,
i
I FI41 a	 F I FLD NUMBER	 OF FOUND F I ELD,
p
` MXFL =	 SET	 TO TOTAL	 IDS	 IN CORE,
IRIJF a	 BUFFER
	 TO	 READ	 IN	 FIELD	 NAME,







MINIS PROGRAM SPECII 'ICATION
`./	 37. 0 -- . PRMURAM	 NA'1E:-	 FLUFIN	 }
37,1 PURF .'iSF
'ADO.	 0FL _ TF',?E PLACF , MtlnIFY,	 OR	 LIST	 FIELD	 OEFINITIONS,	 }
37,2 ID'1:,-oTIFICATI lN
1)ATE-	 3 JULY,	 1975
REV1SIIN—
AJTH'ili-
	 R,L,Kf C-F'ER	 ( ?U5)- 883-17/8
j Chr^i r)TF'R	 --t)ATAC'F2A.f'1' 	 0024/3
LA` 00AGF. -	 FORTRAN	 IV
C(IRE	 SIZE-	 2100	 L fICAT I ONS	 (4U64	 OCTAL)
37,3 I)ESCRIDTIO N
THE;	 USER	 IS
	 RE(JU P STE;11	 T(J	 I 1NI PUT	 THE	 !)PSIHf= U	 Of EKATICN	 TYPE.	 THE
F 14ST	 LErT TF k	 Ur	 THE	 RE-5iPMNSE
	
uFTE~, RM I NFS	 TilF 	 AC T I (1N	 rAKE=N,	 FOR	 AUU,
RE P L. A CFP	 AMD	 flbU1FY	 ACTIONS	 THr.	 t1 SFR	 IS	 Irl l_l,'TRUCrEU	 TO	 ENTER	 EACH
SF Sll;:NT	 lF	 FIE:	 F I FLU	 UE Fl J i T i rani	 AFFEC TCL),	 FOR	 THE	 UFLFTE	 AC r I ON*
T1i`F:	 FIcLt1	 i(^	 iS	 C,HFC K Er^	 TU	 UF_fFltr^Il,i^	 IF	 -r	 IS	 A	 KEY	 FIELI),	 IF	 sus
A	 'lE;SSAU F
	 IS	 GIVEN	 TO	 pt _LE^ T E	 HF} r HFNCF.S	 TO	 T HE	 K F.Y	 FIELD	 E3EF` E H E 	 I T
CA N	 ;3 F_	 UEL.r' r FD,	 r1T ►4FRW I Sl~,	 l HE	 F I EL U	 UEzF-I N1 TI 014	 IS	 UFLETFr),	 CROSS_
PUINTE=ZS
	 ARE	 ADJUSTEDAN[) THE	 ASSOCIATFD	 MF-SSg,E	 IS	 DE LETLD	 rCK
TH ►=	 !.IST	 ACrI O 	,	 EACH	 SEGHF 10'	 Ft}	 THE	 FIELL	 I)FFINITION	 IS	 LISTED.
IF	 THE	 AC1T^^^1	 IS	 FXITr	 rf	 U'ER	 IS	 ASKE[)
	
IF	 THE	 PREVIOUS	 ^+igNGFS
Sri flULD
	 d 	 IFFECTF. . I).	 IF'	 S (Jr	 T HF,^	 ANPi3tlPRIATE	 ARRAYS	 ARE	 WKITIFN	 ON







38 9 0 PRIGRAM NAME-	 FLTPT
38.1 PURPOSE
CONVERT	 CE RT AI N FLOATING PRINTS TO HOST MACHINE FLOATING POINTS
38.2 I DENT I F I CA T I IN
DATE	 2-17-767
REVISI ONS












THE FOLLOWING FORMATS A R E CONVER TED TO THE	 HOST
• M ACHINE	 FLOATING	 POINT	 FORMAT,	
l
16 UTJ w0R0S- IN mvA- 	UATA	 GENERAL	 1 FLOATING	 POINT	 we RD - 2	 16	 SIT
WORDS 8IT	 n=S vxPN	 BITS	 1-7_FXP0NENT+64( v 1o0)	 HITS	 8-32(OR	 8-15	 AND
0-15 OF	 SECOND	 wMRn)=MANTISSA	 FX P ONENT	 INDICATES	 THE	 POSITION	 OF
THF_ DECIMAL' P OINT,	 AN	 EXPniVENT	 MF	 n	 PUTS	 THE	 DECIMAL	 POINT	 Td	 THE
F' LEFT OF	 HIT	 8,	 AN EXPONENT	 OF	 1	 W ILL	 PUT	 THE	 DECIMAL POINT	 TO	 THE
LEFT 5F	 9IT 12.-	 AN FXPONENT OF -1
	
WILL	 PUT	 THE DECIMAL	 POINT	 TO
' THE LEFT	 OF	 4 HITS	 OR HINARY	 nIGITS	 LEFT	 O F 	 HIT	 8,	 NEGATIVE
NIJMHF.RS(MANTISSA)
	
ARE	 INDICATED	 WHEN	 BIT	 0	 IS	 1	 AND	 ARE	 IiN	 SIGN
Y
MAGNITUUF FORMt
2 .3	 bfT WIRDS-DATACRAFT	 602473	 1	 FLOATING,	 POINT	 WORD=2-24	 SIT	 FY
WORDS.	 Wt5RDI	 PIT	 0=SIGN
	 BITS	 1,-23=MANT I_SSA	 W ORD	 2	 HIT	 1 6= SIGN	 OF	
F+
FX D M`IFNT	 BITS	 17-23=FX P bNENT	 NFGATIVE MANTISSAS	 AND FXPONENfS	 ARE









32	 BIT	 WORD	 81T
n _S I l.•	 3 LTS	 1-7=FXP fJNF_-MT+64	 HITS	 8-31 =MANT I SSA	 FXPUNENT S	ARE	 IN
POWERS
	






	 TWO'S	 CbMPL I MEN! T	 FORM.
32	 41'T	 W9Rn- IB M 	 36n	 1	 FLOATING	 PlINiT	 WMRn=1	 32	 BIT	 WORD	 BIT	 O=SIGN
P ITS	 1-7=FXP y NFNT	 +	 64	 HITS	 8-15=MANTI'SSA	 NEGATIVE	 MANTI-SSA	 VALUES
AR-	 IN	 S I G\)
	 MAGN ITIJDS FORM	 WITH	 P IT	 D	 = 1	 EXFONFNTS	 ARE	 IN	 POWERS
MF	 4,	 THE	 DECIMAL P I I %T	 IS	 TO THE L E FT	 IF	 SI T 	 8	 WHEN 	 THE	 EXPONENT
IS	 Q,
IF	 Al CONV;: HS I r.l N	 I S	 NEFIIED THE	 VAL(JE	 IS	 THAN.SFERRED FROM	 THE: ;INPUT











39 1 1 PUR131SF
SE:TU-3 	MUTPOT FORMAT, ANn HEAA DER S PECIFICATIRNS FOR OUTPUT REPORTS,- r
39.2 I UF ,4 T I F I CA T I'JN
_ (1ATk
	




	 CATHY	 J,	 FARLESS	 ( 2U5)	 883-1778 ;!r
°C04POTFR- DATACRAFT
	 6U24/3
r LAVG'9AC,E	 FORTRAN	 TV
CORE	 SIZE-	 1.387




FRIM	 A LIST	 IF








E: CALL	 FMATS ( ISTART,ISTflP,NCHAH#LCNT) s
I START
	 = 
_NO.	 9F FIRST	 ITEM	 TO
	
OUTPUT
I ST9P	 =.	 Nd,	 IF _LAST	 I TF.M	 TO	 OUTPUT
NCH4R	 =	 NO,	 OF CHARACTE16	 114 HFADtR FORMAT
LCNT	 =	 NO,
	
HF	 LINFS	 IN HEAUFH








I RIX PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
40.1) 11 H3 TRAM NA'AE.	 GFNATF a
4J.2 PU4 PISE
O' ENFRATE	 TWE RFOLIESTFI)	 INI)hX FILF	 AND	 ITS FILE UFF141TIUNO
4002 II)WIF ICATIn+v
R:G	
` R E;V I S I ON—
AUTHMR-	 C." J,
	
FARLF SS	 ( 205)	 883.1778 5
C0 14 POTFK-	 DATACRAF T 6024/3
ry













DATA BASF RECORD	 IS CALCULATI).	 THE N1IMNER VF' ti11'S NFEUED	 TH	 STLIR
T1iF r I FLIP	 15 Ex rRACu-n a	 ANri TeiF MINI M UM  NO,	 (IF WORDS FOR	 AiN	 I NUEX
ENTRY	 IS	 'CALCULATED.	 TwE	 FILE	 DF.0 lwi T ION	 IS	 STORE=l)	 IN
1b9F(4RTnk r ),	 TFIF;	 INIF X FILE	 15	 CKFA T Ell	 L4Y	 PACKING(PACKLP)FACH
t)ATA RASF	 REC0141 NIIMNER	 ANTI	 THE	 C g ORESPt)N	 ING	 FIELU	 VALUP	 AN[)
FI ►11T1 +SIC	 THc 	hNTriY	 I,v	 THE	 F1L(=.	 ni'TFk	 ALL	 FI4Ti21ES	 AHF	 MN	 F 1Lc=, ►	 ]HE
FILL-'	 IS	 SOR1F1) 6Y	 FIf-Ln	 VALU E 	IN	 ASCF tvlllMG	 ^1R FK,	 THE	 NUMHFR	 OF
ENTRIES
	 IN	 TWE	 F'ILF	 WILL	 t)i=	 F.011AL	 14)	 TWE	 Ntl e
	
OF	 DA T A	 8A S F	 Rt-CdRUS,
IF;	 TYPE	 s	 ?a	 THE	 INUFX	 F ILI:	 DEFI hIITInN	 IS	 LOCATED	 1:4	 10 E- 	 IHE_
MAWIMUM
	 Arun %thIMUMVAL OFS	 Al l:	 CALCUL_ATEng	 ALt_1NG	 WI r 	 SEGM.ENT
Sl 7E i	 ANII	 NU,A ryFR	 OF	 WO-I I)S FOR FACH F_mTHY.	 THE	 FILE
	 UkF I N I T i Cw	 IS
STOMP	 1:4	 ir'EF ( wRTI)FF)	 ANl)	 THE	 INDEX	 VILl`	 WRITTFilj	 ON	 1)1SC	 BY
ST )RING	 THE	 PM I NTER	 10	 THE	 INUF XFt)	 F I LE	 FOR	 EACH	 SEGtlEN I 'S




MIL01tif.-H	 OF	 ENTRIES	 IN	 T HE	 INUFX	 FILF	 WILL r.
Rk	 F^ ^l1AL
	
Ti	 T ►ii.	 MU?4^^F^t	 tlF	 fiEwGh1FNT5	 PLUS	 l r	 u^'N I CH	 I S	 RETURNPI),	 IN
MSF:(2';	 IF _TNk.	 NI O MPER	 MF	 HFCfi Rf)S	 IN	 T14F	 FILE	 IS	 RETURNFn	 FROM	 VIRTI)FF
AS	 0i	 NSFti	 I S SE T 	TO I),	 INntCATI N G 	 THAT W N TUFF (;MULU NOT `STOPF	 IHE
` F ILE
	
I1FF`IN1Ttiirti.	 OR	 THAT	 THE	 1NVFXF0 F"ILF COULD NOT	 RE	 FOUND.
40.4 USAGE
CALLING SF10fiNCe:
GALL I VENATi	 IFLn-NMPI EVEL, ITYPF	 NSFG#WOEW')
IF^t^r^^i	 =	 IEL n 	^•I	 kiar!R	 To	 INI)EX
LFVFL	 -	 EX	 L.L VGI_
ITY P E	 =_ TYPE	 I t I)EXIN(;
NSFC	 =	 R EOOr-S T ET)	 r►IU H ijF;k	 OF'	 SF:CMF.NTS




4 1 ..1 PURP ISF	 _ r
GENG3ATEP
	 UPDATE,	 AND P(LETE	 INDEX FILES,	 AND RECREATE	 INDEX FILES
WHEN	 U 0 0ATI NtG 	THE	 DATA	 BASE.
4 41•	 .2 1DFNTIFI CAT If,*V
Q4TF-	 5- 28 -75
r REV 13 1  ON—
AUTHIR-	 C. J.	 FARLrSS	 (205)	 88,3
	
177A
C04POTFR-	 DATACRAFT 6024 / 3 i
LA4(;OAGE-	 FORTAN	 IV `	 F




II'} T^1E	 F I 	 LD	 14U I1`3	 13	 i.'Fi4r],	 (;L f^!LIEX	 WILL	 R EGE N E R A T E	 ALL	 INDEX
-. FILES	 DE S C}R IRE• D	 IN	 THE	 I NI 1)I= X	 FILE	 T)FFINI'TIm4s( IDFr	 41-11)	 USINGi GENATE,	 A;yf) MAKF	 ANY	 N P CESSARY	 CH.	 !GFS	 TO	 THE	 FILE	 DCFINITIUNS,	 IF
' ITYP'r	 1S	 ZERO,	 GFNDEX	 ;BILL
	 )ELFTF	 THP	 INDEX	 FILE	 ANp	 ITS	 FILE











	 -THE	 R EQUE ST ED	 INOFX
FILL:	 USING,	 GFNATF.	 THE	 NOflPER	 OF	 ENT R IES	 IN THE	 INDEX	 FILE	 HILL	 HE




CALL	 GF'	 =	 N	 L` FL, ITYPE	 NSEG,WLIEVi ;.
IFLnNI	 =	 PIFLI)	 NUMaFRL	 0	 WHEN UPDATING	 DA-TA	 BASE)
LF.VFL
	
=	 LEVEL	 4 F 	 I f%IDFX	 '1r)	 GENERATE	 OR	 DELETE
` I T Y p ti , 	=	 TY P E	 OF	 I NitEX i NGF





=	 '2	 FOR	 L,LVFL
	 ?	 I NnE-X I KIG
Q	 WHF .J - DFLETIN(	 INDEX	 FILL
NsEC	 = -NUMBER OF SEGMf:NTS OF 	 INnEXEn FILE FOR LEVEL 2 t
i 1 Nf)FX1N!G.	 THE	 raUrjRr r1	 rlF	 kNTFtiFS	 IN	 THE	 GENERATED
F I I_r.	 1 S	 F2i:TUR vFvI N	 NISEG.
} WnEV
	 = nEv IcE	 NUmHER 
fiF_	
SORT	 WORK	 AREA
-	 0	 FMIR	 DISC
-
a NUM8ER A,;SIGNkn Tl1 MT FOR TAPE=,
.r
H-	 48





._-	 ey	 .._e.._	 .x	 _	 _..i	 •u....,.	 _	 .	 ._	 ^,.y,.ae__..
	
.m.	 ._ - w,,.. „e.,.^".4ar.A'm.:
MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION









NEXT	 CHA N AC T ER	 DURING THE
u
LEXICAL SCANNING P-ROCESS,
4 2,2 T•DFNTIF [CAT ION y
r,- PATE-	 25 OCTABER 1974











5o LOCATIONS	 (62 OCTAL) x
=
42,3 DESC R I PT ION
_g

















IF	 THE R E IS	 NO
MVFRFLOW,	 CONTROL




CALL TNG SEQUENCE: 3;
CALL	 GETNXT(L.APY.NSVE ► NEXT.ICHAR'Y,TCHH,NLIM,)




	 =	 POINTER TO	 START	 OF SYMBOL
	
IN	 IARY
NEXT	 =	 PdINTER	 TO CORRENT SYMRUL
	 IN	 IARY
ICHARY=	 OUTPUT	 ARRAY k
ICHR'	 _	 CURRPNT CHARACTER
	 FROM	 IARY
NL1M	 = MAX14JM CHARAC TER COONT
ORIGINAL PAGE ISw..
A-	 49
rMINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION 	 i

















LANGUA GF--	 F .)RI RAN	 I v'.:-
CORE
	 SI&-	 1:66 LOCATI O NS	 (246 OCTAL)
i
4<S.3	 DESCRIPT'IMN	 :}	 +
TH E 	 OF	 ^I'	 HANn
	
I S	 hf_T'FRM T NFI)
	
PY	 THE	 INPUT	 AHnUMEN I	
1 VAL
^	 ^^	 YI'f: 





OP	 IN T a R MF DIATH	 VAL U L, ':T ► 'il=_IP	 VALKS	 ARE	 E:XIRACVFD	 x
FRnK THE 4TH AND NTH 4KRnS	 IN THE	 DPSTGNAiTL;D	 QUAD	 OF	 THc	 QUAD
TAKE:	 A'' O	 R E-TUf'N0	 IN	 THE	 TOP	 AK	 UHLNI .	 ALL	 OTHER	 VALUE S , Of	 I VAS
AE4F
	 DIVInE,., n	 RY	 1000	 ANN	 1	 AID	 n	 TM	 DF	 RMINL-,	 THE	 WE,	 IHF.
RKMA NDE 	. IS	 STURE n	 IN NUM,
	
IF	 ITYNF=l (Mk	 IVAL	 IS	 LESS	 THAN
100051T	 15	 AN ELL M E_NT .	 TQ	 VALUE EF	 MOM OFTE=RMINFS WHICH &SME+NT 	 .
IN	 THE E.I_F"I_ yT 	ARRAY	 19	 RETURNpu	 IN	 TOP,	 I F	 THE	 TYPE	 IS	 2	 OR
3 (T DIAL	 IS	 PSFAT_	 PR	 THAN	 9 GOU	 ANN	 LESS	 THAN	 3000) r IT	 IS	 A
-CONSTA N T, _	 THE	 VALUE	 OF	 NUM	 DkWMINFS	 WHICH	 CONSTANT	 IN	 THt	 ICON
A RR AY
	I S	 T	










OF	 K	 UM	 I
^
 D I CATFS	 wEaE-WE	 N	 THP	
FI 
F	 D	 NUMHE ^t	 ARRAY7
THAT










1	 CALL	 O	 TO OK I VAi_ • 10P )
I V AL	 =	 OPFRA	 D	 VALUE	 FROM	 QUAD	 TA B?LF	 ='






44. 0 PROGRAM NA M E- 	 GETSMF^
44.1 PUPPMSE
I
s RETRIEVE: A SYMPOL FOR SUHRMU T INE LEXCAL AND	 WIFY	 THAT	 HMUT1NE
WHEN AN	 ILLEGAL SYMBOL OR THE END AF AN
	
INPUT L I NE	 IS`ENCOUi4TERED,
;z 44,2 1 DENT IFI CAT IMr '
All
_ DATE=
	 25 OCTM8ER 1974
REVISION-
f AUTHIR-
	 D.R.SANUERS	 ^Y^FGII A^ I'AG' N











	 ACCENTS	 THE	 I NIPOT	 ' AR R AY	 AND	 A	 POINTER	 TO	 'THE	 FIRST
CHA R ACTE R 	IN THE CURRENT SYMBOL	 IN	 THAT ARRAY,	 A	 TREE STRUCTURF	 IS
FOLL`JWFD
	












	 IS	 R E:'rUR NED
	
Try LEXCAL WITH	 A POINTER
	
TO THE	 NEXT






CALL	 GE'TSMR(IARY, IC, HARY#NCH, ITYPr=,NEX'f.LIMIT) x
IARY	 =	 INPUT- ARRAY
ICHARY=	 HUTP(Jf	 ARRAY $
NCH	 =' NO,	 MF CHARAOTFRS	 IN SYMROL
ITYPF
	 = TYPE OF SYMUML
















t NE:YT	 =	 POINTER	 TO CUR R ENT	 SYMRUL	 IN	 IARY
t
LI M 1 T	 =	 MAX IMUM NUMBER OF CHARACTERS	 IN	 IARYI









IF	 A SPECIFIED _POINT	 t)N	 FARTH	 IS	 ON	 A	 NARI ICULAH
M




REV I S I 9N-	 ADAPTED
	
FROM











CORE'	 S HF-	 121	 LOCAT I qNS	 (171	 ocTAL)
j
5




PH`1T`^	 Cty VE,	 a(~,	 SSUME Fl	 T5
	 Li F-	 00	 P.r	 L.l ICAL	 MILE•,	 IS	 CDMP^NS
A
 IED
FnR	 LAIITUDE	 Anll)	 PFARING	 Arai!)	 Cr',riPAFlIf!	 Tfl	 1HE: 	 SP ECIFIED	 POIN1'
• -	 x rt
4 7.4 LISAGE
CALL IN(	 SF'JUrNCt:






k L, C a	 =	 LONG I 1001:	 ciF	 PHUT(i.
BEA R 	=	 REA'lI N 	 OF	 SA1F'Lt_ITE. 1
LAS	 =	 LATITu r1 E	 OF	 P 01i\T
L95	 _	 LONGIT r !DE_	 rF	 P fi I N T










4o,U	 PRIG4AM NAME-	 IRJEP
F
4b, l	 PURP ISE
_
PR1VtDF A	 FIRTRAN	 ROUTINE	 TO	 DF.PAS1T	 ANY	 N-81T	 RYTE,
	
WHtRE
'V,t,F:24,• 	 1 4	 AN	 INTFGFR	 ARRAY't
` 46,2	 IDF-NTIFICATIlN
p ATF+	 10 SEPTEMBER 1974
REVIS10iv-
AUTH'I.R-1),R.SA NDGRS	 ( 205)-AE13-1778
	
QUAU1'1
C04POTEk-	 DCR b024 §	 .
LA`1GUAGE-	 ASSEMBLER




` THE	 SPECIFIE11	 FIRST	 RIT	 POSITION	 IS	 oIVIOLn
	 BY	 24	 T8	 DEi'FHMINE
WH I C%	 W0 ,RD (S)	 IN	 T14E	 TARGET	 ARRAY	 IS(ARE) 	 Td	 BE	 CHANGED,	 THE	 LAST
' iyR I TS I	 IF	 THE	 SMURCF WORD	 ARF,	 DEP F)S I TED	 IN	 THE	 TARGET	 ARRAY
BEGINNING	 AT	 UIT_PISITIBN	 'IFIR',	 IF	 THE	 INSERTED	 BYTE	 EXTFNDS
F3EY5VD	 THE	 LAST 	 BIT	 OF	 ONE	 WdriO r	 THE	 ADD I"T I ONAL
	
BITS	 GM	 INTM	 ]HE
NEXT W y Rn	 IN THE TARGET	 ARRAYS
46.4 '	 USAGE
CALLTN3	 SEQUENCE: }
CALL	 IdDEP (IFIH,NRITS ► ITARGT,ISflRCE)
I'FIR	 =	 FIRST	 SIT	 IN	 TARGET	 FOR	 BYTE,	 SEE	 NOTti,
N:31TS	 NM,	 OF
	 RITS	 TO	 RE	 DF.POSITEU`






IFIR	 lAY	 RE	 USED	 TO	 DFPMSIT	 THE	 I-TH	 RYTE	 OF	 ANY	 SIDE
ti
(UP
	 T f9	 24) ,I+N	 THE	 TARGET	 ARRAY,-	 FU.,	 IF	 USING
A	 dYTF	 SITE
	
IF	 15 AND dYTF	 NUMRER 11	 15	 TO HE	 UPPMSI"TED,
. SFT -ARUUMFNT	 TFIR=c3YTFSIfF*(6YTIw;4Ur1-1) 	 OR	 IVIH=150	 IN
THE
	 CALL TO	 IRDEP,
F7,77-777— 'e" A-7—
MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
4 7	 U PR'101A4	 NAmt:--	 I Qtx f
47, 1 P U R P'J S
PR'-IVIDF
	 A	 F^ORTRANI , rALLA;3L(-	 Flli q CTION	 TO	 FXTj4AGT	 ANY	 N-f3l T	 UYIF#
WH Z k L^	 N-LE.24,	 FRo kl	 Aiv	 INTFO'ER	 ARRAY,
17,2 IDENTIFICAT1,.4m
DA T b	 IU	 S^PTE I IHFR	 1974
REVISIliq -
AUTHIR-	 O.R.SANOFkS	 (205)-S83-1778
CC) 4P,") r^ti-	 DCR	 6U?4
L A 4 G') A G I-.-	 A S S L'A I I L E R
CW^U'	 Sl^F-	 6U	 LOCAT10*9S	 (74	 OCTAL)
THP	 SPFCIFIED	 RYTC,	MAY	 HF	 INTIRt-7LY	 WILTIAIN	 tJNF	 WORD	 WR	 PARIIALLY	 IN
EACH	 OF	 TW'l	 ADJACU'll'	 W'IWS.	 T H ^-	
F, I R 
Sr	 W I- I RD	 CONI'AINING	 ANY	 UF	 1' 11 E
QYTf:	 IS	 LoCATI-i ll	 PY	 ADDING	 THP	 ARRAY	 ADIMFSS	 I* (I	 THE	 ^'l RST	 ti I T
N ")'-i H ^: R	 D I V I J	 U	 I i y	 TtA(	 t3YIF-	 IS	 EXTRACIUD	 FROM	 THF	 APORdPRIATE
WURO(S)	 A ,g)	 T UIR k!	 RIGHT	 JUSTIFIF-J)	 THF	 UNOSFU	 LEADING	 RITS
7 -rRo p i),	 IF	 E R d	 (I	 Nt^(,ATIVE-	 til I'S	 Atifl-	 RL-f)uPSTEL)	 OR	 NRITS,GT-?4#	 AN
N i* I	 ,\ j.:-	 n	 I S	 p FT I M NI E i'l
47.4 U S A (i f-*
0 A L L I N r,	 Si : '-) 1 ) E i'JCI:'
I LIL X T	 I F I P , NIB 1 1`5	 1 vi 0 R D
R	 F' I RST	 6 1 T	 UF	 S^-(. EC	 ^3YTF	 (0-1-4)	 SEE:	 NUTE1,
I'JPITS	 iqljimll^*R	 OF	 bITS	 IN	 SF-LFCTFD	 R Y I'E:	 0 - 24
IWORD	 0'lkl)	 ARRAY	 CONITAIM1116	 tjC-SPiFD	 HYTE,
Nj fl T F I	 I F' I R	 M A Y	 13 1--	 1 J S U D	 1 0	 F, P	 - CT	 1* 14E	 I - I H	 HYTE	 0+	 A,\4Y	 SIZE
(UP	 T(l	 2. 11	 ril FS)	 11\1	 Tiif :	At^RAY	 1 WORD	 PG.#	 IF
	
DLSIRED
H y l, c-	 1;1^L-	 IS'	 1.7	 AN I L)	 THP	 BYTF	 IS	 16	 S E I






48.0 PIING?AM NA y E — 	VILANK
4891	 PURP'ISF
TEST CHARACTEH INPUT HUFFER FOR A PLANK ON IFRO LINE,
48.2	 1UFNTIFICATIRN



















THE FIRST 'N' CHARACTERS OF THE ARRAY ARE CHECKED FnN ZtRO OR	 ,I







IBUF	 B FFEO CONTAIN
	
a
	i 	 1:NCi ' NCHgR'
G	 CeNTIGUOUS CHARACTERS
f
NCH-AR = NUMBER MF CHARACTFH5 TO CHECK,
IFLAG	 0 FOR A iFHO RUFFFR,
-1 FOR A ?LANK NUFFF_R,
	
'X
+1 FOR CHARACTERS IN PUFFFR,






50 0 PRIGRA^ NA ME-	 IN(:hHD
50 9 1
 P U R P 9 S E	 s, CEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILM90
READ AND RETURN A COORDINATE,
A
.50.2 IDEAITIF[ CA T LIN	 o^yi"C	
x
DATE-	 17 SEPTEMBER, 1975
REVISIMN-
^	 r




C09E SIie- 49 LOCATIONS	 (61 dCTAL)
5U.3	 DESCRIPTION
A MESSAGE IS dUTPUT PKMMPTING THE USER TO ENTER A PARTICULAR
COIRD I NA TE, THE RFSPONSE IS SCA NNFO VIA SUBROUTINE ' COURD' FHOM
THE MERITS SYSTEM. FDK DEGREES AND MINUTES OF THE COORDINATt. IHE
ENTERED COIRDINATE TYPF IS CHECKFD AGAINST THE HEOUESTELD TYNE. IF








	 MESSAGE NUMBER O F
 
PROMPT S
ITYP = TYPE OF C(JbROINATF DESIRED
1 FOR LATTTVDF.
= 2 FOR LONG I TVnE.
MIN




51,0 PROGRAM NAME-	 INDEX
51 ,1 PURPOSF.
TO	 ALLflw	 THE USER	 TO CREATF ► 	 UPUATf	
`)R	
UELFTF	 INDE X FILES,
51,2i IDENTIF1r,ATI"INbr DA TE-^ 	 5-28-75
RE vI`+If?N—











ALLOWS	 THE:	 USER	 TO	 CF;E n TF, uI7 DATF=,	 OR 	 UFLETF	 INDEX	 F I LAS	 WITH
SURR'1 UTINF	 (;Fra1 -X.	 INDEX
	
ASKS	 FOR	 THE.	 FIELD	 N A M E	 IIAF	 INUFX
R CFE R F N GFS ► 	 PH11:NTS ;;(JT	 A	 rURRI-1vT	 bTATU r,	 RPPORT,	 ASKS	 FOR	 THE
REDUFSTFI)	 AC'f l r W	 (IF, NFRATF	 ('I PDATF.,	 MR	 U[ LETF)	 AND	 THE	 LEVEL	 AND	 NO
f`^FGN`dF1^.	 FhR	 F.ACH	 ACTi^Id,	 THE	 INPUTS	 ARF	 C H EC K ED	 FOR	 CORRECT	 -
( ISAGF	 A	 F ILE: CANNOT oF	 OPNCRATE D	 IF	 IT	 EXISTS	 AN1)	 CANNOT	 RE
w
L'PnA TFD
	 MR	 I)^=LF 1'F• [)	 IF	 IT	 jjo F.S	 NiOT	 F X I ST.	 IF	 A	 F I LF	 IS 	 UPDA LrU	 0 
1)CLL- TF1)	 FOR	 WH I CF-I	 FILE$	 (IF:'	 HIGHER	 LLUF LS	 F:X I ST,	 THE	 H I GHQ R	 [ EVELS
'MUST	 ACS')	 RE	 UPDATE-D	 fl, R	 0 E L F TE1).	 AFTF-H	 THE	 AC 1 10N	 HA S	HEEN
PERI'MRMED,
	
A	 HESSAfk	 LISTINi	 (HL	 AcTION	 TAKE-n1	 IS	 PRINT1 U	 OUI,	 THE
USER	 CAN	 TNFN	 PFOLJPST,	 EXI`fi(Tlc1 MINATING-	 IN'DFX)	 CFt	 CMNI INUF(NLXT
F 1`FLI)	 1 S	 ASKFU	 F in+k) .	 IF'	 E F2kOhS	 nRF	 MADE	 WHEN	 FNTFR 1 NG	 AN	 ACTION,
INDEX	 WILL
	
ASK	 FOR	 THE	 ACTION	 AGAIN.	 IF	 U	 1 1;	 FNTERj7D	 FOR	 LtVkL	 MR
NUM^3PP bF	 S1_PMF;TS,	 FIR CARR IAGF	 QFTURN	 IS EN T ERED	 FC)Fi	 ANY	 OTHER
_ REOURST ,	 I N DEX	 WILL
	








ti FNITF,R	 F I F-L U	 NAMF :	 (UP	 TO	 I?	 CHAHACTERS )
('F I FLn
	














ENTER ACTION(GENERATE,UPDATE,DELETE) 1 GE=NERATF 1 , lUPDATE . l fR6E/lLETEI x
G g	 P'1'ITy'




ENTER NOMPER OF SEGMENTS:
-NUMBER OF SEGMENTS
IF GENERATE OF UPDATE LEVEL
	 1;
ENTER	 WORKAREEA(DISC PA R	 TAPE): 'DISC'	 OR	 +TAPE1 
IF	
T
ENTER DEVICE NUMBER: DEVICE NUMBER ASSIGNED TM MT
AFTER ACTION HAS SEEN COMPLETED:
GENERATED INDEX LEVEL X FMR (-FIELD `NAME)	 NO,	 OF ENTRIES= XXXXXXX
UPDATED OR
DFLETED
EXIT_ . 8R	 t5NTINUE IFXIT'	 OR	 ICONTINUEI
FMR CINTINUE`:
	
PRMGRAM RETURNS TO +ENTER FIELD NAME















4	 >......^ ..'..,..<..w,•v,.'vw.w..wN.^w:;....,...a ...__.r,.«,...	 r.::. 	 _	 -.-r	 -._ ..^	 ....*._.,, v 	 . , 	 .. 	 .—	 —	 N^^aM•^.yy,,;.	 _
,




•32.0 Pk F)GRAM	 NAMF-	 1 r111\!T
52. i Pi r4 p iSF
.
F2!JUF5T	 ANT)	 ACCEPT	 AN	 1tvTFGFt?	 FROM	
THE
	 U5[~_k f 5	 TERMINAL,
r
52.2 IOFNTIFICATI`11v,








CfiMPOTEk-	 OATACRAF T 6024/3
LANGUAGE-
	 FORTRAN-IV
CORE SIZE-	 6U 0CATIM'S	 (74 OCTAL)
52.3— DESCRIPTION
THE
	 CALL.Fh	 S P F C I F 11 U
	




THk_STING USE ti	 ?d{ INPUT	 AN	 1611 r GFR,	 THE
	
INPUT	 IS	 ACCF P TFU	 AND	 C010FR j ell To	 AN
I',jTF: r,ErF	V I A	 1 I ri'IGI E '	 h F?ktil .13	 I n!	 T NF=	 I hdPUT	 STREAM	 ARE	 C I FkU AND T HE
F?F"aL!r:ST
	
k^ LSSr,c;F	 1S	 (1FPF'pTF=n,	 A	 PLANK	 INP UT 	 RUFFEfZ	 Ft( TUkrJ5 H	 riINUS
HNF:.	 A	 L 1J'iI T	 I S	 11`11"OSEO	 (iii 	 THE	 I n1 TF. Gr-,R 	R(* 1(JR1`,'E ),
5 2.:. 4 UsAGF- q
CALLING	 SEQUFNGE:
i
1VT	 =	 1 r,^I' l l (MESr16,MAXVAL)
I MF5NJ0
	 =	 HESSAGF	 IIUMl',WH	 OF	 RC-NUFST.
MAXVAL	 =	 MA XIMUM	 1(J'fFr,F, ► (	 VALUF	 RETURNC=Ii,
I	 T	 =	 INTEGE:F,	 VALUE? ht:SULT,










53.0 PR"MURAM	 NAME-	 INITAt
53.1 PURPISE
INITIALIFE INPUT DATA FOR fRSATEv	 OWGUOU PAGE IS }
53.2 ID'ENTIFI CAT IMN	 O$ BOOR QUALITY,
 
<.
BATE=	 ? -19-76 yB
REVISIMN-
AUTH g R •
	C.J.	 FARLESS	 (205)	 883-1778
I
' CO,MPUTER-	 DATACRAFT 602473
LANGUAGE-	 FORTRAN IV x





T HE USFR	 IS ASKED	 WHFTHER HE	 WISHES	 TO EXECUTE ON A
	 DEFA U LT	 MoUEr
Y









	 WILL HFOUEST THE USER TO	 ENTER	 THE	 INFO
CARD
	 THE	 FORMAT	 OF	 THE CARD	 Is	 AS F O LLOWS: A
CIL11	 =	 I,U * OR	 M	 (INITIAL.I7ATIt7N,UPDATF,40DIFY)
CML:'2 `=	 L	 IF LAREL	 RECORD ON RAW DATA	 TAPE
C9L , 8	 =	 INFn.	 AND	 OP — CARD	 DECKS	 INPUT	 DFVICF	 D—ISC,	 C — ARD READER
CML,9	 =	 RAW	 DATA	 INPUT	 DEVICE--C,T,	 OR	 D	 (CARDS.TAPE,DISC)
CCL;10-18	 =	 FILE	 NAME	 AND EXTFNSIflN(FMR	 DISC	 FNTRY'ONLY)	 y
C ML ,, 19-24
	
=	 NO,	 OF	 BYTES	 IN THE	 RAN DATA PHYSICAL HECORDO















=OL	 DT	 2048	 16432	 111110100000000UOOU00000
_
IF	 THE	 NC,	 OF	 RAW	 DATA	 RECOHnS -IS 	 LEFT BLANK,	 THE USER	 WILL	 RE
.' ASKED
	
TM	 INPUT	 THEM. ,.




DECK	 IS READ	 IN	 AND	 THE
	
OP




















THIGnER THE	 INSERTION MF	 SAVEU TEXT
54.2 1DSINTIFIC,ATI914  j^3A`^^









'INSERT'	 PLACES THE SYMBOL
	 TAHLE	 P@INTER FMR	 THG	 SAVED	 TEXIIS
SYHf3ML NAME	 IN CELL 5 MF	 THE CmmTAR COMMON AREA,
54,4 USAGE
CALLING SEUENCE: s
I NS ERT	 (TEXTNAME)
ais
TEXTNAME =




,- _,may-^, 	 .,.-...g.	 _	 _.......	 a	 ,:..	 _.	 __	 .	 _	
_	 z-.:;
	
...___.. __	 . °•.
z
MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
55.0 PR` Gg AM NAME-	 INTERP
55.1 PU4P`iSF
IVTE ^PRNT	 C34MANDS	 THAT	 APPEAR	 Im THE OUAU	 TABLE
55.2 1tD q ^,TI- ICATVIN
DATE =
	24	 JAN i IARY	 1975
REVISION-
AUTHIR-





LA 14GdAr,E-	 FORTRAN	 tv
CORE	 S1f_E-	 369	 LOCIATImNS	 (561	 ocTAL)
55.5 DESC^I'T10k,
<I
A	 :1 0I,NTER	 TJ	 THE _FIRST	 (JUAI)	 IN	 A:	 CfIMMAND
	
IS	 SEMI'	 AS	 AN	 ARGUmrNT	 Td
THIS	 ROUTI\!`.	 niEXl'
	 IS	 Sr_I	 TO THE	 rJFXT	 OUAU ^	 1 ► I	 IHEXF^g M
^+I h - ^^I n f^ 	 (;MW-,Ar^ p 	S	 AUTOMATI CALLY' F	 rCUTF	
+
D	 A - DtLAyEx
CUM'^A^J 1)	 CA` J ` PS	 TuE	 1^t1 !: UIgTF_	 W),)F	 FLAG	 Ti'I	 y t 	 KFS[-T.	 IN	 THE	 t)EIAYFU
M5DE	 ONLY	 I: •4\+ r1)IA'rW	 SU,;R0LJTJ.NE	 CALLS	 ARE	 !'I A OF , 	ALL	 OTHER	 CUMMANUS
A E:	 I G' 0 R F_1)	 IJ.vT I I_	 AN	 ' FXFCOTE +	 C f' MMANID




CALL	 I \ fFRP(IJ9T, NFXT )
JUST	 =	 PCIf4Tf. •\,	 Tf)	 STAR FING	 OUAtl




— MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
i




CHARACTER STRING TO AN	 INTEGER, _	 .a
56,2 L p ENTIFICATION -
DATE-6 








f ► ATACRAFT	 6024/3
LAVt;UAGE — 	FORTRAN—IV
CORE SHE-
	 10 LOCATIONS	 (147 ,OCTAL) 1
56.3 DESCRIPTION!
'NDIGI T '	 C H A R AC T ERS	 ARE	 EXAMINED	 TA	 RUILn	 AN	 INTEGER:	 VALUE ,	FHbM
'IARAY',	 PLANKS	 ARE
	 IGNORED,	 A	 MINUS	 SIGN	 ANYWHERE	 IN	 THE	 FIELD
NEGATES THE
	
RESULT EXCEPT	 IN CASE OF SUBSEQUENT ERRORS * '	 ANY dTHE.R












TNUIGIT	 =	 NUMRER	 OF	 DIGITS	 IN	 STRING S
". IFIRST	 =	 FIRST	 CHARACT'EN	 PtISITION	 IN	 STRING,
IERR9`R	 a	 ERRMR	 FLAG	 SET	 AS	 FMLLOWS:, f`
0	 Fflk	 SL1CCESSFVL
	
CONVFRS I MN ;.





58.0 PRIGRAM NAHE-	 KGCAW
f
'	 58.1 PUQP9SE
Tl SCAN AN INPUT ARRAY AND RETURN THE PRMPER CODE FOR THE
CHARaCTE R FOUND (Fftk USE HY SUAkMUTINE COORD),	 V
58;2	 IpENTIFICATIr%_





REV I S 1 AN-
	















FAC H CHARACTF. H IS COMPARED AGAINST THE ALLt)wED LIST, IF FOUND, THE
FuN TION IS SET TD THE COkPESPONDING CODE,	 IF NOT FCUNU, THE
FUNICTIMN IS SET TO 9 (ABORT)	 r



















.9 ,1 .4	 L)SA(]r.
jN	 KSCA11(K)	
K = 'CHARACTER:S (I XTRACTED RY LXTFt )





	 NAME-	 K I I M P A R	 --
59.1 p t) =2F'SF y
CU"1PARF
	
TW'l ;iYTE STRINGS	 OF	 ANY LENGTH HEGINING AT
	 ANY	 CHARACIEI?
P0SITI;;;v,
59,2 1D Fr^TIFI CAT IMN
I)A Tf 6- 23 OCT(mr-R
	 1974
RE V I S 10N–
a
AUTHIR• ^t,l ,KE( F^k ,	 t?D'a)-6j33-17'711
CIJ^iP0T`FR- 00ACRAFT 6024/3
LA G0AGE- FORTRA4-1V




1,41'iv'	 RYTi:S	 IF" THE TWO G'A A R A ( TC-R
	 ARk COMPARED ONF AT A
	
TIME





s	 t<!J r1f'nR(IAiiYrIf3l,JnnY ► ,JE31.,(ti3YT)
j




.JARY -	 SL-00 1\ 1 r)	 CHARACTFR	 APRAY.
181 -	 FIRST	 CHA H ACTLR 	 P USITIMIN	 IN	 IARY@
J131- =	 FIRSTRS 	 (:HA RACTri?	 puS I T I ri,i	 I N 	 JARY,
y rlYT NUMFJI =1i 	 OF	 HYTES	 T(°i	 C0MPAPF-
IF'LA ; - FUNCTI ON VAL UE Uc r.Jr.r RETUPN _6p 
0 FOR	 HOT1i	 f WAL,
+1	 F) , l	 IA','Y	 ALP 14 AIII-TICAL_LY	 HEYOND	 JARY.











COlV=HT	 AN	 INPUT	 L I "J E	 INTO	 INTERNAL
	
FORM FOR 	ANALYSIS	 BY
S 4RIUT I NE PARSE.
60,2 IDP- NTIF1CATIMN







rOMPOTFR—	 IGR 60?4/3 ^giGINAT% PAGE
qU A1ATY
-	 R ^^+ 
RppR
t -LA.AGOAGE	 FO T RAN	 1 V
CORE SIZE—	 131 LOCATIONS	 (2113 OCTAL)
60.3 DESCRIPTION
LEXCAL CALLS GETSMB T9 BU ILD THE NEXT SYM81L FROM AN	 INPUT	 LINE,
CA ►-L S CHKSYM	 Tn	 INSURE	 ITS	 E XISTENCE	 IN	 THE	 SYMROL	 TABLE	 OR
RESERVFU-WIRD
	 LIST	 AND	 TO PRO01.)CF	 AN	 INTV-K^:AL INTEGER	 CODE.	 AND
CALLS MAKS g N Tm STMRE	 THE CODE	 IN	 l ISENt,	 T81S PROCESS	 I S _REPEATED
FOR -EVERY SYMOL	 IN THE
	
INPUT LINE,	 AN ERROR CHECK	 15	 MADE	 ON
RETURNIAG FRIM EACH SUBROUTINE CALLED AY LEXCAL,
60,4 USAGE
CALLING 	 SEDUENC.E:
.	 RY:P LSEN,LAST,'IRESwD ► IER)AL (IqCALL	 LFXC.
.^
 .
IAR1	 =	 INPUT	 ARRAY
ISE'N	 =	 uJERNAL SENTENCE	 ARRAY
LAST	 e	 LOCATION	 OF	 LAST ENTRY	 IN	 1 1SEN1
IRFSWU=
	
R ESE R VFD	 WMRD LIST
I	 r IER	 =	 ERROR CODES
1	 =	 ILLEGAL SYMBOL
2 = TMO MANY SYMBMLS	 IN SFNTENCF










7 = CMNSTANT ` TABLE f1VFHFLMW
e
-	 6 9 ^::
MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
(1 1.0 P R9(-' a A'1 	 NAME:-	 LIWIN	 n..
51,1 PURN'lS^
R FAU A LINF=	AND RFTURW RFUW--S1EU -N(iilPLR OF	 CHA'P,ACTERS
,x
61,2 11) x=P . T I F I CA T J `JN
1)A TF' -	 23	 UCT rifi1:K,	 1974
REVIiibIN- :«
AUTH`ik-





CORE:	 SHE-	 66 LOCA (IONS	 (1,SQ	 OCTAL)
61.3 DESCRIPTIU v
A	 L I'`!F;	 I S	 R C A IJ	 IM	 FFtf?M	 THE	 tr)F?MALI;JNUT	 IIF :"LI (;E
	
AND	 THE	 F' IRST	 r N t
CFjAkACTERS	 A R F	 TP,ANSV ERkF1)
	 To	 THE	 CALLi:R I S	 ARRAY.	 1F.




THE:	 Gt^11M(IN	 huFF E K




















Ff -	 7 tI
_	 F
MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION




	 LI N E	 (THAT	 1S TERMINATFU 9Y A	 NULL
	 CHARACTER)	 FR04	 !HE
USFR MESAGF FILE,
62.2 IUEVTIFICATION









COR E SIZE-	 9 8 LOC A TIONS	 ( S42 MCTAL)
62.3 GESC41PTI ON
IF	 ' ISTART'	 IS ONE,
	
THE
	 BY T E CA UN T	 IS READ FROM THE	 USER	 MESSAGE
FILE AND	 SAVED	 IN




ARE REAL	 INTI	 'IRUFR 9 A ND
	
THE	 BUFFER	 IS	 SCANNED	 UNTIL	 A	 NULL
CHARACTER	 IS FMUND..
	
BLANKS	 ARP STORFU FROM	 THAT POINT
	
TO	 THE	 LNp
MF	 ItRUFRI,	 AND THE
	
NEXT AVAILABLE 8YTF










	 =	 INPUT	 BUFFER	 (LARGE	 FNOUGH
	 T8 HOLD	 'IREC.LN'	 BYTES)
I RECLNI-—=
	
NAX I MU^A	 LINE	 SITE	 IN
	
SYTFS




HYTE	 POINTER	 IN	 MESSAGE	 FILE
(INPUT	 1	 TM	 INITIALI;I t	 THE	 FILF 'READ) -	 :1
(OUTPUTS
	 PMINTFR	 TO	 NEXT	 AVAILABLE BYTE)
(OUTPUTS
	 —	
TO	 I NDICATF	 I: ND	 IF 	 FILE)
NRYTE
	 = NUMHER OF BYTES	 IN MPSSASE








1Q.0 PRfIGIAM	 " I A A E 	 LRERCH
63,1 PURE IS`C
I	







t D A T F	 17	 SFPTrMt3FR,	 1975 R-^
R EV I S  n -	 Al.)APTEn F ROM MFRI TS SUR OF	 SAMF NAME
AUTWiR-
	 R. L , KEFF FR	 (205)	 663-1778
C0"P,")TFR-	 f)ATACRAFT	 6024/3
LANGJAGE-	 FORTRAN	 IV
CORE	 STFF-	 90	 LMCATIO'., S	 (13?	 OCTAL)`
06. .3 flFSC:-31PTIUN
THI_	 A,RrA
	 U H F T NF0	 BY	 THF'	 CALL I N ,	 Al2rLM6t,ITS,	 OR	 BY	 THE	 CALLING	 POINT 




THE,	 I LATL O N'	 INUEX`
FOR	 ^(^ ;Sli1	 LF P'j()TIj	 Ct)VF11AGF,	 IF	 THE	 SFARGH	 IS FCR	 A	 PUINI r	 THE
SE_AtZC#1
	 15	 't^<F'r'^I1N,f	 FWN;	 A	 SGIUquE	 AROUNDTFiF	 POINT,
66.4 115AGP
CALLIN(I W4 j
CALL	 I_SFI^(`Ii( LAL,L1tHrLryL ► Lf1HolVPO5.E.INDF-X)
LALrLAM ► L'1L ,Lrt}1	 =	 LOWPIF 	AND	 UPPFH	 LATITUDE	 A 1I)	 SMALLER
AN10	 LARGE I^	 L.&'lGITl.DC-.,
INat'1S	 a	 NU"10E.R	 OF	 PHO T(I i	 Ft1UN'1)	 IN 	 ARF,A,_
LINDEX










64.0 PFt9GRAM NAME-	 MAKSEN
t.
64,1 PURPISF










AUTH'iR-	 Q. R. SANUFHS.	 OIL
CCMP0TFR-	 DCR 6024
L.ANGOAr;E-	 FORTRAN) IV
C6RE SIZE • 31 LMCATIONS	 ( 37 OCTAL)
64,3	 DESCRIPTION+
MAKSFN CHECKS THE NUMBFR OF SYMBOLS IN THE SENTENCE ALR EADY# AND




-CALL MAKSEN ( ISFN,LAST , IENTRY,IER)
ISEN = SENTENCE ARRAY
LAST	 NUM, OF LAST LDCATION USED IN IISENt	 s'
IEKI TRY % INTERNAL FfjRM OF NEXT SYMBOL





65. 0 	 PROGRAM NA4E-	 MERGER
' 65.1	 PU^if'H5E




















CORt 	S I?F.-	 1358	 LMCAT I ONS	 ( 25`16	 tJC'TAL)
r 1^ 	 3	 nESCR I PT I ON
THE
	
DISC	 F j LF	 ' 1 F j L l N'	 IS	 ASStJMF-iI	 TO	 3E 	 EjKf1KEN	 INTtl	 ' NSEG
a' SF(?i•IENTS	 OF	 ' I PSF(;'	 I1'(°MS	 P A C H.	 THE 'WOPK I W3	 RUFFFR-' RUF°' 	 19	 f;RtiKFf
INTO	 o NSE(;!	 SECT 10\1S	 OF	 t N 1 TMv	 ITEMS	 FAC:H,	 t N I1 M=L8UF/ I TMSt /NSEG,
NIHERF
	 I I TMSI' =	 I F" I L.11l I 055) /NRW	 ANrU	 N Q W	 =	 NM q	 OF	 tiYl'FS	 PER	 WORD).	 A
PtJl pJTE:R	 (ICUR(j))	 IS	 MAj p.lT p pJED.FdR	 EACH	 Cr^i2F	 SFGMENT	 INI)1CATIN(;
THE	 CURRENT	 ITFN	 (1F	 THA f	 SE?GMENl	 TO	 ICE	 "i b R GFD	 W I TH	 THF.	 CURRi=NT V
I TEre	 OF	 FAC V i	 VF	 TrLF	 o T H F. R	 IvSE(i'	 SE:GMf N'TS,	 AN	 I THM	 NUMuER` _
' SFtMFWT	 INh	
_
Il'F: INtt( 1 )'	 IS	 MAINTAII\!F:R	 F f^ft	 F A (%H	 FILE	 ICATI^NG	 THE I
FIRST 
	 11'FM` ^dUi^1NFR	 (IF	 THE	 NEXT
	
N j T'L + - I TF r+S	 TO	 BE
	
READ	 WHEra	 THE
CO9f*,PSPf)"'D I lq G 	 CU R E'	 SF(i` ENT	 IS	 FNPT I E I),
- ME;RG I NG




Tr,	 TV{E	 CORE	 SECMF-NT	 Co( ,4TAININr	 THc	 NL XT
S MAL LEST	 jIFM.	 THE	 S M ALLEST 	 jTFr,	(SrIaLLESI	 "IEANI ►VU	 L 0 w L S T -
MA VIITLIDF	 SORT	 KFY)	 jS	 Mf)V1= U	 1 ^]	 nw	 t)IlTF,UT'	 H IUFFP R .	 THE	 POINTFR	 Th_ t
THE:
	
SEGMENT	 P RMVIF)I-vr	 THE=	 tiM4LL.	 ST	 ITEM	 IS	 ADJ'USTEI)	 TO	 SELFUT	 fHE




THE	 THRF g Lrr""n
	
PUFF FR	 POI NTERS	 THRFnI.) (I )' ,	 TtlR,	 ,	 I	 i'	 T'RkTF= ^^^tl n E~	 ITS	 POSITION	 Ir	 T}{F	 StJHTFE)	 LIST,	 WHF	 ITS	 POSITION -	 I5
I3 S T ARL I SWE•II,	 THETHRFAO	 IS	 S I 'L I (;FEU	 TO	 LINK	 IN	 TriF	 N-w	 I TF-M;
AS	 EACH	 NF.0	 jTF , m	 R`Gt1MFs	 r U kRFN T r	 ITS	 SMRT	 KEY	 IS	 1_XT10CTEDI l
PPSITI`J NFD,	 AtvC ` PUT	 IN	 A	 SORT	 KFY	 BUFF PR	 FOR	 CONVENIE,vCE	 IN
SU^'SSF(^IJEN'T
	
(3 9M'R g RjRU' p JS ' j
FACFr
	 T I MF	 THF	 LAST	 I TE''I 	 N	 A	 GOOF	 skr MFNT	 IS	 MMVE= p	 TH	 I H43	 OUTPUT
DUFFER	 A N
	I /M	 CALL	 IS	 '°r AI)F	 TO	 REFILL	 THE	 Ctr'iiF	 SEGMPNT,	 THr	 LAST
R F,'1)	 OF	 A	 SI~GhF:NT	 MAY	 <<J()T	 FILL	 THE	 CC)HF-	 PUF'i'FR	 AVAILABLE	 To	 THAT
SEGMENT.	 IN	 SUCH	 r.ASE^,	 THF	 UNFILLFV
	
P0 1 "11'0N	 OF	 THE	 13UFF ER	 IStERt:FL








t IFILIN(1-5)	 =	 I`.PUT	 FILE	 DEFINITION	 ARRAY AS	 FOLLOWS:
0-3)
	
c FILF NAME	 (3A2)
I (4)	 2	 Nil,	 OF	 ITEMS	 IN	 FILE, =
r (5)	 = NO,	 of	 9-RIT	 RYTES PER	 ITFM.
IFILOT(1-5)	 =	 OUTPUT	 FILE
	
UFFINITION	 AS	 AROVE, t.
K1	 24IRST 81T	 NM,	 OF SORT KEY,
?._
	 LAST
	 HIT	 NO.	 mF	 SMHT	 KEY,




= NO,	 OF	 ITEMS PER	 SEGMENT
6UF	 = WMRK I NG 8UFFER,
LRUF	 : LENGTH MF WORKING BUFFER
j InUT	 2 OUTPUT I)EVICE NO

















CRFATF	 A	 MESHED	 CHARACTER FROM A	 FILE	 DEFINITION	 THAT	 WILL	 HE
UN I UUE FIR	 FACH	 DATA	 6 AS F,
66,2 1 DFNTIF I CATI "N
PATE-	 11-26-75
RL.V I S I MN-
AUTH!IR-,
	r,.J*t	 FARLE ,^ S	 (205) 88S-1778
Cb l^PUTFR-	 DATACRAFT	 6024/3
L A ^l G 0 A G, E-	 FORTRAN	 IV
C09E SI?F-	 50	 LOCATIONS	 (62 OCTAL)
66.3 DRSO I P I'l 0 \1
THF	 CHARAC T F-RS	 R, E Q U r-I 1\1	 T H F	 STeli FILE	 DFFIN	 Ti	 N(NA
	 A	 E	 HFD
S T	 tj	 THp	 FOLLMAM,
	
ALf,,ORITHIM:
X	 =	 (Y	 XfiR.	 CHAR)	 RMTAT. 1,
X	 =	 X	 AND,	 1^-, I








6790 PRnG R AM NA M E-	 MFSMAN'
67.1 PURPISE
PRMVIDF	 CA Z ARILITY	 TM ADDp	 D6LFTF#	 RFPLACks	 LIST*	 PACK#	 OR	 CHANGE
NU4RPRS MF USER MESSAGCS,
67.2 IVFNTIFICAT11N







CORE	 S12E - 	 1667	 LnCATIONS	 (3203	 OCTAL)
57.3 DESCRIPTIoN
'M q S M AN'	 MAY Be	 ENTERED
	
IN A	 CMNVERSATIONAL MODE F OR	 ANY	 OF	 THE
MESSAGE
	
MANI P ULATIMN FPATURESP	 OR ONDER	 P Rfl(GRAM	 CONTROL
	
To	 nELETE




	 MES S AGE	 NUMBER,	 IN	 REPLACE	 OR	 WRITE
OPERATIONS	 THE
	 MESSAGE	 IS	 WRITTEN	 IN PLACE OF	 THE PRIOR M ES S AGE	 IF
RalM	 IS	 AVAILABLE,	 THE	 CALLING MPFRATION	 TYPE CMDE	 IS CHECKED FOR
A	 LEGAL	 NUMBER.	 IF	 LEGAL,	 THE
	
A PPH(T-P-R I A rP	 MPERATION	 is
STAR T ED, ( IIP =	 1-ADOP
	
2-REPLACE,	 3-DELETE•	 4-FXIIP	 5-PACK •	 6-LISTP
7-CHANGE,	 9- W RITE,	 OTHFR-ENITFH	 DIALOG)	 ILLEGAL
	
OP	 CODES ENTER	 THE
DIALIG
	
ARGUHFNT	 SETUP	 SECTION,	 THE	 Aun	 MPFRATION,	 AFTER	 CHFCRING
FOR	 IR	 A S SIG N I N G	 A	 LEGAL	 ME SS AGE	 NUMBER,	 RF(liLJ ES T S	 AND	 ACCEPTS	 THE
NEW	 M FSSAG C	INTO	 SCRATCH CMMIKION	 'REUSE',
	




	 4ESSAGEP	 IT'S	 MUM8FRa	 AND	 IT' S	L-F:N(.,,TH	 ARF	 TRANSFERRED
TO	
THE	
MP- S S A 	 A	 BLANK LINE
	
THE MES S AGE	 FILE&	 F I L F	 UPON	 INPUT	 OF
LENGTH
	
IS	 ADJUSTED -AND	 THE	 DIALOG	 IS	 RESUMFI),
FOR	 I RE P LA7,E l•	THE OLD	 MESSAGE	 IS	 0CATED	 AND	 SIZED.	 THE	 NEW
ME"SAGE	 IS	 1'4P(JT	 AND	 M r-ASURED	 TO	 DFTERmI K, L; 	IF	 II	 WILL	 FI T 	 IN	 THE
-flLf)	 MESSAGE	 AREA,	 THE	 OLD
	
MESSAGE	 IS	 DELETES ANr)	 THE	 NE W	MESSAGE
-(E P LACFS	 IT	 MR	 ADDS	 To	 THE END	 OF	 THE	 MESSAGE FILE,
THE	 'WRITE'	 IPF R ATitm	 IS	 THE	 SAME	 AS	 T HE	 REPLACE	 OPE R ATI O N	 FXcEPT
IS	 1,Nj	 THE	 CALLING	 STPING.	 ALSO,THE	 -^Ew	 MESSAUF-	 IF	 THE FIRST	 WORD














I	 MUT	 THr	 M ^SSAGP
	 AND	 THE	 I INIDEX	 E N I R 
	 ANA	 ouTF'U I S	 AN
AGKN 7v► LED(j': MFNT	 MESSAGE:
'EXIT'	 CLOS E S	 THF	 MF5SAGF
	
FILE	 A N D EXITS	 THE	 ROUTINES
'PACK' DUBS	 IN MFS'SAGE OmRERS FOR EACH FNTRY OF	 THE	 INDEX ► 	 RFADS
AND	 R'EWR 1 T``=S	 TI-IF_	 MFSSAr.,E
	 FILE,	 Sit I PP 1 LNG
	
ALL	 JEHCJ	 Lf1CAT I ONS r	 AND
REGENERATES ' THF





L I ST	 MUTPOTS	 ALL	 M E S SAGES	 A 1I)
	
THE I R	 NUMHFRS
	
BFTWEF'N	 THE
S PP C IFIED	 LIMITS















M ESH 6,1V(BIJFFR#Mr"-SNOoNCHAR# I('IPT_N)
u	 ,




rjrHAl,	 =	 rvfl,,	 CHARACTFHS	 114
	
HOFF Eft
	 FOR	 ' WR I TF'
-1





3	 F OR	 DELETE;
4 FOR	 EXIT
5	 F t;R	 P :A CK
6 'FMR	 LIST
_	 I	 F 0 R	 CE1ANGC
6	 FC)R	 eq R I Tk









i 68,0 PR9GRAM NAME-	 MF.SOUT
6h, 1 PURPISF
MUTPUT SYSTEM OR USER MESSAGES ON USERIS TERMINAL
58 0 2	 IDENTIFICATI ffN__











f	 LANGOAGE=	 FORTRAN IV
CURE SIDE- 619 LOCATIONS 	 (1153 OCTAL)
r
58.3 DESCRIPTION
THE 'CALLING ARGUMENT IS TESTED TO DE TERMINE IF THE MESSAGE IS A
SYSTEM MESSAGF(aRG>1000) Of? A USER MESSAGE,(1-1000)	 IFh	 fHE
MESSAG
	
E IS A SYSTEM N,IESSAGF, THE SYSTEM FILE INDFX IS REAU F NR THE 	 a
ME;5AGF START LOCATION IN THE FILE, FOR USER MESSAGES, T HE INUEX
FNT:R;Y IS LN CORE. THE START OF THE MESSAGE I S CHEC K ED TO DFfEHMINE
THE 'MESSAGE LENGTH (FIRST WORD OF MESSAGE) A ND THE LEFT HAND
MAR iGIN(NUM9ER OF LFADI NIG RLANKS).	 THE MESSAGE IS ALTERNATELY READ	 j
INTO TWO 150 BYTE RUFFF.RS WITH THE NFXT RUFFER BEING Flt LEU EACH
TIMF THE CURRENT LINE FXTEMDS AEYOND THE CURRENT BUFFER, EAC H LINE
t To dF OUTPUT IS SC4NNE0 TO FIND THE NUMSFK OF RLANKS AND THt LAST
NON-aLANK CHARACTER, THE LI NE IS TRANSFERRED To THE 1/0 COMMON





MESNUM	 MESSAGF NIUMSFR TO RE OUTPUT
r
= 1-10Dd FIR USER SUPPLIED MESSAGES
1 X01 ' ANU Ufa




61.(' W--)URAm	 N1	 m -	 rtIrdDLX
;r
t. y
,1 P UR F"ISF
TC	 C 2 f:AII-	 Trir.
 '',I.ATL•'i\i	 FILE	 ANI)	 (11NUF-X	 FILF=	 FOR	 A	 MERITS	 DATA	 RASE:
CkP/tTF KIM,







	 C..I.FAIILE5c+	 (205)	 886	 177Pi







CCRF-	 S I ZF-S75
	 Lfic%► Tl r ^lvs	 (Ztuo	 O CTAL) .'
r
ASSU^IMJNIG	 T HAI ' -1HE	 DA T A	 RASE	 H A S	 LAC= Efl!	 MERGFI)	 A I` J U1 S 	READY.	 F 	 L	 L




	 F. (R	 F,ACH	 I;ATA' RA5t_	 RF = (;riRD,	 _I_AT	 I5	 RIASED	 HY	 5400





5 4 (;(l	 I'I ` INul-p s i 	LCN	 IS	 BIASED	 BY	 IO800
M. I NUTF.S (1 H n
	




VA1. 1 1E`>	 (IF	 LON	 LF5S	 THA N	0	 OH	 tjf<E_A I ER
I THAN	 2.1bn0	 A RE:	 SFT	 TO	 10800	 '1INUTES.	 LAT	 IS 1)1VIREU	 1N1'0	 2	 WORDS
r. LATD(L,ATIrODP
	
I 	 I)PURE- PS) - AND	 LA T M(LAIITF)UF^
	
MI MU TE S ).	 THESE	 VALUES	 }
AL )2,•G	 b+1 T14	 1'1­ 1E	RF-U),lP	 *'UMRF-ti	 ARb	 PACKI=I?	 INTO	 48	 PITS	 AS	 FbLL0wS:
6	 T	 0
61 T	 I -8	 =	 LATI)
R T 1	 9-2 5	 =	 LUr!
r3l T	 24-29=	 LATE
R T I'	 30 -47_ _ RECORD	 ;^IJ" tEf?-1	 i
LAT	 ^1U5T	 l^F	 FiFLD	 ^t^tiisf = k	 4_AJJU	 LL:1N	 1°iUST	 RF	 FIELD	 NUMyEF25.-	 THE I
r
S 	 c	 cRI	 UIi- A dT	 PILE 	 15	 ; ^RTt' I ► 	 ON	 13 I TS	 0-23	 AW)	 STtiRfE-
	
(^N	 171 SG	 A5	 1 HE	 I
i
LA1'LaN 	 F I L!=,
TtiE	 1,JINI)E-X	 FILE	 C0N1A1'',S	 1.8(,	 I- NTRIES	 FACH	 (CRRFSFUNOIIvG	 10	 1FIE
FvT ,iY	 ^,i^1^1^;cJ^
-1 	 NUrIf^I-	 fif	 Il I GKE.F5,	 THE	 LA1LU^	 r ILF	 IS	 SFARCHLD,





ThTS	 RFG')kf)	 ItU`Ati FR	 1 l;	 ,I RITTt N;A5	 `TF.'F	 LNTRY	 OF	 THE'	 FILE,
	
IF	 THERE	 ^,
r . IS	 A'i	 t_ATL^IN	 R`FC^ t Rn	 rIF	 A	 (;t = K T AIN	 NUMIP'R	 19 F'
	
IJPfjRI:FS ► 	 THE	 ENIfly	 IS
S^	 T	 T O 	 111F,	 kPCXRD	 NI LJ M EtFt1CJF	 Trig=	 LAST	 t tJ1RY,,
I
UI \.OFX
	 Rf_-Ci"1'^'i1	 U	 =^I
	
ULI';RE ES	 F i^T( Ywf>	CUflE)
	
t!Ut?fJER	 (f	 1	 = 2	 DEGREE
f1- ; 80
yr
=RECORD OF THE FIRST LATLMN WFCMRD HF 1 DFGREE LATITUDE
































70.0 PR J)GZAM W E—	 MMVOUT
70,1 PURPISF





SUFFER	 IF FULL, n
y	 70.2 1DFNTIFICATIt)N
r









	 192	 L.00ATI f)NS	 (300	 OCTAL)
70,3 nESGRIPTIO1t
THE	 RRFSFNTrp	 ITFM	 IS	 THAN S F F KRE<la	 Tai	 THE OUTPUT	 T3 UFF E R #	 IF	 THE
i)'tJTP t1TRUFFER	 IS	 FULL,	 IT	 I S	wRIT'fF^N	 TU THE	 S PECIFIED	 F1UTf'tJT
pE V I CE`s I fl L) 	 .	 I F	 T ,-Ir_'	 Nt1w13C-R	 MF 'wMR1)S	 PI R I TNM,	 ' NWUS' •	 I 5	 F w1JA ►:	 Tf) :.
7E.R fl o'	 THE
	 CU ,'2RPNI T	 C'-)NTPNTS
	
CIF	 THE=
	FUFFF-R ARE	 WRITTEN	 ANU
	
THt	 F If_E
IS	 CLOSED	 (FIR	 U I SK)	 O tt	 AN	 END	 O F 	 FILE 	 I S' wR I TTEN	 (OTHER	 OF v T CFS) l
Tye	 ITEM	 C	 U;,T	 (KOI);,IT)	 IS	 1NGi^FMF-^UTFl1	 FOR EACH	 I T t M	 TRANSFERRED
` AND	 RESET	 T'O	 OKIE	 AFTErt	 i=AChf
	 H U FF'f:11	 +RITE:, 7F T1iF	 NUM3E`K	 OF	 WORDS	 __ a
PER
	










	 -	 ARRAY	 TO	 BE	 MOVEn	 TO	 BUFFER,
! ^'
l3tJr Ff=R	 =	 F)UTPIJT	 BUFFER,
I AR ,S	 =	 ^10'R1)
	
A ^Gtal^ _ NT
	 ARRAY	 SET AS	 ^ tyLLf^b15
(1 - 5)	 -	 :?UTPUI'	 FIL E	CONTROL	 PLFICK. WORDS




I TEil q	IN	 F I LF ,
	






(o)	 -	 1 OUT ,.MLJTP0T	 UryICF	 ASSIGNMENT,
(7)
	
N 4 1) S ... N1 0MRER	 OF	 d(IRI)S PFR	 I TtM,
R	 TO	 WRITli	 LAST	 RUFFFR AND AN EoF,
- N1, ,	 OF	 WORDS	 P ►F-R	 ITFM 1* f l	 I NI T I Al_ 17E, d
















RF V ISIfIN — f	 :.:,
:4
AUTh` k-	 C. J,	 FAkLESS ,	 (205)	 886-1778




'E CtiQE:	 S I FF-
71.3 REScRIPTIHN
THIS	 PROGRAM	 fv A KFS	 THE:	 NCCf^SSAPY	 ASS 1 i^Nr1FVTS	 TO	 USE
	
THE	 rrF(5SAGE k'




	 CURRIF SF't- N 1 0 ► fm
	 SYM601L.	 TY'Pr-,	 AY0	 THE	 ASSOCIATED	 Mr-. SSAGE
Nhh 1 E3L-R	 IS	 ALSO	 MAI N ITAI'iw!),	 THIS	 FILF	 UflNTAINJ;	 ALFING
	
WITH	 I H E
N A"'E_LtS T 	TIT[ -ES ,	 THE'	 SAVFTFXT	 TITLE=S	 Alan	 TfiE=	 FORMAT	 TITLE-SEFCiht
RFrTH	 HFAnFRS
	 AND	 DAIA	 FORMATS	 FA(,,H	 I ? f_COQ)	 CIF	 THE	 FILE:	 HAS	 6
k'ORDS	 IAN	 IT.
	
WfiliI I F;	 I 'T W Il( I '4	 Ct)N ''IAIN	 AN	 8_ CHAl2AC,[FR(MAX'IM U M)	 TITLE,
t: WbQ1) 5	 V1
	
TA I NS	 T t -IP	 SYt" ILVIL	 1 YPF=.
	
;NrlR1)
	 b	 CONT' +A I NS	 THE	 mFSSAG(=
<< ArU^n^4F;R(rP1..3fiU).
	
i	 1 L T I.E?	 CA^^	 H	 g i)llFil	 Ttt	 TNF	 FILE,	 RFPLACc1),	 HE
IF11_,
	











1 U SF.Q	 0V	 6L1) rt1%h)	 NA11PL I ST r;
,- HF AI)E R
Ff"•I<ntAT N. p
SA'VC-TFXT
RE Q UIRFU	 FJLF-S:	 -?
` FILE	 Fr i k	 T I TL S
	
X.'T I'II.,E (X _IS
	 TIAF	 MESHED	 CHARAC I Ek)
FILF	 1)PF'1NITI. ON ! 	IDF•F'(L1.)-1DEF(25)
IUFF(21-i3)=XI IT'LN







72.0 PE2I ;RAM	 NAHL-	 NMR1.1
6 7211 PtiRp11SF
f 'jgHT	 JUSTIFY	 TEXT,	 DELETING	 TRAILING PLANKS w` k,
. 72.2 WNTIFICATIDN















CDR(	 ^ I iF-	 75	 LnC11T I UNS	 (113	 OCTAL)
72,3 DE^SCRIPT1011
Ft 	 THF,	 RFOUFSTF^	 ^^ullRF;K
	
OF (:^EAK r^CTERS,	 TEXT IS	 RIGHT	 JUSfIF Ikll,
n^LFTINU 0Y	 rRAILING «LANKS, —,
72,4 USAGE -^
CALL I WG	 SEOUEIN'CE:
CAUL	 Nci M(IARAY,EvhYTE S)




=	 Nit'),	 F7F	 CHARAC rFk")







73, U PR964AM NAMk-_.__-, 011ftT
73.1 PURPDSI














" C04POTFR-	 DATACRAFT h024/3
Pp► 	 ^,
OL T,. LANGUAGE-	 FORTRAN IV	 Aj'QU^	 Y
CORE SliF-	 1538 LMC,ATI®NS







	 FIELDS	 AND	 VARIABLES
	
ARE MUTPUT
	 IN	 COLUMN	 FORM
WITH A	 HEADER ASMVF EACH CMLUMN,
	 THE HEADER
	
IS nBTAINED FRUM	 [HE
I FI_D	 TITLES	 ONL.ES5	 TN-i=	 F I EL p
	
W







OR	 LESS,	 IN	 WHICH CASE	 THE	 FIFL"n	 NAME	 IS	 USED,	 FOR
VA R IABLESP	 THE	 5YMRt1L	 ^LAME	 IS USED,	 ,THE FIFLD OUTPUT FR'RMAT STORED
I'N CIRF
	
IS USED	 FOR MUTPUT OF FIELD DATA AND THt FORMAT	 F1U,2	 I S
USED FOR VARIARLES.
MPT19NA1,_	 USPH	 SPFCIFIEn	 REPMRT	 HEADERS	 LINE	 FORMATS,	 AND	 3
N AMELISIS	 MAY BE	 1100KED	 8Y	 NAMING	 SAME=	 IN	 THE	 OUTPUT	 PALL
STATEMENT,	 HFADFPS	 Ai4D
	 FURMATS	 MUST	 BE.	 FORTRAN	 FORMAT
SPFCIFICATiONS	 COMPATI P LE	 WITH	 IHE	 HOST MACHINE	 FORTRANV--VARIAHLE
LISTS MUST HAVE












C)UTPUT ( SI TNAMF r ARG1 c ARG?•, .. r rAR(;N 3	 K
OOT PUT ( g LTtNAME r ALL)
	 OK
f!0T p VT(SETNANF,HEDNAMF,LISTN1AM,FMAT N I A MY	 -	 tlk	 `,
CUT P UT(SETNAME,LIST f JAM)	 ON	 }
" N0JPUT ( SE TNAME, iiEDEI1AMEi Fi g",A, i
	 AM r Aii(;1 r AF?ti2,
	
• . r ARGN)	 t)Ft	 E f C •
SFTr4 AmF
	 =	 NAME f9F"	 SET	 Y'n	 OUTPUT
ARG:I	 =	 FIELD OR	 VAR,IAbLE	 TO OUTPUT
_i A RG2




...	 >•.r+^ut•sSSx<aa..m.:.^r+•.n-- ,-m..—.	 sv... ,>.. .u.e. Y':k .^,t. 	 ':5:1"T.1^ _...	 ..	 ._.	 .5'YbKr•	 wr.z..»z.	 a.....	 ..	 ..	 _.	 ....cam.- «,...-	 ^fi
1
--- MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION .
74,0 PRMGRAM NAME-	 PACnAT
74.1 PU.RPIMSE






AUTHIR-	 C.J. FAHLESS	 (205)	 883-1778 h^
CO MPOTER-	 DATACRAFT 6024/3'
LANGUAGE-	 FORTRAN	 IV -'






	 A N D E^ I UI N ) BIT	 NUMBERS	 ARF CALCULATFD, __IF	 T H E	 DATA IS
LEFT	 JUSTIFIED
	
(IJUST ='I) p 	THE	 STARTING BLf	 NOMPER IS	 BIT	 iENO. THE
DATA
	
IS THEN EXTRACTFD FORM THE DATAVALUE. ARRAY	 ONE	 BIT	 AT A




I V AL	 =DATA	 VALHE	 ARRAY
,Nn I TS
	 =NO.	 MF	 BITS	 TO	 PACK
-IARRAY =DATA HASP FECORU ARRAY
IAIT	 =F IRST	 PIT	 NUMBER
IJUST	 =0 RIrMT JUSTIF>IED	 IN 1Sf	 WOHn












	 A NID	 DATA	 RASE
	
RFCt'RP POINTER	 INTO ONE	 ENTRY
MF	 A _F!RST	 LFVFL	 I\l UFX	 F ILFj a
75.2 I p !?NTIFICATIMN 1
k







n, R, S010FRS a




CORF	 SI	 F-	 SI'7	 ,..	 159	 LOCATIMNS	 (132	 OCTAL)
s
75.3 RESCRIPTIoN
THE	 F I FLID ,VALUE
	
FOR	 ' I F'LONM I	 I N'	 DATA	 6A-SF- RECORD	 NUMBER ' I ENTRY I
IS	 STOREfl	 RIGHT
	
.JUS T IF 1ED	 IN	 1HE	 FIR S T	 'NHF"LF)'6ITS	 OF ' I ARRAY ' R
IFNTRY ,




NEXT	 tNHFNT+ BITS	 OF
'I A RR AY' .
F	 75,4 USA(i F
'Ir
CALL INC SEOUPNCE:
CALL	 PACKER( IARRAY,^^WM DS.IFNTRY ► NHFNT ► IFLUNC7 ► NFiF'LUI
IAR?AY	 =	 DESTINATION	 A;iRAY
	 (1	 BY ''NWORDS')
NW0RUS	 =	 NU"NEK 0 	 61000(3
	 IN	 ' 1ARRAY' t	 1
I ENTRY	 _	 nAT,A	 HASF	 FNTKY	 tl F	 SMURCF	 RFCt7RU
_
NRENI'	 _	 N ! Um8FR	 (fit'	 R I TS	 1 ^.I	 Fwl KY	 POINTER	 AkFA
I FLnN11
	 =	 F I FL,n	 N!UME;FN	 OF	 c;OUR'CE	 FIELD ,I




s— MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
76.0 PRIGRAM NAME-	 PARSE
76-.1 PURPMSc
PR9VIDF
	 A	 GENERALISED FORTRAN SURROUTINE WHICH FOLLOWS 	 COHtN	 ANDy




2 NO,	 Is	 MARCH	 1970.	 PP.	 65- 82).
76.2 IDFNTIFICATI9N}





AUTH9R-	 n. R. Sp NIUFRS	 (205>-863-078	 G	 `	 TY
! COMPOTEK-	 GCR 6024/3
LANGOAGE —	FORTRAN	 IV ;<
C09E
	
SIZE-	 546	 LorATI`DNS	 (in42	 OCTAL)
7b.-3 DESCRIPTION
p	 ^	 G OF	 INTEGER VALUESPARSE
	
ACCE P TS	 A	 SENTFNCE	 IN THE	 FORM OF	 A	 STRIN G ^.
WHICH	 ARE	 PHAUUCFD	 RY	 THE	 LEXICAL	 SCANNFR	 (SEE	 !	 LEXCAL
DOCUMENTATION).	 THE	 ALGMK ITHM 	 MEN TI ONEn	 ABOVE	 IS	 USED	 IN
CONJONCT164 WITH A SYNTAX GRAPH LIKE THOSE DISCUSSED 	 IN	 THt	 SAME
P, PAPER TO Ct1VSTRUCT A	 T^ ES APPHnPRIATF FOR	 THE	 INPUT SENTENCE,	 IF A
SY TAX 
RK
	 DETECTE D 	 ERR OR 	 FLAG	 1 S	 SET	 AND	 CBNTNHL	 I S
^q RFTURNFU	 T^I	 THE	 CALL t Nf;	
PRr1C;RAM
3
rt 76.4 USA 4
CALLING SElJFNCF
CALL	 PARSE(ISEN,LAST, ISTACK, IS,ISGR,IER)
ISFA	 (N	 BY	 1)	 ARRAY	 CANTAIN-ING	 INTERNAL	 SENTENCE	 FORM
—LAST _	 NUMRPR -bF	 SYMr3MLS	 I N! SFNTENCE a
ISTACK=
	 (N HY 2)	 A R RAY CANTAINING TREE RESULTING FROM PARSE
_ is 	 -NUMFPR OF	 ELEMENTS	 IN	 ► 1STACK'
_ ISGR	 = ,(N	 HY	 4)	 ARRAY	 CANTAININn	 SYNTAX	 GRAPH t	 .."
TER	 = FHROR FLAG:	 7 FHR ERROR,	 0 FMR NORMAL
H-	 91	 ,
wMINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION








	 10	 OCT{1BER	 1974
RE=V I S I IN-
,4
AUTH`1R-
	 0, R, SANDERS












	 A e CEPT5,	 ONE VAL	 FIELI) F ROM THE	 SYNTAX
	 GRAPH AND ONE	 SYM80L
T A	 L C	 PO I NTER	 FiZDid	 THE	 SE 1dTFNCE	 RE I NG	 PA4SED,	 THE=	 VAL	 F I I LD
CO NITAIMS	 A	 rJr7- t3ATjVF	 VAl_UF	 INDICATIPI(a ,WHFTHFR	 A	 5FT	 NAME	 OR	 A	 REAL
`. NOE ANIWW(	 INTtDE R VA R IABLE AIVU/OR CONSTANT	 I5	 ALLOWABLE	 AS	 A,	 M1
TFR,A INAL
	 S Y ki ,- GOL,	 PARVOC	 RETURNS	 A	 FLAG	 WHICH	 INDICA IES	 A	 i
' 4A,Tr;,4/;`1I SMATCH OF	 THE
	
tiYMyt'1L
	 TYPE	 WITH	 THAT	 IN	 THE	 SYMg iL	 TAR LF
t	 77.4 U S A G q
CALLING SEPUPACE
CALL	 PARVdr(I VAL ,ISVSM'3tMATCH)	 !.
I V A L	 =	 VAL	 FIFLi)	 FRIM	 SYNTAX	 GRAPH	 ( ,N FGA*T IVE )
	L
r IS%1S`18	 SYME3 l ► L ` P') I NTFR	 FROM	 SEN [FNCE	 (NEGATIVE)
4 MATCH	 =	 FLAG:	 +_ M ATCH#	 —=MISMATCH	
^-
4 17 A	 VA-tIAC?t_ F ► 	 :iFfo	 S-UPR`)UTI-\1F	 A N DEINLU	 NAoFS	 ARE











76.0	 PR9GRAM	 'JANE — 	PAINT
f
76,1	 PURPISE
F I N D ALL MERITS PHMTHS ASSIC I A TED WITH A P(I I NT	 OR	 AREA s
o- 78.2	 1OFNTIFI CAT 1IN
R DgTE-









CORE SI ?E-	 LOCATIINS	 (730 OCTAL)
73.3	 DESC	 IPTIoN
a
THE C:I90I4ATES OF	 THE 01INT OR	 ARFA A R E ACCEPTED	 FROM	 THE USER
ANn	 JSED	 T9	 INTERRnGATF.	 THE	 LATLIN	 INDEX OF	 THE MERITS DATA BASE-'
IF	 THE UUER:RY	 IS FmR A PAINT ► THE	 FAUND LIST	 OF	 CANUIUAIES IS





THE	 POINT	 A R E	 SAVED	 IN	 THE	 NCAND	 FILE,	 IF LHE














79.0 PROORA', NAME-	 PRGFNT
-79,1 PURFgSF
t TO C`1MPUTF	 A	 PFRCE NITAGP	 VALUE: GIVEN A	 NUMERATOR AND UENOMINATdR,
79.2 IUFNTIFICATIMN
["A TE 6	 -	 1.2-22-75
F^VISIrrw-
—AUTH!)R-	 C.J.	 FARLESS	 (205)	 883-1778
CCMPOTFR—	 PATACRAFT 6024/3 f"I
LANG,Cl AGE — 	FORTRAN	 IV {
CORE	 SIFF —
	7U	 LOCATIONS	 (106	 rICTA1.)
t`




	 ANII DENOMINATOR, <THE-	 FMLLOWING	 1S	 0SFC







X	 _	 PPCFNIT ( xNUM„ 0FV ). P
x	 =	 P ETURN<<)	 VALUE	 raF	 PERCFNT
n ;) M 	 —	 ,; i








0090 PR9GRAM NA V E-	 PRNTER
i P0.1 PURP9SE














CORE	 SIZE-	 1.0 LOCATIONS	 (x2 OCTAL)
80.3 DESCRIPTIOv
THE	 9UTPUT
	 LISTING	 DFVI'CE	 SPFCIFIED
	





T9	 THE	 P RINTER	 (DEVICE	 NUMBER 6),	 THE NO 	 OF	 4INtS	 PER
PAGFfNLPP)
	















MINIS PROGRAM SPECIF'ICAT'ION t	
r
81.0 PRIGRAM N AME-	 PRUCSS
ft1	 1 PURPISF
TO PRocESS THE RAW _DATAECORDS	 INTO DATA BASE RECORDS
91 4 2 1D5'NTI F I CA T IgN
E DATE - 2-19-76
REV ! I S I VN-






	 S I 2F-	 1.50	 LOCATIONS	 ( 226	 OCTAL)
`	
> K1.3 f► F.SCRI'Tltl^t
FACIA	RANI	 DATA	 RECOR[)	 IS	 D EAD	 IN	 AND	 STORED	 IN	 THE	 ELEMEN T	 ARRAY,




FIELD	 Tti	 C R EATE	 )HE




















92.0 PRIGRAM NA4E-	 WORM
82.1 P'JRPISE












CORE SHE-	 LO'CATIMNS	 (2762 OCTAL)
Y
92.3 DESCRIPTIONI
To CREATE THE 	 NECESSARY QUADS FbR AN	 tlPEHATION	 CARD,	 FIRST	 THE
ARRAY	 CONTAINING	 THE	 0 D ERATION(ILINE)	 IN ASCII
	
FORM	 IS	 SCANVED_	 BY
THE	 QhUTINc '_'_DFLPLK' 	 Th REMOVE	 ALL HI_ANKS	 AND	 RETURN	 THE	 NUMRER	 OF
CHAkACTERS	 IN	 THE MPFHATION.	 THFSF COLUMNS ARE THEN SEARCHED	 FOR
THE	 EQUALS
	
SYMROL(=) ► - SAVING	 THE	 CfiLUMN	 NUMBER	 RE F CRE	 AND	 AFTER
IT,	 THE	 INTERPRETING	 PRRCESS	 BEGINS	 WITH	 THE	 OPERAND	 FIELD
f ( STARING	 I NI THE COLUMN AFTFR	 THE EQUALS SYMB%) ,	 THE FI R ST SYM80L
IS SCANNED	 (SCAN)	 AND	 ITS SYM 8nL 	 TYPF.	 RETURNED	 AND	 THE	 RLQUIitED
CenES	 STP,RFG	 IN	 THE QUAD,	 THIS	 PROCESS	 CDNTIn'U.FS UNTIL ALL SYMBOLS
IN THE hPFRANG FIELD A N D RESULT F IFLD HAVE BEEN	 1DENT I F I E D AND	 f HE






I N T E. R I M	 = OPER AND 	 RtGiNA^ Pp►G^,TY.
^'	 q R 	 QUA'I t=Ln NH,	 OR01, ^FIr`Ln
	
NAME
ut	 =' MPERANID	 MPFHANR
OPERPiD ;SU, r





, S+, td	 OPERAND MUST BE 15T OF N
" Iu	 =	 OP E RANIU'g S2. 	 MP6RAND •	 N	 ELEMENTSrFIELDS,	 OR
INTERMEDIATE VALUES,
t1	 =	 JPE'RAND	 . J	 h`PERANIU
Ui	 =	 9PERANJ	 ,CH'.	 N	 N=NMI	 OF	 BYTES TO	 TRANS- oc"''
FER,	 MAX N=132,	 dpi:RANU
CANNOT	 RE	 A FIELU NO,








:. (7 1• tKAN:t 0 `"0 (irc'MAtrc M Iv JCN	 U1%
S PUNUINO VAL UE FOR
OPERANDI Tb GFT VALUL OF
RFSULT, CPF.RAND2
INDICATES THE FIRST ,UF N
ELEMENTS IN THE TA8Lti
OPERAND2 MUSr`BE AN INIEH-
MEDIATE VALUE,
nPt: RANDS= F_LF g ENT 	 NI)MRER,FIPLD	 NUMBPR,
	 INTERMEDIATF
	
VAL I•)Eo 1 n1TFGEk s
C04STANT,	 REAL CMNSTA:NTs	 OR	 CHARACTER(FX,	 $ A t )#	 UNLESS	 (JTHFf?WISE
STATED,	 THE QUADS FryRME0	 FOR	 EACH	 OPFRAT ION 	 ARE	 ARRANGED	 AS
FbLLbW :r
W(jRi)
	 1	 = (1aERAT I r1iJ 	 C f^DF >r^i
WORD 2-3
	 =OPERANDS
QUAD NUM FIER	 =	 NEGATIVE NUMBER	 FRom	 —1	 TO	 100U
WHF ►v	 An y
	I NTERMEDIATE 	 VALUE	 1 5i	 REF-
f ERRED TO AS	 THE FIRST ELEMFN1	 O?	 AN
ARRAY	 Mk	 TABLE,	 THIS WILL	 HE EXPRESSED
s AS	 THE	 INTFRMkDIATF	 VALUE	 NO,	 +	 4U_OU,
l ELEMENT	 i ^3f , PER	 =	 POSITIVE
	
NUMRER	 FROM	 1	 TO	 500








	 LOCATION	 OF*	 THE
	 VALUE
IN	 IC(JN	 +	 PUOU(2001	 Th' 21UO)
` FIEI.1)	 JIJPIPER	 =	 FIFLD	 NUMBER	 +	 3000	 (3001	 TO	 32UO)








RESULTS	 WILL	 UP	 ST f)K'FD	 1111 WORDS	 4	 A
	
U	 5	 IN	 FLOATING	 POINT
FX1,E_al	 IN	 TFiFh 	 CASE..	 (;F TEXT	 AND	 CHAR.	 TRANSFFR	 TEXT
	
Tt^A1NSF'FR
RESULTS	 WILL	 BF	 5TF;RF,1)	 IN	 TFIF'	 TkANSFf`R	 ARRAY	 IN	 REUSF,_
WHEN	 A	 FI ELD	 NUMP,ER	 MR	 FIELD	 NAME	 IS	 Ff"Ut1D	 IN	 THE	 RESULT	 F I F'LD,
Tw O
	QUADS	 WILL	 RE	 FORt1Fi),
	
THE	 F'IHST	 CUAD
	 WILL	 - CUNTAIN , 	rHE s
I FIPFRAT I U`JS
	
jcF I1\1Fl)	 ON	 'rHF	 OPERATION	 CARD.	 THE
	
SECOND	 QUAD	 WILL	 6E
ARRAN(,FI)	 AS	 FULLOWS
WORD	 1	 =73
Wfl ^iD	 2	 =F I FL.I)	 MUt"BFR
WORD	 3	 =PHP V I (JlJS	 (J[.IA!'	 NU l^i3 N (NFGAi' I VF )
SWOR D 	 4-5	 UNUSED
E AT	 THIS	 POINT	 THE F T F. L. P	 IS ,CONS PIERET '	 DEFINED	 AND	 WHEN	 1 HE	 UUADS	 i
ARF	 FXECUTFU	 THE	 73
	
00t-l)
	 WILL	 CAUSP	 THP.	 FIPLD	 TO. HE:	 STMHF -'Jj	 ON	 rHE
gt, DATA	 BASF	 RE-CURD,	 ANY	 OPPRAI I(IN	 CARDS' Fr1LLOWING_ WILL 	 REFER	 T7	 IHE,
NEXT	 FIELD,
lW r-	 '?UAD)	 ARE	 FORME[)	 P7,R	 TOE	 S?	 Awil	 sH	 (iPE^tATI^► NS, `	 THE	 F 1(2ST	 WILL
CONITAIN	 TFic	 TWO	 ARRAY	 POIi`TERb.	 A141)	 THF-	 SLOOND	 WILL	 CONTAIN	 THE	 f ^.:'
N U`11g FR	 OF	 P L.FMFNTS	 TO	 `,UM,
FXAMPLF#
OP.FRATION CARD:
	 Fln=E4	 S?	 F20	 10
N-	 9H








m=	 .. __L ...	
..".•	 Y	 "&''ia'A'=..4`i0.fti a.v t^ 	 .-s =V	 '.a"_"	 T^'_^
	







WORD .S 	 WARn 4	 WORD 5
8 ,1k	 1?	 4	 20	 0	 0
R 9R 12	 junj -
	 0	 0	 0
CO N ISTANT
	 TAHLE
	 LMCATIUNI 1	 =	 10
MPFRATTON , COnES:




6	 =	 . SO,	 ( SQUARE	 ROOT)
7	 =	 . S+.	 (SU m!	 8F	 M	 VALUES)
8	 =	 .S2.	 (SUH'OF	 PRODUCT	 OF	 TWM	 ARRAYS HF	 N	 VALUES)




11=	 .CV.	 ( ST 1 1RE	 AS	 CHRRESPMNDINIG	 VALUE	 TAHLE) I
122	 ASH,	 (SEARCH TABLE FnR CORRESPMNDING VALUE) it
ER ROR MESSAGES	 (THE	 CARD




* ***SYNTAX ENROR ,****




THAN 500 FLF.MFNTS •***





****C@NSTANIT	 TABLE tlVERFLt)W****	 MORE THAN 100 CONSTANTS
****MORE THAN 300
	 INTERIM PU I-NS** **








****CIELn NUMBER GREATFR THAN 200*,*** ATTEMPTED TO DEFINE MR 	 REF-
_	 ERFNCE
	 A	 FIELD	 NUMBER






I	 NE = UPEPA T I nN	 QU ALITYIL I
	
CARD	 MH	 RFCr'Hr) ov POOP,






	 RDF L 1 N
11601. PORPISF
P EAT)	 THE	 GA I A	 RASF.	 PAi^1 1'i-R
	AND	 FIELD	 VALUE:	 FROM	 A	 FI K
S.f
LEVEL





	 19 MARC H 19P5 ^.
















FILE	 NAMF-,	 i-MRmS	 PFR	 E: 11 T R Y,	 F I FLo	 S I fl=	 AND	 Pn I NTFR	 S I ZF	 ARE TAKEN
' FRfk,	 THE
	 E n; 1 R Y	 FVR	 Tf-il`4	F ILL	 INi	 /FILI)EF/,	 Tt^E	 H IRST	 LEVEL INuFX
F N T R Y
	 I S	 FE 	 AN1)	 11NPA	 KF.1)	 TC	 FbRM	 A	 F L0A'F I fvG	 P 	 I NT	 VAL U E AND	 A
DATA	 BASE	 P OINT E R,
l	 •..3,4 USA(, E=
` CALL 1 NU	 $FOLJFNCE_ :
CALL.	 PUFLIN(IRKPIR,IFPTrFLI)VALrIIJPP)




F ai IRY	 NIUMPt-R
FL1)VAL	 =	 F l FLn	 VALUF
r




' 	 _..». Rr 	rw<. n. ..s.a	 . x_car a>v..K.am...
f






MINAS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION w
R4 9 0 PRnGRAM NAME-. _	 RDULIN
84.1
	 ' PURPfiSF





















FILE NAME ANr)WO R DS PER ENTRY ARE TAKEN FROM THE	 ENTRY	 FOH THIS






OF F THEr TWO	 INUF.X F RECORDSREPLACI: THEIR












Pry I NTFR a
f: (RFTURNED AS CMNTERiTS MF
	 T HIS RECORD) p
IPTR










95,U PR` GRAM	 NA'1r—	 RPADFL ► WkI fFL
I	 f$5	 1 PUR P ISF
WRITE	 G!3	 Rg A0	 A14	 ENI'1R-
	
FILE	 Tr)	 OR	 FROM	 THE	 T)ISCO
95.2 IDFliTIFICATIflN
k
E CATF -6	 11	 0ECPHRE'le	 1974
AAA
f REV I S 11N-
A LJTHllR-
	 R.L.. KE;=f Eft 	 (205)- 88 3-17Y8 
C(j ,.iP 1'fF lt-	 1)ATA(,RAF T	 5U24 4
LAN(30A(,E-	 FORTRAra	 Iy;
t
CORF.	 SIZE-	 112	 LOCAT I ( I NS	 (160	 OCTAL)
,	 o
7
3 TjL: SC;R I PT I ON
THE	 NA"1E D	 B ILE=	 1S	 CLOSI-D,	 IF	 OPLNI,	 TO	 SAVE	 ANY	 RECFNI'	 CHANUES
y, f?FF"'')` j-	 RE:A111`•16'	 THt:	 'F'rL.l. ,'	 THE	 F1L.F	 IS	 READ	 OR	 WRITTFN	 ACCURUING	 Tt) — 1
I THE	 ERROR	 F LI G. (TF	 I PR--9,	 RFAI))	 THE	 FILE	 IS	 CLMS F: U	 AND	 1)FLF Tf-:U
f FF011	 THL-'•










r- HR P FLAG
	 TO	 -9	 At`1U	 GALLS	 ' WH I TFL' ,'	 WR I F E	 SETS -,
,<:TH^	 VU`1ES"11	 OF
	
RrC(1RU AND 	 THEIR	 SIZE	 IN	 T+if= 	FOURTH	 ANU	 FIFTH	 w(IHDS!
OF	 THF
	
''JAM F=	 ARRAY, (
(	 R5.4 USAGE r
CALLING SE)UENCE:
CALL	 v,,RI TFL.( N AMFTLtNtIMRFC,f`t-IYT,ARRA.Y`,i(>H)
CA LL_	 K I'. A r?f-1	 (^!i1MF IL ► t^!i ^1(r f	 (: ► ^!HY(.-Afl}^A Y ^ I[:n>
NAMF- IL 	 =	 FILL'	 r•1AMF: 	AR R AY,	 (N!AME. (.5A2) ► (,!f1FC,ISIf) 1
1 i
	
=	 NI)ML3FR	 OF	 REC0RD;	 I N	 F I tfr
b .'
P iIY'f	 =	 r!UNf3F h'	 OF	 ftY1'ES	 f^F ► ,	 fZFCOP1)
ARR A Y	 R R A Y	 T O 	 Fi E 	 FtI:AU/WRIT TE N,
1F R 	piRCIP	 C(It)L-	 SL--T	 UPUNI	 r^tTLJPN:
=	 0	 FOR	 NO	 F r^Rtlr15, _
=	 1	 FU t4 	 N(l	 SUCH	 F I l.E	 IN	 READ,
}
r






86.0 pRIGRAM NAME-	 REAOLLR
86 9 1 OURNISE
READ IN THE NECESSARY NUMBER OF PHYSICAL HFCARDS Tn MAKE A LOGICAL
9ECO40 t
 FIND KEY'VALUE FOR START OF LOGICAL RECORD IF NECESSARY
AND RETURN 1 LOGICAL RECORD STORED IN THE FfLEMENT ARRAY
9692	 IDEwT1FICATIIIN
DATE=	 - 11-20 -75 	
^Y
REVISIMN-
AUTH9R-	 _C,J, FARLESS (205) 883-1778
E




CORE S 1 tE- 3 14 LOCAT I MNS	 (60U OCTAL)
96.3	 DES`C31P T I ON
THE NECESSARY READ FORMAT IS USED TO READ CNE RECORD, IF THt INPUT
IS KEYED• THE RECORD i s EXAMINED FOR T HE KEY VALUE, THE RECORD IS
THFN , STO R ED 1.N THE INPOT RUFFFH *	THIS IS RtPEATED UNTIL UNE
^i
LDGI'CAL REC04D IS IN THE INP U T BUFFE R , THIS LOGICAL ,RECORD 1$ THEN
`	 SENT T O 'STELEM I
 Try P RODUCE T ^±F ELPMF NT, AHRAYv AFTE R WHICH L'UNTH%
IS RETURNED TO 'CREATE' l
	






CA LL READLR ( I REC, I END >
IREC=PHYSICAL`RECORD NUMNER(FOR THE FIRST CALL To	 '.
RFA0LR. SET IRtC TO 0')








A7.0 PR 1 (33 R A I	 'NAME—	 RF1)WRT
Y
i? 1 AU;?HIS` f
REAU	 OR	 WR1 fF	 RAMu ftm	 01SC FILES.
^l^ IUE^^TIFI rA T1"^w w	 {
DATE-
	 12	 0FC r r186 ►t.	 197
R&VIS
_ At,-THIF?
	 4.L.KF - FFR	 005)-883-1778
C 0 
	 ITFR-	 IIATACRAFT	 6024
LAN.33'	 ;E-	 FORT44NI	 IV
COO= SIRE-
	
100	 LOCATIONS	 (154	 0(;TA0 r,
f37, 3 10\1DESC,R I P T x
THE	 L(')Ci'1rA!	 !Jl'JIT	 I S 	Pl~TEhMIiJFI)	 NY	 1'HF	 STALK	 ENTRY,	 A	 REAL)	 f)Il	 WRITE
IS	 PaR F• 0\1E11	 ACCLIR D (, q r,	 Td	 TW&	 UP	 t;	 C)1.,
r ALLINC	 1-I R11;RANS	 TQFAT	 DISK	 FILLS	 AS	 (W(7;	 01MENSIONAL	 AR1{AYS	 WITH
THE:' F' p,) ST	 a!J'3SCRII'T	 F(J'1ATFI)	 TO	 A	 Rf;C(-)R1)	 NUMREP	 WHOSE	 S11ALLkST
V A LUM	 IS	 ONI	 fHL'	 AC1'IJAI.	 F'IL.E	 1S	 wtiI'I ` TL-`N	 ON	 OR	 R EAD	 FROM	 WITH	 THE
USE Ft	 5	 kFr,`)RI)	 NU 14:31='1
	 N i Af t it	 ):iY	 0 14F.
	
I , F,,	 USC= R	 5	 RECORD	 NUMHFH	 1*FN
R6r,0^1F >	 F I L i-	 RFC;Mt ;)	 'vU\'11	 R	 "v 114F .	 TH.	 I ^i	 ti I AS I N(;	 IS	 UDC',')	 10	 PERm I T i





CALL	 13E=I)'!4i2T ( T,STI<,wwL) 13,1At'^Y, Itli^	 '104--')
I S T K
	 =	 F,41"i1Y	 TO	 AC`TIVP	 F11.,L	 STACK,





1 11' `	 =	 7FA U/tJ{? 1 TL	 F'L A(;	 c ].=t^1^ 1'T 1: >

















RESET SYST=M PARAMETERS TO ERASE ALL KNOWLEDGE












REV I S I Pfrv-
	
r 	
AUTHIR	 R.L.KEEFER	 (205) 883.1778'
	
I	 COMPOTF.H—	 DATACHAFT 6024/3
LAVGUAGE — FORTRAN I V
CORE SITE — 113 LOCATIDNS	 (161 OCTAL)	
-
8893 DESCRIPTION
THE OUAU TABLE IS CLEA R ED AND THE „AST USED QUAD
POIN T E R IS SET TPA ;ERO.	 ALL CREATFD SYMROLS (NUN SYSTEM SYMROLS)	 i	 f
ANF. REMOVED FH R M TNI ``SY14HOL T ARLF AND THE SYM88L CMUNT IS
RESET, THE SET AND SET MEMBERSHIP CMUNT ARRAY IS FEROE0 9 THE











6w MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION i
? Ay. J PR FIGRAM	 NAME:-	 RF I FLE ► _
p 9l 1 PURPMSF
INPUT	 A	 SPECIFIC F IELD FROM A	 S P FcIFIr	 RECMRD	 AND	 C(1NVEHT THE
VALUF	 TO	 REAL.,
R9.2 II)ENTIFICATIMN









CORE S HF-	 108 LOCATIONS	 (154 OCTAL)











THt D . B, -
REMjRl),	 A^^ n
	
THFN	 THE	 F^ I FLn,	 UFF I N 1 r l ON	 1 ^iFORMAT I OiNi	 IS	 US F: Tt7
CALCLILA TF	 THF:	 NI UMt3FR	 (IF	 R I TS	 IN	 THF:	 CONVFR SI (lN	 LeeP	 TO	 ARR TV- Al	 A








	 -	 CP,I_COLATF-D	 VALUL-
IREC	 'n , c^,	 HPCtlRD	 NU Ntt FR
ti
y


















TABLE	 CALLING	 I RVSCAN' FOR	 EACH	 STATEMENT







AUTH`1R-	 C. J, FARLESS	 ( 205) 883-1778
COMPOTFH-	 DATACRAFT 6024/3 .
F LANGOIAGE- `	 FORTRAN	 IV
. CORE SI?E-	 237 LOCATIONS	 4355 OCTAL)
-
9G.3 DESCRIPTION
THIS ROUTINE	 SCANS	 THE	 CUAi) TABLE FROM	 THE LA ST	 DELAYX	 TO	 THE
CURRENT	 QUAD CALLING	 I RVSCAN t	FMR	 ANY	 STATEMENT WHICH	 ASSIGNS	 A
VALOE	 rtl	 THE	 REOUFSTEn	 SYMBOL	 ISYMS(ISYM), IF	 AN	 IF	 STATEMENT	 IS
INCLUDED :REFERRING	 TO	 THE	 REUI.JESTFU SYMBOL. THE	 THEN	 ANU	 ELSE
STATEMENTS	 ARE	 ALSd SCANNED BY
	
'RVSCANI,	 THIS ROUTINE	 ALLOWS	 A
'VARIABLE ' TM 8E	 DEFINE t) BY	 OPERATIONS	 ON	 ITS CURRENT	 VALUE$
9U.4 USAGE





















MINIS PROGRAM SPECITICATION i
x)1.0 F'F2tiG	 AM	 NAME — 	Sl1HROOTINF.	 RVSCAN
91	 J. PUNPOSF
Thtt SCAN THE QUAD TABLE
	
IN REVERSE TO	 DETERMINE
	






REVI S I ON-
AUTHOR-	 C c _J,	 FARLFSS	 ( 205)
	 883-1778





650 LOCATIMNS	 (1212 OCTAL)
I ;
91.3 DF.SCR I PT I ON
THE	 RFFFR?	 NCED	 VAR I AL2LF	 IS	 CHE:CKFO (HY	 ITS	 SYMBOL	 1 YPE)	 TO
I?FTFRMINF.	 IF	 IT	 IS	 A	 0E:ATFD	 VA R IARLF,	 IF 'NOT,	 NO	 ACTION	 I S	 TAKEN,
IF	 IT	 IS	 A	 C REA T ED	 V AR I ARL(= o	 THE	 ASSOCIATE[)	 STA fFMENT	 IN	 T'liE	 QUAD
TAHI.F	 IS FLAGGED	 (WORD	 3 OF	 THE	 FIRST	 UIJAD	 OF	 THAT	 STATEMENT
FLAGGED AS — OAS RPOUIRING SUHSEOUE:NT EXECUTION, 	 THAT STATEMENT	 IS
THEN SCANNED	 FOR	 THE	 EFXISTF.NCE:	 OF	 ANY	 OTHER CREATED	 SYMBOLS,	 NHICH G
K ARF
	 TREATED	 IN	 THE SAMF	 MANNER,	 THE	 RESULT	 IS	 TO	 HAVE	 EACH
E STATF.MFHT. WH I GH
	
NEEDS	 TO	 ESE	 F.XFC(:1TFE)	 TO	 DEFINE	 THE	 CALLING
VAR I ARLE:' ► 	 FLAGGED rOR	 LATER	 EXECUTION a








ENTRY	 OF SYMBOL' :To EXAMINE. ".
8- 108
MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
92.0 PRr1G3AM	 NA ME- SCAN
4 2.1 PURPISF
S CA N	 AN	 MPFN ATION	 CARD	 FROM	 RFOUESTEU	 COLUMN,	 FINDING	 AND
l f)FrvT I F Y I NG A	 SYMBRL,
0 2,2 1 D EN T I c 1 C A. TI M 14
i nAT'E- 11-20-75
OEV 131 IN-
AUTmIR- C.J,	 FAHLESS	 (2,05)	 883-1778
w
QRIGINAII 0M M,COMPOTFR- nATACRAFT 6024/3
	
0.0R












THF.	 CHARCTER IN	 THE REQUESTED COLUMN	 IS	 IDENTIFIED *	THE	 FOLLOW.
INI	 `TCCU R S,UE_PENDIRG tiN	 THE	 FIRST CHARACTER:
FIRST CHARACTER ROS60 ING ACTION
F THE NUMERIC CHARACTERS FOLLOWING THE E	 ARE
F CPJNVERTFll TM	 AN	 INTFGFR	 AND	 STORED	 IN VALUE,
a AS	 THE FLF.MFNT	 NUM8FR	 AND	 ICODE = O,	 IF	 NO
4 NUMERIC CHARACTERS FOLLOW,
	
ICODE26,
F THE NUMERIC CHARACTERS FOLLOWING THE F 	 ARE
CO3 NVERTFD TO	 AN 'INTEGER	 AND	 STORED	 Iw	 VALUE a
` AS	 A	 FIELD	 NUMBER	 AND	 ICODE=2,	 IF	 NO
NUMERIC	 CHARACTERS





CHARACTERS	 FdLL^JWING	 THE	 1	 ARE I
COf^VE R TFD	 TO	 AN	 INTFGFR	 AND STORED	 IN VALUE
R AS	 AN	 INTFNMED-	 IATE
	 VAL U E	 NUMBER	 AND
ICODE21.	 IF	 NO NUMERIC CHA R ACTER S	FMLLUW*
IConE	 6
+ ICODE =5,	 VALUF=1,
.(DECI M AL P OINT)	 THE	 DECIMAL	 PAI N T AND	 THE	 FOLLOWI N G	 NUMERIC
CHARACTERS	 ARE	 CONVERTED	 T'0	 A	 FLMATING y	 ,,
# POINT	 NUMRER	 AND STMRFD	 IN	 VALUE,	 I C OUF=4 ^







,'jSU,	 t	 SQUARE	 RMOT(TC(1DF=5,VALUF=6)
.S+,	 = SUMARY(ICdDE=5.VALUE=7) i
S2,	 =	 PRMDOCT	 SUMARY(IC0DE=5,VALUE=o)
0 J 0	 z_ PERCFNT (ICMUF=5,VALUE=9)
,CH.	 2	 CHARACTER	 THANSFEH(IC0DE=5#VALUE-10)
R—	 109
,CV,	 =	 TARLF FNTRY(IC0DE=5,VALUF=11)
, 511,	 =	 SEARCH	 TABLE ( I CODE = 5 v VALUE = 12 )




ICOnE = 5,	 VALUF. = 3,	 IF THE NEXT CHARACTER	 IS {
ALSO AN #,	 THE VALUE=5, a
ICul*=-51 	 VALUE =41
p Q THRU 9 EACH	 DIGIT	 IS	 STORED	 UNTIL
	
A	 NI)N-NUM[:RIC k^
CHARACTER	 IS	 FOUND,	 IF	 THE	 NUMERIC	 DIGIT
CONTAINS	 A	 DECIMAL	 PU1NT.	 THE
	
NUMHER	 IS
CONVCRTFD	 TO FLOATING POINT	 AND




	 ICODE=4	 ANJI	 THE
LOCATIO N 	IN	 THE	 CONSTANT	 TABLE	 IN	 VALUE,	 IF
E NO DECIMAL	 POINT	 IS	 FOUND s	 THE	 NUMERIC a's
CHARACTERS	 ARE	 CONVEHTF.0
	 T U	 INTEGtiR	 AND
STORED	 IN	 THE VINSTANT	 TARLF















	 IN	 ICHN	 ICoDF=7,VALUE=L()CATION
1
IN	 CONSTANT	 TABLE,	 IF	 NO	 2ND	 APOSTRbPHF	 IS
FOUND #	 I GMDF=6, VAL. U F=1) .	 M AXI M U M	 OF	 NEiW*?
_.CHARS,








WHEN THE	 LCtj T1f-_AND VALUE PARAMFTFRS	 HAVE	 BEEN	 DETERMINED,	 SCAN
a
P RETURNS CONT R OL TO EXTOPR,
i
y
' 0 2, 41 USAOP "!
CALLING SFOUE=NCE :
CALL SCAN(NCHAR,I000Ep VALVE,ILINE)
NCHAR = COLUMN NUMHER	 T p HFGIN SCAN,
ICODF
	 =	 SYMkfiL CMDF.
5 VALUC	 = VALUF (IF	 SYmAoL <*:







1 = I ^J1'Ci^E^F:n I ATE I NTERMFD I ATE	 VALUE:	 NUMHER
VALUE
=F I ELD	 NUMPER F I FLD	 E,.IUMyFR
3= I "1TFGE R LorAT if)N OF CONSTANT	 IN CONSTANT TABLE
` C,'INSTAwT









	 O^ SQ,026 1CV9Z11













93,0.-- PRMGRAM NAvE-	 SCANTR
_
93,1 PURPMSE
SCAN 3LU M AN SY^'P% TABLE CHECKING A PARTICULAR BYTE	 IN EACH	 EN1RY
FOR A DE I VED VALUE,
93,2 IDPWT1FICATIRN
DATE. 	 11 NMVFMRE (l 3974
REV'ISIMN-








V)CATIC O S	 (lU? OCTAL)
i
,).5, 3 nkSr,R I p T I3N
• SCANT[I SCANS
	
THE	 SY 1,1ROL	 TAnLF	 WHICH	 CONTAINS	 12 B Y TE'S	 P ER	 ENI rRY
cHFC4Im(7,	1iiY'IF'	 F OR	 ILmw',1.F_,VALUN(' I U Y T F- LE
	 I U P	 S(AHI ING
WITH
	
ENVY	 t,'-JrokER	 I IFNTHY ► ,	 1Hk -Et%l Tf4Y	 AT	 wHICH A	 MATCH	 I S	 F'IKST
FU I1 wf)	 I S	 5T 0 R 1)	 1 iJ	 I F	 TRY
V37 ,4 USAGE
r
CA LL I-NG, SEQUE'NCE:
CALL	 S;;ANTP(ISYTF# ILMW# I I•! P,1ENTRY) s
4 'z
I ' YTS= =	 NYTF.	 NUM,	 (1	 TO	 12)	 TO	 13F	 TESTED,
I L` W	 _	 LOWEP I- PA 1 T FOR VALUE ff	 I8YTE
ti1P	 UPPER	 LI M IT I
` IF,'IT4Y-	 STnRTtr!G	 (- riTRY x
RC-TU?ivS	 w 1 TH	 FN1 riY	 NUM,	 FIF	 F IRST MATCH








94 • U PRMG ►,AM NAME-
	 SC I F I U
r
94.1 PURPMSC
SCAN	 THE	 I N DEX FILF-'IL) HLbCKS	 IN /FILUEF/ FOR A RIVEN
	
INDEX	 LEVEL
FrbQ	 A	 GIVE.'A!	 FIELD,
94.2 IDFNTIFICATIMN
f DATt=	 17 MARrH 1975
REVISInN-















	 41- ST	CF,LL	 MF	 /FILDF,F/.--FACH	 TEN	 WORD	 INDEX
FILE	 II)	 R.L I CK	 IS	 TFSTEn	 IN	 SEQ0ENCF.U N TIL	 MATCHES	 ARE	 MADE	 ON
FIFLn	 NUMBER	 AND
	 INDEX	 LEVEL.	 IF	 NO MATCH	 IS FO UND,	 A POINTER	 TO





CALL	 SCIFIU(IFLnwP1 ► LEVEL,I6L0CK)
IFL D NO	 = FIELD NUMBER
^.
LEVEL
	 = CALLFD WITH	 THE DESIRED	 INDEX LEVEL





IRLMCK	 =	 NUM6FH OF	 INDEX FILE	 ID RLMCK
rv,














	 A N	INDEXI NG 	 TG(;H+v 1 OOE	 Tn COMPILE	 A	 CANDIDATE	 FI LE	 OF'	 DA TA





DATF-	 14 MARCH 1975
REV I S 1O id-







SITE- _ _65 4 	 LC1rATIMNS	 (1216
	
OCTAL)
95. 3 DESCR-IPT 1 (1 v
UPP ER
 LEVEL	 INDEX FILE POI JERS	 ARF CALcULATF p USING	 THE	 MINIMUM
VALUE-	 A f,q)	 SE: CME NT	 S I i L	 FIELDSEL 	 f'1F ' THE	 I MDFX	 FILE	 DEF I N I T 1 GN,	 ]HE
PRMCFSS	 OF	 CnMPAR 1 NG	 M AXIMUM	 AND	 MINIMUM	 FIELD
	
VALUES	 w 1 TH
CALCOLATED	 VALUES" TO	 ARRIVE-	 AT	 TWO	 P(IINTFRS	 TH	 THE	 INDEX	 FILE	 FOR
THE	 `QF'X t	 LfiWPR	 LFVFI.	 IS	 REPEATFU
	
UNTIL	 THE

















CALL	 SC I NI)X ( I FLII NG ► LEVEI., VALrI'I N, VALMAX, rICA N p )
IFt_r)N ft	 =	 F IFL1)	 NJUH[f FEZ
LEVEL.	 =	 FirINNING	 INDEX	 LEVEL(DEFAULTS	 TO	 HIGHEST	 DtFINED)
_VAI.sl I nl	 =	 X11 N	 *0.11' F 1 F.LD	 VA`LUf=
VALMAX	 =	 MAX1tW fi	 FI CLI)	 VALUE=





96.0 PRIG4 4 M NA M E- 	 SEARCH
4691 PU`RP1SF
f














LANGJAGE-	 FORTRAN	 I V
CORE
	 S I ZF —	1.51 ,LOCAT ' I INS	 ( 221	 OCTAL)
a
96.3	 DESCRIPTION
EACH IF N TARLF ENTRIES ARE COMPARED TM	 THE VALUE	 INDICA I'FD
	 AT
I ll" (2. NJUAD)	 UNTIL
	 AN	 PWU I VALENT	 VALUE	 IS	 F7(1Nf), THE CMRHESPflND I NG
VALi1F'	 IS	 RIFFURNED	 FOR	 THE	 r-JNVF_RS ICIV. 	 IF	 Nd EQU IVALENT	 VALUE	 IS 3
LOCATEn	 THE	 VALUE MF	 T14E
	
FIRST	 TABLE ENTRY	 IS RtTURNEO(FIRST TABLE
EtJRi	 IS	 STORkD
	 IN	 IOU(3,NilUA0) ), .FXAMPLE+
I11=0
,
1 112=` A `	 .CV.	 1
1132 1 R'	 .CV.	 2
114='D , 	ACV.	 3
115='E'	 .CV.	 4
a
w FLn4=E12	 ,SH.	 I11#5
' IF	 E12	 IS	 AN	 'A`	 FL04=1. s.`








	 =	 RFTURN I E l
	
CORRESPONDING	 VAL,UF
LOrl	 _	 OUAn 'IANLF	 FNTRY	 FOR	 MPFRAiND1 r	 ;''
' LOC2	 =	 QUAn	 TAi3LF
	
F,VTr1Y	 FOR	 MPFRANI)2
- N	 =	 NUMHER
	







0 700 p R9GRA"i	 N► AH1 -	 SFIflHI
')7,1 p QP'tS
Lff^,AT[	 GIVEN F'ILF	 NAME	 IN	 AN ACIIVF	 FILL	 IOU	 AND	 SFT	 PHIURI1Y
LEVF L'S,
q72 1 DKivT I F I CAT 1flN
flATr. -




AUTWIR = ';,	 P,L,KEf:FF•K	 (?Jy>—iiK3-177f3-
^.







S I i--P—	 59.4	 LOCATIONS	 (1002	 MCTAI_ )
97:3 I)E SC 7 I P I I (1v




IS	 C"HPAPH)	 AGAI N ST	 F.ACH	 ACTIVE	 F I L 	 NAME
IF
	 L9CnTFTI,	 T HAT	 F'ILt-	 I s 	F"`r(") t ^UrE 	 TU	 VIRS1	 PRIfsRITY	 A^vn	 ANY	 HtrF+FR




	 A"',' 	 IS	 HADL--:	 IN	 THI:	 STACK ,	(THE	 LUWLST
PRIO R ITY	 FILE	 IS	 (;L.(1SEO*	 IF NLCLSSOtY)	 ANU PRIfiKITIES	 ARE AF)JUSIFD
AS	 A-90VF,	 THL	 F ILF
	
IS	 Cif ENEPt	 IF	 11	 IS	 NNW	 TO	 1HF_	 STACK,	 AND	 THE:





S F 1 : Fi1 (IDFII.E, l	 T),CK, IER)
IPF ILF	 _	 5	 WOPI)	 FILE	 111 FIN, 17ION_ARRAY	 SFT, AS	 FOLLONS
4 I, IDFILE(1.-3>	 C f1'lTAINS	 THF=	 6	 CHARACTER	 FILE.	 NAMF, (SA2)
I n 	 T L 	 ( 4 )	 c(IrvTA 1 NS	 THE	 NUS OF li	 OF	 P F-roPDS	 I N , FILE,




OF	 A	 fdEL'tl R U	 IN
	
HYTE:
ISIACK	 =	 FwTRY -10	 f ILF__sTAC K	 CONTAINING	 THIS	 IU,
iFh	 _
	 FILL	 5TnruS	 F=RPOR FLAG




=	 1_	 IF	 'FIL F	IS	 A	 ivFW	 VIL( ^
R-	 1.16
:. r
yet'..{Ma.	 r-	 —._.--	 - ..._..... ,.^.,p.r..r..w^... «.;--	 ,r,ye.:1-wrist.	 a-.z.cw-.r.-u..>-a.c ...vsa 	 ,	 a	 ...	 Y x 'Y1x P"--	 °A4 i.•.	 ..-
MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
98 9 0 PRRGRAM	 NAME-	 SMPiT I X
99.1 PURP-ISE
SORT LARGE	 INDEX	 FILES,
a
s
98.2 1 DENT IFICATI'IN







LAN i'OAGE-' 	 FORTRAN	 IV
CORE 'SIZE-	 279 LOCATInNS	 (427	 OCTAL)
99.3 DESCRIPTION
THE
	 AVAILABLE	 CO R E,	 SPECIFIED	 IN	 THE	 FIRST	 WMRD A F COMMON	 'KFUSt',
IS USED	 AS	 A	 SCRATCH
	
AREA	 FOR	 A	 BINARY	 SORT	 ROUTINE,	 THE	 NAMED
F ILE• 	IS SRMKFN	 INTM NSC—G	 SEGMENTS,
	
READ	 IN	 CORE,	 SORTEU,	 AND
WRITTEN	 9ACK	 TA	 THE	 01SC FILE.	 N SEG =4L + IT M TOT*ITMLE N *2/LE N 8UF'	 WHERE
ITMT9T	 IS	 THE NUMBER OF
	










SORTEn RLMCKS ARE MERGED	 TOGETHER VIA	 'MERGER'	 Ttl	 THE
SPECIFIED	 1UTPUT	 DEVICE	 OR	 FILE ► 	 1 I0T' 	 THE
	
COMMON	 'NEUSF'	 1S
nIVI p En	 INTO NSEG SECTIONS FOR	 INPUT	 8UFFER ING, 	 AFTER A SUCCESSFUL
MERGE,
	





	 IS PERFORMED	 AND CON t'ROL
	
is













	 S IiF	 DATA.
IRUTF	 o -OUTPUT	 F ILE	 NAME	 ANSI	 SIDE DATA
IMT
	
=	 OUTPUT	 nEVICE	 NUMBER.
	 (Q	 FOR _DISC)
KFYl	 =	 FIRST	 8IT	 OF	 SORT	 KFY1	 (0-N)'-
{ KEY2	 =	 LAST PIT	 OF SMRT KEY,,	 (GREATER P,R EQUAL	 TO KtYl)
n
L Z 8-	 117_	 -,^ ;..,	 ',-	 r-,'	 vas..	 e	 . c	 ...,,.._a.e._ 	 _race	 a_. .r .,• a	 „ti f.4r.i^ .iiirdE
MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION




	 i3ASE	 FIL'F	 PAP)	 UP	 TO -R	 F IELUS	 AND/(*	 MENGE	 DATA 13ASt	 FILE
Rl~Tk1N1+VG




AUTH:9-^-	 C. J, FARLF.SS	 (205)
	
883-1778
C0 4POTFR —	DATACRAF T 6024/6
I 6



















HAS	 C()!lPLFTFll,	 T f jP	 SoRIF.f)
	 FIL E	I S W H I TIF hj	 ON H
THc	 DATA	 ti r`.`r	 F I LF; ,	 IF'	 A	 fAEi2Gf= 	 IS	 RI': (dt)ES I f= U,	 THP	 MERGe IS	 U(-)(vF	 ii
(' )^^F'nKitVG
	 T NF	 VgLlJt	 MF	 THE	 F"IELL)	 hr,' _F ACH	 t?FC f)Rf)	 TC	 ITS SUCCE=SSIVF
QE(,b-ii:)S.
	
IF	 C-Q LJ J VALF(\,T' 	 Rf:.CORDS	 ARF-	 Fdt i NTl,	 THE	 LAST	 ONt^- c OR	 M.0ST t
a ECEVT)	 IS	 FiFTn1NF1)	 ANTI	 TH).	 )UPLICATFS	 DFLFTFD	 T HI S	 FILE IS	 ALSO
t WR I TTEN'




I IJ	 1 ntF (rI)	 I`^:.	 THT=	 CASL	 (IF'	 AN	 UPDA fF	 RUN,	 1'Hk DATA	 I5	 IN: Cl a
WK'ITTE=!J	 " ► (i	 1' Ni_
	 DA TA	 HA S F	 FILE:	 UNTIL	 MFFifaE l^ ` 	WITH	 THE ' DATA	 HASE





i ATA	 ERASE	 W► COHI'tS, €
99.4 USAGE
CALL I r,'G Sf-9-LJ CE
E
CALL	 FOR TPi-fifVUF (# IWI)EV)
Iwn:V




\)f(FFC	 c	 ^11 0}.	 `) F	 RrCiitihS	 ,IN	 DATA 	 c3ASF	 FILE—MUTNUT








Uf	fA	1118	1 X I 1	s 6
(01A8 N1
	38 111hUHS Hi J1 (1Nd 9 AM)	fi100 1X 1 ^A3
(9060101	lfd gr'-W WHf)INfW,4 9Nf1VW1J gi










i 3(IE^	8900 VHO 11`8,
 
W f L)SV !T4
	
-,












-do	N 3 M 3 L N f	01	1 t ^ S V
	t
NA 1988^,NOj	ON	U =3(J00 f













3jA8 mu 118 1S811=81 J- 1	1'z)lafN1
J,NM13 3H1 NI	(IX91 JI)SdIAH NO WN _JW '0N=^IbN;( I' ^)LdNI
(U0vv)1dN1i
:1dNfi	NI	1tvW313
r	4	HOV3	HOA	d3H015 0	NDI.IVWHO:JNI	ONIMU 1"103 3H1	i31-nab	148b NW;NwQJ
3141	Nf	038919	N-:9-JA '9-VW -060048	1VOID01	3NW	'06MV	'a lUHW	1+f01t	wfiN
N!
	
MSP019	1NNW911 HL1w3 803 N010W601NI	3Hl H1I N 38ri3H NwWWW^ 3H1












N W I I V	fAI1N il BI
`(N0wW90 NI (JUDISM90
 




















A^RAY(LEMT).	 Tw(j	 L(IC,ATIONS	 ARE	 AVAILA13LE
	 F'MH	 EACH	 FLFMEN T	ALLOWING
FOR FLOATIN(, POINT STORAGE
	
Ar4D	 TWU	 w0RUS	 0 
	
CHARACTER	 DATA(4	 —
RY^ I TES/1 G





Ted	 THr'	 TWO	 W f IRDS,	 ALL	 DATA	 NOT	 IDENTIFIED	 OR	 CONVERrFl)





P^iI^IT,	 CI^ARAC,TER	 DATA	 WILL
	
HF	 1_ITHFR
	 ASCII	 8R	 BCD,	 TEXT
FALL CREATE FNDUGH ELEMENTS To STORE NHW *2 CHARACTERS PE R ELEMFNT,
ALL
	

















BCD	 NO CONV,	 --
HCD TO	 INTFGFH	 -. 7
CHAR ACTER	 TO	 L +I GICAL	 --	 5
EBCDIC	 NO	 CONV,	 --	 r104ILL	 OF	 STf1RFp	 IN	 ASCII)	 j








CHARACTER TO LOGI CAL
	-_ 5
A LL	 Flt1AT1 14 G	 N O 	 C lNV,	 --	 0
PC) I NT
ALL	 T.F,XT	 NO	 CONV,	 --	 0
100.4
	 USAGE




;V^ j_mS = NUMRE-R OF ELE M ENTS	 IN ARRAY
3
R-	 1?Q	 ,
a MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION




c ALLOW	 INnE°E^IDENT ENTRY OF SYMRdLS 	 INTA THE SYMHML	 TABLt
1 r 1.2 IDENTIFICATION
DATE-







	 PCR 60P4 j
PAGE 1S




CORE SIZE—	 230	 LOCATIMNS	 "(346	 OCTAL)
10193 DESCRIPTI'Olq a
-a THE	 ^IUMaER	 OF	 BYTES	 Pt7SSI	 LE	 IN	 NAME	 IS CHOSEN	 ACCORDI N G	 1 b	 THE
'	
d	 ' E'
T	 RE OF S	 M GML,
	 THE SYM B OL	 TAR F	 S SCANNED FOR	 A MATCH
	
ON	 THIS
FNUMBE R	 L SYMBMLOF Y RYTES	 ANn	 THE	 CORRECT	 IF	 A	 MATCH
	 IS FOUND,TYPE.
THE
	 REFERENCED ARRaY FIELD I S RETURNFD
	




	 IS	 RETURNEU	 IN	 IFi4TRY l ,	 IF	 NO	 MATCH	 IS	 FOUND_,
THE_	 CORHECT
	 NU MBER	 OF RY T ES	 IN	 NAmEo , ARF	 FNTERED
	
IIVTd	 THE	 SYM66LE
TAALF ► 	 THE	 ENTRY	 PMINTFR	 N	 #`	 ^IS	 STANEU
	
I	 IFNTRY	 A N D A	 MIN US CNE	 IS'
RETURNFD	 IN	 'NREF O 	 TO	 INDICATE 1HAT	 A	 NEW SYMBOL
































comPuTED FIf_-Li) VALUE ON THE	 DATA BASE RECORU;














127 LOCATIMNS 	 (1`77	 OCTAL)
i.0.2.;S I)FSCRIPTION)
THE	 NU M t3Ek	 IF	 RITS	 (vR	 {,Y'fFS	 Ft1R	 TFXT),	 THE	 FIRST	 LiIT	 OR	 t3YiE)
n1 i1 k1HrFr,	 nr;n	 THF	 DATA
	
TYE'F
	 E(fkXT ►? A( TE=O
	
FROIJ	 THE	 Cf	 RESP	 NI1lNG }t
.{
F I e-'70	 I) i=F i N! I T I titJS.	 FXCFF'T'	 I N	 TFiF	 CASs	 OF	 DATA	 TYF^F	 Et)UAL	 TO	 HEAL,
CilA 2A(;TF.R,	 Oa	 TEXT,	 TH^-	 DATA	 is	 rt)NVPHTE Ii	 TO	 IMfFGF'.R	 ARU	 STURtt_D	 IN




VALUF	 ARRAY.	 THEN	 THE=	 DATA	 IS	 NA(;KFp
INTO	 THE	 DA T A	 RASE.	 R( : C` l RD	 ARt3AY ( IN	 REUSE)	 US I NG	 P ACUAT ,	 WHFN `.




RIGHT	 JUSTIFIED	 1N	 THE
FIRST	 WORD
	
OF	 T HF 'FI	 L11	 VALUE	 ARRAY,	 FLOATING PVINT	 IS	 STBKFD	 IN
TNF	 FIRST' 2	 WORDS	 tiF	 THE	 FIELD	 VALUE	 ARRAY.	 rHAriACTER	 Arq u	 TtXT	 ARE
LE=FT	 JUS T I F I	 Ia	 IN	 TMF	 LL AST	 NUMyE it 't)f'	 E3YTES	 WF	 11E1)	 iiFGTNNI N G	 IN






CALL	 STF)FLU( 1FLI1 ► IVAL ► If= ND# IM0ij>





VAL Ii E	 APr0Y
IFNC	 = f Na k:	 NeXT	 IT	 1',10 ti hLh__AFTFR	 TNt	 'HIGHEST
)NJ	 USE_rt(4kT	 To	 U	 WHEN
	
STA'RTI NIG	 A-
















REV I S I fiN-	 9ldG	 Qumxm
AUTHMR-	 C. J, FARLESS ( 205) 8b3-1774
CG M POTEH-	 DATACRAFT 6024/3 	 3
LANGOAGE-	 FOPTRANI, I V
•
COPE SITE- 97 LHCATIONS	 (i41 MCTAL)
10 3.3	 D ES CRIPT I t) N!
a
THE REFERENCED STATEME^ I T IS EXECUTED FOR EACH MEMBER OF THE
CANDIDATE IN P UT FILL- VIA SUBROUIINF l FXCANS' ' EACH THHEt WORU
CA NIUIDATE ARRAY IS TRANSFERRED To THE muTPUT CANDIDATE FILE UigLtSS
wti,RL)S 2 AND 3 ARE ROTH iFRrl ( THE r,DRRFSP6ND_I NG BITS . tlF WORDS 2 - AND
	 -'
3 ARF SET IF A CANnIDATE IS A MEMBER OF THE CORRESPONDING_ SE1)t
AF TER_ ALL THE CANDTDATc:S ARE EXAMINED# BETH FILES ARE CLOSEUs ANDTHE NUMRER' OF







I	 CALL SOBSET(IQF ► IQLvNCAND)
I OF	 = F TRST ULJAD TABLE ENTRY fiF THE STATEMENT
IQL
	
LAST nuAD TABLE ENTRY OF THE STATEMENT









104.0 PRIGRAM MARE—	 SUMARY
104.1 PURP'1SE
TO CALCULATE THE SUM OF N ELEMPNTS INS 	 AN	 ARRAY,
1.04.2 1 DENT I F I CA  I qN
° r)ATF—	 12-22-75 z
+	 e
R EV 1 5I Lm—
AUTHIR-	 r.J.FARLESS	 (205) 883-1773
1
f COMPUTER-	 GATAGRAF T 6024/3 fl	 ^
I
I LAN(,OAGE—	 FORTRAni	 I V









X	 =	 Sl.jmArZ Y(LOC,,NI(JM)
Y^
=	 U !JAD	 MPFRANI) >VALUE` flF	 1ST	 OF	 N	 I LI= HFNTS	 IN	 THE	 ARRAY,







XfMLrc..=.d	 .:	 .'	 ..	 _ ..	 - Yr J	 Yom.	 I
MINIS- PROGRAM SPECIFICATION




OF FIELD hVER A GIVEN SETO
y
















FOR A	 GIVEN SET	 THE REOUESTED vARIAdLE OR FIELD
	
IS SUMMED AND	 THE
RESULT
	 ADDFU	 To	 T HE REQUESTED VA R IABLE NAME,	 THE FIRST	 VARIABLE	 IN
THE=	 ASSIGNMENT QUAD MF
	
THE STATEMENT
	 IS TAKEN AS	 THE	 VA R IA B LE	 T8




SOMNAME	 _	 S(J ­iSET (SETNAME, SVMI`IFE) 4
SF T NAME	 =	 NA`1F	 rlF	 SFT	 Trl	 SUM	 MVF.R
` SIJMMEF	 =	 VAR I ARLE	 MR	 FIELD	 TM	 SUM
SUMNAME
	 =	 NA ME OF	 VARIARLE	 TO	 STORE	 SLIM	 IN
'VOTE:	 SUMMEE	 ANn SETNAMF CAN RE	 IN ANY
ORUER	 IN THE ARGUMENT LIST,







106.0-- PR FIGUM	 NAME-	 Si)"`12 €
,
105.1 PURFT'1:SF







	 C.J.._ FAHLESS	 (205)	 883-1778
P COMP(JTFR-
	 DATACRAFT	 6024/3 I
LAN GUAGE-	 FbRTRA^l	 I v
,
C( Ri--	 51	 E-	 53	 0CATiUwS	 (65 bCTAL)
In6,3 OCSC-,!^IPTIMV
^i
THF, Cr)RRFS :)0"lD L,JC	 `41;MHF RS	 (`IF	 2	 ARRAYS
	 ARF	 M ULT I NL IFU	 TMGETHr-Fl	 AND 7
THE	 Ptimi)OCT i	 SOMMED	 A1411	 RL; TIJRNrl)
	 AS	 THf;	R	 SULT,
J.06, 4 USAGP -	 t r _:
CALL ING SE I)UPflC :
X	 =	 SUM'2 (Ltj Cl r L h C2, N'Ut1 )
X	 =	 RFSULT4 nl T	 VALIJF
LUrl	 AND	 L,fl(:> , t1 N F f1l^^ln	 Vr^LUF	 ('Fi(iM	 [11.JAn	 TANLF	 WHICH r`
CU I r;ESPoNlj	 TO	 THE
	
x,51"
	 mi-MPER OF	 EACH	 ARRAY,NIP-1	 NU11HPI2
	






107 9 0 PROGRAM NA4E-
	
SYNTHS
107 * 1 PU;RPISE










.CORE SIZE	 362 LOCATIONS	 (552 OCTAL)
W.3 DESCRIPTION
1
T HE RENTFNCE TYPE, DETERMINED RY I IS TACK(2.2)' IS STORED IN THE
QUAD STACK. THEN DIFF E R ENT ACTIMNS ARF T ANKE N ACCORDING TM THE
SENTENCE TYPE. FOR SET OR VARTARLE DEFINITION, CONTROL IS PASSED
DIRECTLY TM 'SYNTH1 1 , FOR 9 IF' STATEMENTS CONTHML PASSES TO
'SYNTHI' FBk EACH IF, THEN AND ELSE CLAUSE, FOR SUBROUTIRE CALLS,
CONTROL IS PASSED TO ISYNTHI ,
 ONLY WHEN AN ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION
APPEARS iN THE ARGIIMENT LIST, OTHERWISE, #
 T+HE QUADS ARE FORMED IN





ISEN	 INTERNAL SEN T ENCE FORM	 r
LAST	 ='NUM. qF ENTRIES IN 'ISSN'
ISTACK a MUTPOT OF PARSE.
is	 NUM. OF ENTRIES IN_'ISTACK•
ISGR	 = SYNTAX GRAPH
I ER	 = ERROR FLAG t O=GOOD; A=FRROR
ORIGIN




106 .0 PRMORAM NAME-_ 	 SYNTIit
108.1 PURPOSE
ro k)VFRT THE INTERNAL SENTENCE AND PARSE OUTPUT STACK INTO AN
F.XFOTION STACK.
108,2	 IUE=NTIFICATIrind
nATE.-	 27 NMVF.MRER 1974
REVISI M N-
AUTN IR	 I), R. SANDERS
r
rt)Mf OTFR-	 n(:F,' 6024 y3_
1 LANG (7A(; E—	 FO RT R AN I V
CORE -S I fF- 846 LOCAT IONS
	(1516 0CTAU
1(58.3 DESC` 1PTION
I Sf^1^ F. R04 LEXCAL A N i.)	 ' ISTACK'	 FROM PARSF	 ARE	 IJSFU	 IN	 THIS
RriUT I Nr A1. 1ING, WITH THE SYNTAX GRAPH TO Fmim THE FXI=CUT I (JN TRIPLES
SAVE-n IN f !)UA1'F?L f , i ISTACKi IS SORTFU IN DESCENDING MRDER USING
THE FIRST WOOL) IN THF. TWO- wO RU ENTRIFS AS A KFY. i = SET DEFINITION
2= g URSF1' OFFIrflTi'ori 3=VARIAOLE DFF TNITIONJ 4=IF STATEMENT 5=UNUSED'
b=SUBROUTINF CALL (ASSIGNMENT TYPE)




-CALL. SYNTHI ( I SL-N s I S %'Fs 7N s LAST, I SN!SA V, I S LACK, I STHGIv I S * I SG+t, I FK )
I ';FN	 I NITF RNAL SENTFNrE FORM
I SNr?N) H E G I NN 1 ^I(; OF SYMH(ILS I V , I SFN
1.AST	 LAST (.ENTRY IN ' ISFN I TO F3 F= SCANNEn
I S N S A V	 S E 14TrN1CP.' TYPE
s	 LSTAGK OUTP UT nF PARSE
ISTr9GN= H GIN K11^.IG piTRY IN! IISTACK'
.$	
I S	 LAST E-r4 T RY IN I I STACK'
I SGR z SYNTAX (IRAPH









ACCESS ANY OF 5 TERMINAL FUNCTIONS PROVIDED RY TSaSl
1099'2 I DE NT I F I CAT I13N
DATE,-	 29 SEPTEMBER 1975 S3
^^,G4,T^ pA^ TYl








13 WORDS	 (].5	 OCTAL)
. 109.3 DESCRIPTION
AN	 INTEGER FUNCTION CODE FROM 1, 	 TO 5	 IS PASSED	 I'M SgTF	 IN THOS AND
THE





' IFNC	 = FUNCT I M N COOS
1=RESE T	SWITCHES
2-=RESET	 LINE COUNT '	 ..
3=LOAD
	 SWITCHES
4= L0AD LINF. COUNT ±'
5=	 OAD	 TERMINAL	 T -YPE









11040 PRIC11AH	 NAHF -	 Tr-HMN(.
ii i	 i PU?P`iSE
SET	 TTF, flUTPUT	 LISTING	 DEVICE	 TP	 THt:	 TF.RIIINAL,
11 1 .2 Io:WTIFICATI N
;. 1)ATF = 	 76	 VEBRIJARY.	 1975 y	 e
REVIS1yN-
AUTHIR-
	 R e L. KEF F ER	 (205)-883-1778
C(i klP rrrF:H—	 !)ATACRAFT	 6024
LANu(1AGF-	 F olURP-1 	 I V ' a
CtWE SI?E —	DECI MAL 	 12 OCTAt.
1to. 3 UES CRIP1ION
THF.	 ")OTPUT
	 LIST	 DE=VICE ► 	 SPFCIF"TH)
	
ITV	 COMMON -'I V A R A Y '	 AT	 IHUF(].35)




(1-)-.	 l lit	 NF},	 rf	 LINE'S	 PFR
	
















111	 0 PRMGQAM NA m F-	 UNPXER
11141 Pu R lj 19SE
U N P AcK	 THE FIELD VAL U E	 DATA RASE HFCMRr) POINTER FROM AN	 ENTRY_ANI)
MF	 A	 FIRST	 LFVFL	 I KIDFX	 FILE,
111.2 IDFNTIFICATIIN

















1ENTRY 9 	 IS	 PIrKFD	 UP	 FRMM	 T H E	 RIGHT-MOST	 I NRENT I 	 6 IT S	 UF	 THE
SOUHCE	 ARRAY.	 I FLnVAL I 	 Is PIcKEn UP	 AS AN	 INTPUFR FROM	 THE	 SOURCE
ARRAYIS	 NEYT	 INBFLn o 	 BITS FROM RIGHT	 TO	 LEFT	 AND	 CONVERTEU	 TO
FLIA T ING	 PlINT,
111 * 4 USAUe
CALLING	 SEOUENCE:
CALL	 L J \1PKER(IARRAY,NWORDS# I(-NTRYtNRENToFLDVAL,N8FLD)
IAkRAY	 =	 SOURCE	 ARRAY	 (1	 BY	 INWMRDS'
N W f5 R D;	 =	 'NUMBER	 OF	 wdRDS	 IN	 IIARRAYV
IFNTRY = nATA HASF WHY MF SnURCF RECORU
N. , R F N, T	 =	 NL.jt,,8FR	 OF	 RITS	 IN	 FNTRY	 POINTER	 AREA
FLDVAL	 FIFLn VALUP	 IN SMURCF RECORD
NRFLU
	
NUMOER OF pITS	 IN	 FIELD
Fl —	 131
IMINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION




FXA r1I'g F POSSIt4t-r QUAD AND FIFLTI FISTS TO PRODUCE A FIELD fo k WHICH
AN I\J DFX _FILF? SCAN IS TO SP MADE,	 a
112.2	 If)F,\f TIF 1rATI1iq





r), R, S'A KI UF{iS
z
COMPOTER
	 OCR 60 ?4
LA"1GUACE-	 FORTRAN IV	 ii
C0R E S I k F'- 523 L orA T I MNS 	 (1013 MCTAI_)	 it
1.92.3	 CESCRIPTION
FIRST, THP PnSS I RL1
	
FIELD LIST' 	 I S CUL.LFI) ff	 ALL NON- I NI)EXFD
F. ^ITR IFS.	 IF	 pl'JY	 F r\ I T' R I {=S	 H 0IA 1 N i	 THEY	 ARE	 TES r&D	 AGAINST	 q	 r	 j
HIFRARCtlY M F CR ITERIA 1 	 0R1)Fft	 TO	 ARRIVE
	
AT	 A	 FIELD	 A,ND	 ITS
ASSOC;IATF-'I) g fit)NDARY VALUES TO RF USED AS INPUT Tf) 	 IVARI 10 1 ,	 I'll E
MOST I)F:S I h'nr3LE CR I TERI P1 -N I S	 THAT	 THE	 VA R I nBLL	 A PP EA RS	 IN	 THE




THE raEXT LONER IN HIERARCHY IS 1'1-1A T A FIk-LD APPLAR
WITH bNE: R%1 :\j;AiIY, AND,_ .r_HE MAX OR NIP%' F11:11) VALUE IS	 IM F LItD	 F r)R
THE SEzC0N'D K30UNJUARY,	 (EXAMPLE:	 FIt:1_I),LFo20	 IMPLIES	 MELD'	 IS
RET'WFFN TH P MINIMUM FIf.:LD VALUE AND 20,)	 THE THIRD P(JSIT(+JN	 IN
H I FRARCHY 00 %t  PS THF CASF MF A F IEI_U USCn W I T=I AN 1 , EW, I RELATION.
THIS CASE TRAaNSLATFS I n! TO AN I)PNFR HOUND A NI D A LOWER [JOUND WHICH	 1
ARP THF. S Mt~,=
G r. , A'^D ^.LT,' R^ LA T I M [4S ARF Crlr r VFRTE p IuT	 + ,GF.	 AND
RELATIOIjS =3Y USE OF THE MIN IMU)NI VAL,U4	 AND	 SEGME-NT 'SICE; Iry 	I'EIE





C kLL ING SE)UF,vCE
CALL VA` QHK ( I P FLD, I ^' QI LJ A l), I IN NFLf). V1, V?,, I SFL )
.;	 IPFLU	
_ P t7SSI111.E' FIELD LIST
IPOUAD	 P 0 f; S 113 L E (JUAD LIST
Iv	 NLJHOFR OF (•1E Ifr3F{iS IN ' IPFLD' AND	 INOUAL)
I,	 iINFLD
	
FIELD '\IUt.!HFfl ONI W HICH TO I NDFX
R- 132
t0	 IF Nr1NE	 FOUND
V1	 = LOWER ROU:Nn FdR VALUF AF THE FIELD
V2	 = UPPE R ROUND FOR VAL U E OF	 fHE FIELD


















113.0 PRMGRAM NAME-	 VAkINx
PURPnSF













WHIR-	 f), k . SAN0FkS
Ct)MPOTER—	 DCR 6024
LA*[;OAGL=	 FORTR A N	 Iv
CORE='	 SIDE—	 378	 LOCATI M NS	 ( 572	 OCTAL)
113.3 ' DESCRIPTION 1
[ ' SC I NI)k'	 I S	 CALLEi)	 T ti	 FC)i2ti	 A	 LIST	 ()F	 CANT) I DATES	 IN	 /REUSE:/,	 F ILE
I NAmFS	 ARF;	 SVIANPEI)
	 A,Jn	 THE
	
CANill I UAT F- 
	L 15T	 IS	 MFROE(1	 w 11 H	 ) HE




S ECOND	 ANI)	 "tHIkU	 w(.ikl)S,	 coNTROL	 IS	 HFTUR Nfr.i)
	
TO	 'FX S E TI)',
1.13 (ISAGF
I; CALLING SFOUF.iNCE;




HUPP R = UPPER 4; ClUNDARY VALUE
HLslNdkt2	 c	 UIWFR	 fiUUNIWAy
	VALUE
NCA ` U	 =	 "U!'1l,(-H	 OF	 CANDIOATF`i	 (MUTNUT )
j =	 CANDIDA'[F	 FIELn	 VALUE	 (INP	 T)












	 A	 NCUN I)A R Y • VAL f 1E	 FMR	 I VARCHKI	 AND INDICATE WHETHER THE VALUE
IS	 A	 MAXIMUM	 OR	 MINIMUMS
114.2 1DFwTIF ICATI9,VI
4 DATE-
	 2 APRIL 1975 a	 -:?
REVISIO'v—
Al1TH9R-	 D. R . SANDERS
COMPOTE-R—
	 DCR	 60?.4 g
s LANGOASE-	 FORTRA N 	 I.,
:j CJgF	 St	 E-	 f64	 LOCATIMNS	 (244 OCTAL)
114.3 DESCRIPTIONI
THE POINTER TO THE	 QUAD
	 TABLE	 ENTRY IS	 USEU	 TO	 EXTRACT	 THE
R ELA T I M NAL 0°E R A T OR FR`+M	 THE QUAD	 AND	 THE BcjL I NDARY	 VAL U E	 THAT	 IS
LOCAT-D	 IN THE
	
SYMPIL	 TARLF r 	 A	 FL A G 1S SET
	
INDICATING MAXIMUM	 OR
MI NI MUM	 ROUNDARY ANU CMNTRIL
	







s CALL	 VA4VAL( IPFLsIQD.VALUEsMINMAX)








14ALUE	 =	 Rt)(INDA R Y	 VALUE a
MIN M AX	 =	 -1	 FMR	 MIMIMUM
+1 FmR	 M AXIMUM















116.0 PRM(;RAM	 NAME — 	WRTRUF
{ 11601 PURPMSE 




- 116,2 1UENTIFICATI IN a






















' CALL	 WRTHUF(N	 M1 ► ISTART*ISTAP ► NAM2#NRECoI,WDEV ► NBUF•1ENU,MEK)
__




ISTm o 	= LAST RECORD OF	 INPUT
NAM2





NUMPr.R	 (IF	 OUTPUT	 TO wRITE,
IwnEV
	 =	 OUTPUT	 FILE	 DFV ILF.	 NO S
	O = U1SC,	 tlTHFH=TAPE,
IE'Ifi	 =	 EN D FLAG,	 WRIF	 ALL
	
u UFFFN	 IF SET,











VAL.LI E:S	 INTO A
	 DATA	 ARRAY AND
	 MUTNU1' HEADERS ANU DATA,
u
117.2 1UFNTIFICA.T,I R N w
bA T -	 7-6-75 a
RUTH-'.)R-










	 R FrORUS	 IN	 A	 G1Vf:N	 SET( NjsF*O,	 THE
	 R p UU1RED f 1ELUS	 ARE	 - y
ExTRAG1 (D
	
AND , VAR I AHL.ES	 CALCiII.ATED,	 THE	 RFSUI-TANT VALULS	 ARE
;T ,lkFh	 IN''	 THE OUTplt'(	 ARRAY,	 1 HHEADFRS	 AREWKITTEN FRuM	 THE





IS ou'rPU1' FRmm THE-VORMAT 114	 ARRAY
'FDMAT',











LCNT	 =610.	 OF	 LINES	 Pik I NTE i)
NSF J'	 = SFT NUMRFR Y







_• MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
118 •0 PRIfiRAM	 NAWE. -	 WRTnEF
118.1 PugpnsE




AUTHIR-	 C.	 J.	 FARLFSS	 (205)	 883.1778
COMPOTEH — 	DATACRAFT 6024/3
LANGUAGE — 	 F -bRTRAN	 TV




SURHnUTINE ARGUMENTS,	 THE 10 WORD FILE DEFINITION 	 BLOCK
^.
IS	 ClNiSTRUCTED,	 IF	 A	 DEFINITION	 ALREADY	 EXISTS	 FOR	 THE	 INDEX	 FILE, 3a
THE	 NEW	 DEFINITION	 IS	 STORF D 	IN	 THE	 OLD LOCATION,	 IF	 ONE	 DUES	 NOT




	 FILE,	 IN	 THE	 CASE	 OF	 A LEVEL
	
1	 INDEX FILET	 THIS
WOULn	 8F	 THE	 FIRST	 AVAILABLE	 LOCATION	 IN	 THE	 INDEX -	 FILE
DEFINITIINS.	 IF	 THFRF	 ARE	 NO AVAILA8LE LOCATIONS#	 THE ROUTINF	 SETS
TH C NUmSPR OF RECORDS	 IN THE FILE TO 0 AND RETURNS TO THE	 CALLING
PRBGRAN,
118.4• US A GE s
e
CALLING	 SEOUFNCEs
CALL	 WRTUEF(IFLNtlrLFVELrITYPE,NRECr^.BYTF•XMIN.SIZF ► NBNTR,FINAM)
IFLN9	 =	 FIELD NU48ER
LEVEL,=	 INDEX LEVEL 	 ^^C"s^ T^ORIGIN
r I T Y F' E= TYPE	 INDFXING	 OF P40R Qu^I'I'
. NkFC
	
= NU489k OF RECORDS
	
IN FILF(NUMBFR OF ENTRIES) 'N







	 1_EVEL	 1=FIE= LD	 NUHHFk
FOR	 LEVEL	 ?, = MINIMUM	 VALUE
SHE
	
= FOR LEVEL 1=NUM8FR OF HITS	 IN FIELD
FOR	 I.EVEL.	 ?._SEGMENT	 SITE
w
H- 139
NNNT 2	 t`'	 H	 OF	 HITSUME^F .Vf= tDED
	
FOR	 Pd 1 NTER
k FINAM	 =	 TEN	 ;At)r?D	 FILE DEFINITIn N BLOCK
W,11?D C(JNTFNTS
F ILF	 NA`MF	 XF LDL
X=MESHEO CHAKAGTE:R MF	 ALL e
LETTERS	 19	 DATABASE	 NAME 1





	 DIGIT	 'I YNF
	 NUMBFK
t 4, NUMRER MF REVIRDS	 IN FILE r,
5 NUMBER ff HYTFS/RF(;MRD  ,
6-7 L,FVFL	 1	 F I r=LD	 NUMBER (WO,M)	 6)
L.F--VFL
	
2	 "I N I MUM	 VALI!"r_: "I
8-9 LFVFL	 1	 NUMNF.R	 OF	 R1TS	 I N
FIELD(WORD	 8)
LEVEL 2	 SEGMEigT	 S I fE










,.p31T^r^-	 ..	 -	 _...
	 •,..	
...
	 ...	 ..	 .,..	 a..^.pe.,-],iMp,R^r"^/-1'rr+^.^^..:.-+r	 ^^^q^'- « f
MINIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
119 o U PH-iGRAM MA 4E-	 XFER
it9 o l PugplsF
TRAASF FH A Cl^J IGUAUS STRING	 AF	 CHARACTERS	 FkAM	 ONE	 ARRAY	 Td
AN"4THER
11. y .2 1 UF'v T I	 I CAT I ON
SATE
	





D. R, SANDERS	 (2051-883-1778
s
C '-j0 TER-	 PCR 60 P4
LANGUAGE — 	FORTRAN	 1V
CORE SliF-
	
42 Wr.RnS	 (52 OCTAL)
119, 3 DESCRIPTION
t3
.. ^ v 	 r,'(j NTIGUtJUS B YTFSARE	 fRANSFERREU FROM	 9 1SRC+_	 BEGINNING	 WITH
THE	 • I' T H	 CHARACTER	 INTO	 'IUES'	 BEGINNING AT	 THE	 I J'TH CHARACTEH,
119 * 4 'USAG9<
CALLING	 SElUENCE:
CALL	 XFER(ISRC, I.IDES.J, N ) )^„ PA-G%O G
OF	 QUAio
ISRC	 _ SOURCE ARRAY
	
POOR ^
' I	 = STARTING CHARACTER	 IN	 ISRC
s	 +:
IDES	 = DF'ST I NATION	 ARRAY
y
J	 s	 ST' AR'TING	 CHARACTER	 IN	 IUE$





I t?U . U
.	 cPhi ' G•.2A"1
	 VA M E-	 LACTUL.(NhF1S#LA1 #L0N)__ _.
120.1 PURPI)SE
I)ETrRM I NF





1) ATb	 1I	 SUPTE MH FR,	 1	 75
REV 1 S PO N —	 AI)ANTEF) F li"M	 A	 MER T T S	 SUN OF	 THE	 SAME NAME
I AUTH`1R-	 R. L. KEPI	 FR	 ( 205)	 683-1778
Co,4P JTFi;-	 DATACRAFT	 6021/3
LANGUAGE-	 f• OP-I R01	 IV
CORF	 S I LF-	 210	 LF)f;AT Ir.)NS	 (422	 OCTAL)
121.3 1)	 1 ° T 'I C}v
F Arli' PHOTO	 1 14	 COMMMN	 ► FUSE	 I S	 C}y FCKE_Il TO	 SGF	 IF IT	 COVE HS I HE
S P EC I F I t -n	 'r1I NT	 ('LAT, L f IN) ,	 IF	 n!( •)T,	 TF)L	 EN I RY	 IS	 IIE L E T ED	 I- H011 HFUSE
ANN)
	 r fiF	 LIST	 d l o: L)	 ,JP	 1 	 Nr)T(;H.	 SUHRMUT I NI:	 H I TF> 1)7ES	 IHk ACTUAL
( (I .1 I? r? INaTF:	 );HEC;KINr,,	 TH(=	 PICTURF.	 POSII I(IN	 IS	 N ty ilMnLIff=U TO iV fj it TH	 -
L gT I T (1 0f=,	 441)	 9U	 W p ST	 I_ONG1 00F	 T o	 SIM P LIFY	 RITES TASKI
12:0.4 USA,SF }.'
%CALL IN(j	 SI ')uEW,E : ,I
CALL
	
LA!^TUL (N fl -JS, I_AT, LuN )
N D 05	 NUMHE R	 OF	 PrlSS1t^LF
	
PHOTOS.	 SET	 IP1 ACTUAL AT Esvp,
LAT	 =	 LAT T I`IJIIi=	OF	 POIN I	 TO	 9F	 CHECKED,
_ L`1 J







-	 a.•-t^-r-f..l+vy^.^*...^r^....`•... ;.	 'P°+r'„'""°'.X-'^r.F'^'°'.,	 ..	 ...^O',^y'ri' Y^





















Appendix C includes program flowcharts for the following programs
Name Page Name Page
EXTFLD C-1 FORMAT C- 33
EXFLD C-4 I	 BISORT C-38
ININT C-5 MOVOUT C-^ 41 j iYr
IBLANK C-6 GE IN C-; 42
KUMPAR C-7 INDEX i 44
HINTGER C-8 NORM C=47
LININ C-9 OUTPUT C 48
<	 FIN FLD C-10 EXCANS C-,' 52
-	 FLDFIN C-11 EXOPRN 0-53
MESOUT C-20 EXQUAD C 55
MESMAN C-21 EIXVARD C-58
S ET, PELI C-28 SUBSET C' 59	 i
WRITFL C-29 REVSCN C-60
SORTER C-30 RVSCAN -C-61
































Set IDATA (3) tc 375
umber of byte











_ to logic true 605
1) ,^
614
•, Is ^ ^












































..^se.._...,, .,,.... ..,^aw(^':...	 a..^e	 ..,_.:^—.. r,.......,_.,-.	 .. ^...,..:. .v,z	 -., .,	 ,..x..... .. _.	 _....„.	 _,	 _..,.	 .. ^.	 ^r.ET".'°M "'^.^,.:';.rwlg,
	
































































































'Enter field_ lete d




0? Yes	 320 134oIt  such Is
field name' Yes no.





this is agkey No





Scan all IDS for
ref. to keys be- 25
s field...yond thi tYesDecrement an yfound.
Move all FSG
LD IDS beyond Delete mes-










r from this ID
no. to last ID,
_	 up one word.





















by es at 


































Is	 Deposit first-	 Set 4 bit dat	 346	 OP
blank?	 --^	 g	 Y	 ID block	 modify
buffer	 No	 eight bytes of
	
type in field





No	 P type	 Yestle if dif-

















354	 T-00 UQ 37max Key OP
<0? Yes	 type =	 Y
modify ?354
F2
Is Set field size
IBLEN n	 blockID No No
0! ? (IBDEP) 38 380




352	 Is Enter first
350	 Op type	 es it Pos. offield in rec.
-
modify? (byte no. if












aNINT)7 4'.istarting bit o Yes` number(IBDEP) 386
Yes Set value of Key
key for this No	 0?
eld=key
362	 s 358	 I " P),	 (IBDE
 NT<8
or	 ? Yes	
OP type	 N Yes376
	
^ 13 =modify ?
No is <
390 Yes	 P type _	 N364 modify










L 0 ? =





368 370 374	 I I
Set no bits 'Enter no. D-type PT
in sub-field, of repeats No	














393	 num =0?	 320
Set format	 "Enter for-









l	 Is	 394	 Is






Enter si	 (LININ)et format	 g
pe on field	 nificant
lock	 places or
BDEP	 chars.pperorININT
et i gnti -	 Isw	
igr flag off	 Yes char =Y398	 in field bloc]
Set signifi-	 Is	 (IBDEP)
cant digits i	 No PLACE








identifier	 ,101) type	 operationfield ?(Yorn)	 Ye =







500 ` Enter field O 1.0-0s, QUT
f 'Save Field
ID to belist-











Set DO loop Set DO loopparameters to parameters
is from ID no. to to from 1 to
No	 char =Y? Ione. IDEF(13) a
Yes fi18
510 DO loop ;	 yfield block




Write filg essage field ID




















No	 fieldkeyed? 63 G
Is Output max. no. tdata  type	 Yes of bytes in this
Yes = text ? field.
6328
Extract fielc No
no. and valuc 640






or presence of 648
his  field. Output no. of Extract bits
its in first in sub fieldand no. of 




(IBEXT) Test Output no. of
repeats> 0, .	 Yes repeats fieldk
k positions
• Output firs±
bit position in NO
record
656 s"
Extract  for- Output normal
field 
type





'This is the IS .
identifier D fieldbit: set?
• Output data field. ;t









evels ' of in 700
dexing
s (IBEXT)














TssONS, N	 of blanks per
	
400	 anks, num. ,ransition-and
	








	 o IBUF insen-system
message .	 file name to	 add NCTT to "C ---,ting blanks
	 4 r
jf








d indexMove user mes	 500 s	 $
^•	 Entry from	 !	 Increment	 - Ye next char.	 r






















Read first	 Calculate: line 600 Is	 200
	
half buffer	 length, buffer	 CI > NCH-+ 2 words	 length char./
t	 (FILR ED)	 buff. Initialize	 - .AR	 Nobuffer pointers
s0g Is
t	 Yes	 CHAE bI	 yond end of
reading
currentculate no. of	 b
	
 blanks. LEADBL
 Yes,	 esEADBL	 LINLEN	 p
200
No	 0
00	 1	 Read next	 _ r
	
Blank output	 Linl n Linlen- half bufferN





late char. point	 (FILRED)
ers: IDPO & IC
300
s	 Transfer from	 r ,
	
CI +.	 ICI+HRN NCH	 OutputLINLRN -1 Yes	 AR to ILUF at






. k•+.*.•^rAwYWY,+Mrwtw..re .-......_	 _...-_
•









103 (ME	 UT) 90































Yes No g Write 800
50
Assign mes- 60	 anm
sage to next max. mes- No, 60 19 Re uest 900 '






	ADD_	 Message	 REPLACEalready ex-
	






110 No	 205f	 GIs	 s	 ,iIs	 'Illegal mes-	 J















Request and	 220 Isinput a lingFind last non -	 /	 Find length ofinp 	 zero +1 in mes
	
Yes ./MINX(MN No
	 message lenoldmesout(1035	 sage file. Set	 UM)=0




I	 Zero entry	 'Enter mes-	 Blank RGUSA
Yes	 to MINXlin	 age text'	 BLE common
	





Set message	 'All blank is	 Input a line	 Is i




























Is	 Read a line.
	







blank?	 (LININ)	 80 char,	 blank	 l




Set char. count Zero out mes- 
	 ^^















to unused end sage number ' _ 0 orb
of file maxmes ? ',(MESODT)
0
Set char. count et pointer to
and message old message Yes	 minx(mn -
no. in file ea in file. 20 =0? 
No
Transfer mes- Close mes- Find char.
sage to file sage file count from
message file.
280
Set new xnes- est Zero out mes-




290	 IsOP=Write file Output mnum













	s 	 Close mes-	 Sess g	 et up max	 s	 X
	
r	 le open?	 Yes	 age file	 PIK +	 Ncount to max:	 NWD>Len->N^^w ,
	




Pickup index	 NWD= Lenmes



















ast M 1	 in mes file.	 pointer IPmessage no.	 _
to be listed'	 maxmes ?	 - 1
(ININT)
}	 No
52/ Is	 Pack out649
	




sage no. less	 MNL ?
than first.'




i	 660	 to start if mes-	 words at IP--_+	 680
	
s	 Output mes-	 sages and NWD	 at




ID IDIK=IDIK^	 540 	 - `










IPIK = Maxmes	 IPIK = IPIK





























YR QU.575	 s	 Q ► 	_
PIK >
	 ye	 IM = 0?	 UT*	 w IPUT






Read word tc	 577	 Is	 NBYT=ISCT








F	 Yes	 setch(ip	 o	 SCTCH	 sequence erro r
=0?
 (Ienmes> 	 IM, MINX(IM)
ax
es
565	 es	 No	 572
P = IP +1	 560	 CIT5 70	 S	 IM=ISCTCH(IP) SCTCH(1) _	 (IjD an <	 M = 0 ?	 ISCTCH(2)_















ENMES =	 Set IPIK to	 'Enter new	 x
IPUT -1	 start of mes	 message no.'
sages	 (ININT)
715
585	 uno	 'Illegal mes	 a
MN)= MFIL	 LEN = MFIL	 --0 or >	 Yes	 sage number)`	 maxmes ?




































es = MINX (MNUM)
0 ?	 MINX(MNUM)
r	 (	 _0..
Write file	 'Message	 No
file packdef. file	 760













Find Length of Zero out old
(MNUM)_=0	 No Old message message en-tirely. Set pin








MINX(MNUM) !s Meslen = last











.', eslen in me s-























j	 100	 Is	 Extract this	 a
ale nam
=stack etr	 Yes	 file stack poin	 f V=
.:?






400 300u 	 s	 Move ail prev-





Close file at	 Move first(max	 Insert this
end of prior- 	 1) Entries
ity list.	 down 1 in prior	 priority entryity list	 at top of(FILEND)	 lis t
r Insert new fi e
3	
- FILEND	 name at first







-Set status to	 RETURN
FRead.





— list entries up D-<-- l in list:,
Yes
Close the file.	 Delete file	 Remove entry`




name in Close the Open file.Open fileget stack







^Move extents t OE POOR QUALr, Wculate, no. of Calculate no. o?
calling se- words to read words to write
quence
READFL
efine and Read to rite from
pen the file named named arra .
(SETPRI) et IER _ - 9 array
REDWRT
(REDWRT)
Calculate no. Set status to
ords in file. RETURN write in file
















Set IOP = 1 Read or Read specified s
write the fil number of Ye	 peration
words a read?n (REDWRT) i
600
O
` Close the Write specified










Lenblk = NITM = LEN- NSEG = 1+Buflen 12 BLK 1 ITMLE (ITMTOT -1)/=
NITM
;a
IPTR =4+ LENS 1 NLAST = ITMT
Is-1) * NITM NITM* ITMLGIS = 1 PT - NITM*(NSEG -1)
a
ER = IPTR NSRT
.	 `. . , NSRT=h'ITM s=NSEG	 Yes NLAST t
No
400




Outfile lengths rite NSRT Sort NSRT`
= input file items @ IR itemslengths (WRTFIL)
.. (BISOR T) e
600
4.	 s Copy FILIN to
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